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ABSTRACT 

This thesis focuses on the design and analysis of 

interprocess communication protocols for netuorks of computers. 

Previous research has emphasized system performance at lower 

levels, within the communication medium itself. This work 

examines requirements and performance of protocols for 

communication between processes in the Host computers attached 

to   the communication system. 

Both  the reliability and the efficiency of protocols are 

discussed.     Reliability   involves overcoming    unreliable    natwork 

transmission       facilities      to      avoid       loss,     duplication,     or 

out-of-order delivery of data.       Reliability    performance    goals 

are      defined,       and      the    correctness    of    different    protocol 

mechanisms       in      achieving      these      goals       is      demonstrated. 

Consequences of protocol   failures   (Host crashes) and problems of 

initializing        control       mechanisms      required       for       reliable 

communication  are also considered. 

Efficiency primarily concerns throughput and delay 

achievable for communication between remote processes. The 

performance of successively more powerful protocols including 

error detection, retransmission, flow control, limited 

buffering, and sequencing is analyzed. Protocol parameters such 

as retransmission    interval,    window    size,    buffer    allocation. 

-i i i- 



packet 5-ze, and acknowledgement strategy emerge as important 

factors in determining efficiency. Several graphs showing 

quantitative performance results for representative situations 

are   included. 

An additional section of the thesis considers the 

problems of interconnecting heterogeneous computer networks to 

allow communication between processes in different networks. 

Topics discussed include global addressing and routing 

techniques, level of network interconnection, extent of changes 

required in individual nets, and functions performed by the 

interface or Gateway between networks. 
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Introduct ion 

Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

This thssis focuses on the design and analysis cf 

interprocess comtnunication protocols for use in computer 

netuorks. The feasability and utility of computer networks has 

been clearly demonstrated recently uith several sophisticated 

nets ful Iy operational (NPL, ARPA, TYtlNET, ALOHA) and many 

others planned (CYCLADES, EPSS, SITA, CANUNET, AUTODIN II) (see 

Appendix B). However, much of the research accompanying these 

developments has emphasized system performance within the 

communication network Itself. Our study examines the 

requirements for communication between processes in the Host 

computers attached to the network. 

To clarify our level of interest, we note the parallel 

history of computer network development and sing I a computer 

system development. In single computer systems, the original 

empahasis was on "hardware" questions of memories, bus 

structure, basic a-ithmetic and logic operations, etc. 

Eventually such hardware design problems became a specialty, and 

efforts to provide a more convenient interface to the computer 

user grew in importance. Programming languages, operating 

systems, and time sharing were born. 

   -'- -       ■ _  -  .     .       -^^..- ,       -   -  -             —   t*mami^*mmmi\ m mm i*—*m*am ■>■■!■ -    -           - -      i   ■!        itittWWMr^Kkm «—^^_-__ 



Introduction P 

Similarly, the first years of comouter network 

development have emphasized internal design questions sued as 

circuit topology and capacity [Frank70, Frank72a, Cerf75a], 

routing [Frank71f Fultz72, HcQuiIIan74], switching node 

requirements tFultz72t HcQui I Ian72], reliability [VanSlyke72], 

and congestion control tDavies72, Kahn72]. This emphasis is 

most apparent in the ARPANET and related packet switching 

network experience [Frank72, netcalfe73]. Many of these 

internal design problems now have a well developed theory and 

practice [Kleinrock70, Frank72, Pyke73, Karp73, Kershenbaum74] 

that serves to provide the basic cotnmunicat ion faci I i ty or 

transmission medium that interconnects network users at the 

lowest   level. 

Unfortunately, processes attempting to communicate with 

each other over a ccuputer network face a problem similar to 

humans trying to use a single computer: the basic or "raw" 

facility provided is often too primitive, unreliable, or 

otherwise inconvenient. The traditional approach In the 

computing domain has been to create an operating system to 

bridge the gap between raw machine and user desires, creating a 

"virtual" machine that is much more powerful, reliable, and 

convenient. 

To facilitate  interprocess communication over a computer 

network,    a   similar    "augmented" communication facility must be 

jnHiiiMKifri'itin iiifMr-"- -"  .^MMi^A.^.        .^K.     —■■■       ^.    ^....^.^^.t*-^.^. —J^-^. - iHBin r*^^^^^*--        ■ —- —-■  —__ 
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built upon the basic network services available. In fact, many 

different levels of augmented service prove desirable for 

various special communication purposes [Crocker721. A partially 

re I iable "best effort" communication service represents the 

louest level, followed by a general purpose fully reliable 

interprocess communication protocol, and finally various special 

purpose services such as file transfer, remote job entry, 

interactive terminal,   and graphics. 

Compared to the rigor of internal network design theory 

and practice, the science of higher level protocol design is in 

its infancy. This thesis focuses on the general interprocess 

communication protocols which provide the basic facility on 

wh i ch more spec i a Ii zed serv i ces will  be bu i11   [Pouz i n74c]. 

Although good interprocess communication facilities are 

a necessary condition for the flexible resource sharing 

envisioned by network architects [Roberts72, Kahn72a, Uatson73, 

ricKay731, they are by no means sufficient. A wide range of 

higher level problems in distributed system design such as 

synchronization, file systems [Thoinas731, task part i tlonlng, 

resource allocation, priority assignment [Bowdon721, etc. remain 

to be solved. 

Resource sharing in the distributed environment of 

computer networks imposes special demands on interprocess 

communication facilities.    Processes    are    seen    as    the    active 

-- 



Introduction 4 

elements in a distributed computing system. Human users at 

terminals, I/D devices, file systems, service routines, 

operating systems, are all rapresented by processes that 

communicate to accomplish their goals. Processes are often 

treated as equals for communication purposes rather than 

requiring a "master" and "slave" relationship typical of polling 

or centralized control systems (e.g. IBfl's SDLC [Donan74, 

Kersey74]). As opposed to traditional centralized systems uhere 

reliability is often taken for granted, the distributed 

environment of computer netuorks demands that the interprocess 

communication facility pay explicit attention to assuring 

reliability [Hetcal fe72]. These considerations determine the 

type of augmented service desirable, or performance goals for an 

interprocess communication protocol in a computer network 

envi ronment. 

Pel iabiIi tu and efficiency may be distinguished as two 

main classes of performance goal. Reliability of the 

interprocess communication protocol involves avoiding loss or 

duplication of data transmitted, del ivering data in the same 

order as submitted, and properly initializing and terminating 

data transfers for continued reliable operation. Efficiency 

primarily concerns throughput and delay achievable for 

communication between remote processes. These depend on the 

operation of protocol mechanisms such as retransmission, flou 

control,  buffer allocation,  sequencing,  and fragmentation. 



Introduction 5 

These performance goals define one side of the protocol 

design problem, while the transmission medium characteristics 

define the other. To the greatest extent possible, ue take 

transmission medium behavior, particularly the difficult 

characteristics of packet switching nets (PSN), as a given set 

of characteristics uhich must be dealt uith by a protocol, 

rather than assuming them away to simplify analysis. After a 

summary of the contents of this thesis in section 1, we return 

to discuss transmission medium behavior in section 2. This 

characterization serves as a basis for protocol design 

considerations  throughout  the rest of  this work. 

-■ 
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Summary 

1.  SUmARY 

Chapters !I and III present the major neu results of 

this study concerning reliability and efficiency of protocols 

respectively. Our contribution is both methodological in 

developing neu analysis techniques, particularly in chapter II, 

and substantive in presenting ansuers to protocol desigr 

problems. Chapter IV presents a survey of recent uork on 

protocols s"i table for the interconnection of packet su itching 

netuorks and a discussion of the interface or Gateuay betueen 

networks. 

Chapter II defines reliability performance measures and 

considers the protocol mechanisms necessary to achieve various 

levels of reliability.  Interest in protocol ver i f icat ion has 

increased recently, uith several authors apply:ng various proof 

techniques to verifying certain aspects of protocol reliability 

[Pos te 174, Bochman75, IfcHihTS.  We  employ  less  formal 

techniques in order to achieve results for more real istic 

assumptions about underlying transmission medium behavior.   Ue 

are particularly  interested  in developing protocols able to 

overcome the potentially hostile transmission characteristics of 

packet suitching netuorksk and our analysis covers the full 

range of netuork behavior. 

The consequences of protocol fai lures (for example due 

to Host crashes) are also considered, leading to an  important 
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Summary y 

result that interproctss communication protocols cannot 

guarantee "invisible" recovery from protocol failures. That is, 

loss or duplication of data cannot be prevented by the protocol 

iiself after a failure, but highwf level error recovery 

procedures must be invoked. 

Chapter II also considers the problems involved In 

initiali z i nq the control information required by reliable 

communication mechanisms. Sophisticated methods of select!tig 

initial control information values and synchronizing the other 

side of a connection prove necessary in a potentially hostile 

environment such as a PSN. Such mechanisms are defined and 

verified using a state diagram model which includes the state of 

both protocol processes (on each side of the connection) plus 

information transmitted between processes. 

Chapter III defines efficiency performance measures of 

throughput and de lau for interprocess communication pr«tocols. 

Successively more powerful protocols including retransmission, 

flow, control, limited buffering, and sequencing are analyzed to 

determine the impact of protocol parameters such as 

retransmission interval, window size, buffer allocation, and 

fragment size on efficiency. Transmission medium 

characteristics such as delay, bandwidth, and errors also 

strongly affect efficiency. In Chapter III we are forced to 

make some simplifying assumptions about transmission ,nedlum 

characteristics. 

-  — —~-—•  --       -.-—„M^-—^ii 
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Summary 8 

Chapter IV considers the problem of interconnecting 

independent computer networks to provide communication between 

processes on computers in different networks. Ue compare 

several approaches to network interconnection including those 

requiring substantial changes to existing local net operations. 

Techniques to implement internet addressing, routing, and other 

protocol services discussed in chapters II arid III on top of 

ocal neiHu . facilities appear to be feasible without imposing 

changes on  individual  nets. 

...        . ■■^-   .: .^-..^-.w 
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2.     TRANSniSSION PIEDIUH CHARACTERISTICS 

This section identifies the important characteristics of 

the basic transmission medium or communication facility that the 

protocol must use in providing an augmented service. The six 

characteristics discussed emerged primarl Iy through experience 

kiith packet switching nevuorks as the basic transmission medium, 

and are most appropriate to that context. The transmission 

medium is assumed to accept packets or blocks of data from a 

source and make a "best effort" to deliver them to the 

destination. That is, ue limit our concern to Packet 

communication media [tletcil fe73], although not strictly to 

packet switching nets, flany of the points raised apply to other 

network technologies or even simple communication lines as well, 

and    an effort   is made to  include these points  in  the following. 

The  transmission medium characteristics discussed are: 

1) Variable delay 

2) Duplication of packets 

3) Loss and damage of packets 

4) Out-of-order delivery 

5) Packet size 

6) Bandwidth 

 -- ■  
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Delaii 

Transmission medium delay is the amount of time betueen 

submission of a packet at the source and delivery of the packet 

at the destination. Traditionally, total delay is decomposed 

into transmission de lau, or the time required to transmit all 

the bits of a packet at the nominal rate of the transmission 

medium, plus propagation de lau, or the time it takes a bit to 

travel through the transmission medium to the destination. On a 

dedicated hardware line these delays are relatively constant. 

If the transmission medium is shared among many users as is 

usually the case, there may also be access or queuing de lag 

while a packet waits  its turn to be transmitted. 

In store-and-lorward packet switching networks with many 

nodes, the packet experiences comb mat ions of these delays at 

every hop, and as competing traffic level increases, larger 

access or queuing delays occur at each node. Errors followed by 

retransmissions between nodes, and alternate routing of packets 

also contribute to variations in the delay experienced by 

different packets. Without specifying the global traffic 

pattern and routing algorithm, it is difficult to detail the 

delay distribution, but in general variations equal to or 

greater  than  the mean delay are  typical   [Forgie75]. 

Satellite links with high bandwidths impose large 

propagation    delays    (about    250    msec)    so retransmission delay 

_      -  -- ■- - - - — 
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becomes a more important source of variation, although satellite 

error rates are lower than ground lines [Sastry74). Loop nets 

provide relatively constant delay characteristics with access 

delay accounting for the major variability. 

An important delay characteristic for protocol design is 

the max i mum propagation time or packet lifetime in the 

transmission medium, represented by L. For simple data links 

and loop nets, packet lifetime is nearly constant and determined 

largely by line length and physical transmission properties. In 

packet switching networks with occasional routing anomalies and 

other malfunctions, L may be orders of magnitude greater than 

the normal or mean propagation times. As discussed in chapter 

II, protocols must always be wary of "old" packets arriving, so 

a minimum L is desirable. One means suggestad to achieve this 

is a packet which self-destructs after a specified time In the 

net. Further consideration of such transmission medium problems 

is beyond the scope of this work, and L is taken as one of the 

given characteristics of the transmission medium. 

Pup Iicat ion 

A single packet submitted for transmission may be 

duplicated by the transmission medium and more than one copy 

delivered to the destination. Normally the transmission medium 

removes any duplicates it generates (by Internal 

retransmissions), but certain line or node failures at critical 

moments can result in duplicates emerging at the destination. 

-         »        -  —  -           — — — —^  --     ...      . —   -   ■ i    i^^^M^^^a  
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Loss and Damage 

A great deal of work has been done to characterize the 

errors occurring on real transmission lines of various types 

[TounsendB4, BeniceBAa, Trafton71, Burton72]. Detecting damaged 

packets is a well developed problem in coding theory. Without 

further discussion, ue assume that the protocol designer has 

techniques availab'e to decode packets and detect «rrors in 

packets to any desired degree of reliability. Davies and Barber 

(1973) survey the problem of error characteristics and suitable 

coding techniques. Higher reliability requires longer codes, 

increasing the overhead to transmit a packet, and reducing 

effective bandwidth as discussed  in chapter III. 

On hardware  lines,  unless the  line  is    completely    open, 

it     is    safe    to    assume    that    a transmitted packet will   arrive 

either   intact or damaged.     In networks with multiple     lines    and 

nodes     in  the transmission path,   the pcss'bility of  total   packet 

loss  is  finite and must be explicitly recognized.    Sowe networks 

even discard packets as a means of   internal  congestion    control. 

Normally    a   protocol    will    discard damaged packets and 

wait   for or request  their    retransmission.      This    converts     the 

problem    of packet damage to packet  loss,   treating both with  the 

same mechanism  (retransmission).    However,   some applications may 

tolerate  the delivery of damaged packets to the    protocol     user, 

and/or   loss of some packets. 

-■ ■- 
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Ordering 

Packets may arrive at the destination in a di fferent 

order than they were submitted to the transmission medium.  In a 

packet switching net with multiple paths from source  to 

destination and alternate routing of packets, a packet submitted 

later may travel by a shorter route and arrive sooner than a 

packet submitted earlier.  In I ine swi teed mH    or on simple 

data  links  uhere  all  packets  follow the same route, 

retransmission to correct  internal errors may  cause  the 

retransmitted packet to arrive after one or more later packets 

transmitted successfully the first time. Some networks provide 

an  ordering facility at the destination,  implementing an 

end-to-end sequencing service within the network communication 

faci I i ty. 

Packet Size 

The transmission medium normally has a maximum size 

packet that it will accept. If a process wishes to send a chunk 

of data larger than this size, the protocol must fragment the 

chunk into pieces small enough for transmission, and reassemble 

the chunks, or at least deliver the fragments in order at the 

destination. The transmission medium itself may have to 

fragment packets for transmission on certain links (oarticularly 

likely if different nets are connected together), so there may 

be  layers of fragmentation and reassembly,  or a uniform 

--'— ■ ■   ■        —   . . . ^ . -. . -         - ■ - 
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fragmentation scheme used at all  levels  which  requires 

reconstruction only at the destination. 

The optimization of packet size involves consideration 

of line rates, error characteristics, traffic patterns, and 

performance objectives [Metcalfe73, Crowther74], At the 

interprocess communication protocol design level, ue assume a 

given maximum packet size, P. 

Bandwidth 

The transmission medium accepts packets at a nominal bit 

rate B. In a packet switching net this rate is usually the 

hardware line capacity from the Hos* to the packet switch. 

However, the transmission medium may become "unavailable" at 

times due to internal congestion control mechanisms, and the 

effective bit rate offered is further reduced by framing and 

control information required on the line. These considerations 

affect any protocol using the transmission medium, and will not 

be considered further. 

   ■  -   — — - - - -'- * -         ....... »■. JI—t- —..-^—^i^...^^. 
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Chapter II 

PROTOCOL RELIABILITY 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we study the reliability of interprocess 

communication protocols. As discussed in chapter I, this 

requires a clear understanding of protocol performance goals and 

transmission medium characteristics relevant to reliability 

since a protocol must bridge the gap between services available 

and facilities desired. 

Ue are particularly interested In treatirrj the full 

range of transmission medium behaviour that protocols may have 

to cope with. While other authors have assumed well-behaved 

transmission media in order to applu formal analysis techniques, 

we are more interested in developing protocol mechanisms 

suitable for worst case situations in real packet switching 

network environments. Ue return to this difference in goals In 

section 1.2 below. 

Transmission medium characteristics most relevant to 

reliability include delay, loss, damage, duplication, and 

out-of-order delivery of information (cf chapter I). The basic 

function of an interprocess communication protocol is to mask 

these undesirable characteristics and provide a reliable and 

convenient communication path between processes (see figure 1). 

  -----  "^ -    -     —- .    Mil     I       I II ■ 
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FIGURE 1   AUGMENTED SERVICE FROM INTERPROCESS 

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL (IPC) 
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Hence an important goal of protocol analysis is to demonsti ate 

that a candidate protocol or class of protocols indeed provide» 

the desired reliability: i.e. does not duplicate packets, lose 

packets, or deliver them out of order. 

Protocol verification is one part of the complete 

protocol  design process.  Successful protocol design also 

requires a clear specification of performance goals, development 

of mechanisms to achieve those goals, and evaluation  of 

alternative mechanisms.  Evaluation includes verification that 

the performance goals are met when the protocol  is functioning 

normally.  Unfortunately, normal co».:..,uter system operations are 

occasionally disrupted by catastrophic  failures  (hardware 

faults,  deadlocks, protection violations, restarts,  etc.). 

Hence another important consideration of protocol  analysis 

concerns the results of protocol failure. By protocol failure» 

we mean the (rare) malfunction of a normally correct protocol 

due to some external catastrophe, rather than a protocol  that 

normally functions incorrectly due to a flaw in its algorithms. 

A third component of protocol evaluation  concerns 

initializatipn of the protocol mechanisms used to overcome 

transmission medium deficiencies. Since thia initialization may 

have to be performed over the same unreliable transmission 

medium, it presents a difficult synchronization problem. 

■I- '   • — 
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These four  topics are the main subject matter of chapter 

II: 
(1) Definition of performance goals and protocol mechanisms 
to achieve reliability. 

(2) Verification of correct protocol operation under normal 
circumstances. 

(3) Results of protocol failures. 

(4) Protocol initialization requirements and techniques. 

Whenever possible,  the cost of the various solutions to thett 

problems is discussed. 

Section 2 outlines the important parts of an 

interprocess communication protocol, and defines reliability 

performance measures (efficiency measures are considered in 

chapter III). Section 3 describes a simple protocol to avoid 

loss and dup I i cat ion of packets, verifies the reliability of 

this protocol, and explores the consequences of protocol 

failures. Section 4 extends the analysis to a more powerful 

protocol including a sequencing mechanism that correctly orders 

delivered packets. 

Analysis of the protocols specified in sections 3 and 4 

shows that when both sides of the protocol function correctly, 

loss, duplication, and ordering problems are eliminated. 

However, when one side of the protocol fails (memory loss) as 

would occur in a Host crash/restart, we prove that loss or 

duplication of packets may occur. That is, it is impossible to 

guarantee error-free recovery after a failure by either side of 

a connection. 
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In section 5 ue consider the addi tional problems of 

i n i t i a Ii z i ng the »echan i sms wh i ch ach i eve re Ii ab I e 

communication. This initialization is u i de I y referred to as 

connection      establishment, and        presents        a        difficult 

synchronization    problem since  it must be accomplished using  the 

unreliable    basic    communication    facility.       The    concepts      of 

connection    and    connection state are defined,   and «ec'.ani sms  to 

reliably    establish    connections    (initialize      protocols)      are 

specified    and    classified.      Ue    demonstrate the  limitations  of 

various mechanisms    and   prove    the    robustness    of    the    "3-way 

handshake"    mechanism for connection establishment   [Tomlin8on74, 

Dal a 1741   using a composite state diagram model.    Consequences of 

failures   (memory  loss) and failure recovery techniques are    also 

cons i dered. 

1.1    Related llork 

"Closed loop" or "feedback correction" type protocols 

suitable for overcoming the transmission medium characteristics 

discussed in chapter I have been widely treated in the 

literature       [Benice64a,        LynchBS,        Stutzman72, Burton72. 

netcalfe731. The ARQ type protocol is more suitable for 

hardware I Ines where complete packet loss is impossible, since 

it requires either a positive acknowledgement (ACK) or negative 

acknowledgement mCK or Retransmission Request) for every 

packet  sent. 
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Several authors have used state diagrams to modjl simple 

ARQ protocols [LynchBS, BartlettBS, Birke71, Bochinan74]. Lynch 

presents an informal proof that these protocols» provide reliable 

communication over uelI behaved transmission media that never 

lose packets, duplicate packets, or deliver packets out of 

order. Recently Bochman has analyzed the same protocol by the 

method of action sequences. Seidler (1975) presents a more 

formal model for analysis of ARQ type protocols. 

A Positive Acknowledgement, Retransmission on timeout 

(PAR) type protocol is more suitable in a packet switching net 

environment where data packets or acknowledgements may be 

completely lost, since these protocols do not require a NACK to 

stimulate retransmission. Forward error correction may be used 

in addition to error detection on noisy channels to reduce 

retransmission [BeniceBAb, Sastry74]. Metcalfe provides an 

excellent summary of the motivation for and suitability of PAR 

protocols tnetcalfe73 pp. 3-4 to 3-11]. Kalin (1971) has also 

discussed several important considerations in protocol 

reliability including protocol initialization. 

Postel (1974) has analyzed some simple examples of PAR 

protocols for "proper termination." This analysis shows that 

the specified protocol functions correctly in avoiding loss, 

duplication, and out-of-order delivery. Postel's work does not 

treat the general class of PAR protocols or examine the 

consequences  of protocol  failures.  A specific connection 
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establishment    procedure      (the      ARPANET      Initial      Connection 

Protocol)     Is    shoun    to    have a race condition,  but  the general 

question of connection establishment   is not treated. 

Merlin (1974, 1975) has used Fctri nets and their 

corresponding "token (nachInes" to show that a simple class of 

PAR protocols is "recoverable" from loss or duplication of 

packets by the transmission medium, and that packets are 

delivered in order. Connection establishment and protocol 

failures are not discussed, although the analysis technique may 

be applicable to some types of  failures. 

Bochman (1974) has analyzed some simple PAR protocols 

using the "action sequences" associated with a state diagram 

model. He has also explored an algorithmic protocol 

specification as a basis for both assertion proof techniques and 

protocol     Implementation    by structured programming  tBochman75]. 

LeMoli (1973) has proposed a "colloquy" model for 

protocol specification consisting of a finite state machine with 

clearly defined user interface on one side and network 

communication interface on the other side. Danthine and Bremer 

(1975a, 1975b) have extended this model to facilitate simulation 

of protocols. 

Gilbert and Chandler (1972) have treated the Interaction 

of parallel processes by defining a "composite state" Including 

the state of each process and the values of shared variables. 

Bredt     (1973)    has extended this model   to allou  infinite numbers 

i 
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of processes or infinite values for variables. The requirement 

fcr shared variables between proce-ses prevents the direct 

appl ication of these techniques to communication protocols. 

Houever, in section 5 we have modi f ied this model to allow 

message-based interprocess communication and have applied the 

extended model to verify a complex protocol initialization 

mechani sm. 

Day {1975) has begun research to determine the issues 

involved in designing VesiI lent" protocols. He suggests that 

protocol specification techniques are of primary importance, and 

that several approaches to verification may prove useful 

including formal modeling, program proving, implementation aids, 

and  implementation testers or exercisers. 

Members of IFIP UGB.l (INUG) have been active in 

developing interprocess communication protocols. Researchers at 

Stanford University and Bolt Beranek and Newman have been 

particularly interested in protocol reliability [Cerf74b, 

Dalai74,  Sunshine74,  Be!  nes74a,  Tomlinson74,  ncKenzie74]. 

L2—Protocol   Specification and Verification Techniguas 

Analysis and design of communication protocols requires 

a clear protocol specification. A good protocol specificat ion 

must ultimately serve several purposes, including definition, 

verification,     simulation,     implementation,   and documentation of 
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the algorithms involved [Danthine75b, Bochman751. Ue do not 

attempt to develop a complete theory of protocol specification, 

or of protocol verification, although both specification and 

verification are important in the broader performance analysis 

ue seek. 

Ue have used different protocol specification techniques 

for the different performance topu* treated in this thesis in 

order to most clearly define the protocol behaviour relevant to 

each topic. Sections 3 and 4 employ a flowchart or algorithmic 

protocol specification. Section 5 uses a state diagram 

specification consistent with the exchanges of control 

information required to ini tialize and terminate connect ions. 

Appendix A develops a detailed protocol specification model 

based    on    state diagrams with additional   "context"   information. 

Authors primarily interested in verification have 

employed formal models such as Petri nets tHerlln74], UCLA 

Graphs [Postel73], and state diagrams [Bochman74, Lynch681. By 

specifying a protocol in terms of one of these formal models, 

the powerful general theory developed for these abstract models 

may be brought to bear on a particular aspect of protocol 

verification. These techniques have succeeded in verifying some 

facets of protocol reliability assuming reasonably well-behaved 

transmission media. 

Unfortunately,    both    the   complexity    of    more powerful 

protocols,  and more hostile transmission media    are   beyond    the 
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capabilities of current formal models. The explosion of states 

or nodes required to represent more complex protocols causes 

some problems. Other difficulties arise in trying to 

incorporate transmission media allowing total loss (as opposed 

to damage) of packets, large amounts of Internal storage, 

internal duplication, and out-of-order delivery of packets. 

Ue have been forced to abandon some of the rigor of 

formal definitions and models in order to achieve results of 

broader scope. Our protocol specification techniques include 

prose, algorithms, flow charts, and state diagrams. Our proof 

techniques include decomposition into simple modules, exhaustive 

or complete test input sets, assertion proving [FloydB7, NaurBB, 

HoareG91, and the formal models mentioned above. An advantage 

of the informal assertion techniques used throughout this 

chapter is that in many cases they can be used to demonstrate 

protocol failure consequences and initialization requirements In 

addition to correctness under normal operation. 

-■        — ■ 
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2. PROTOCOL riECHANISnS AND PERFDRnANCE GOALS 

In this section ue present an outline of the mechanisms 

employed in typical positive acknowledgement, retransmission 

(PAR) type protocols. The description is purposely broad In 

order to encompass a wide -.ass of protocols. Sections 3 and 4 

examine more detailed examples o*  PAR protocols. 

After outlining protocol mechanisms, we define four 

performance measures used in later sections to evaluate protocol 

reliability. These measures relate to loss, duplication, and 

out-of-order delivery of packets. 

2.1 Protocol Definition 

A PAR interprocess communication protocol consists of a 

sending discipI ine. a receivina disciol ine. and a transmlag^n 

medium for sending packets (messages, letters, finite length bit 

strings) between processes. 

The sending discipline accepts packets from a process, 

attaches any control information used by the protocol to achieve 

reliable communication, and passes the packet to the 

transmission medium. (Submitted packets may be fragmented into 

smaller pieces before transmission.) 

Normal Iy the sending discipline will retransmit each 

packet at  intervals determined by a retransmlaalon 11 manu» 
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Parameter R. until a positive acknowledgement (ACK) is received. 

Then the process is notified that the packet  has  been 

successfully delivered.  Another parameter,  the quit tima Q. 

determines uhen the sending discipline should give up and report 

possible failure to deliver a packet. 

The receiving discipline receives packets frum the 

transmission medium and uses the control information to 

eliminate duplicates, reassemble or reorder fragments, and 

deliver packets to the process in order. Successfully received 

packets are acknowledged. The transmission medium accepts 

packets from the sending discipline and delivers them to the 

receiving discipline subject to the delay, loss, duplication, 

ordering, size, and bandwidth characteristics discussed In 

chapter I. 

Since a PAR protocol provides bi-directional 

communication between two processes, a sending and receiving 

discipline are required on each side of the communication path. 

The protocol at each side must be Initialized (control 

information set up) as discussed in section 5 before reliable 

communication can begin. 
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2.2    Performance Heasures 

(1) DELIVERY: A protocol successful lu delivers park»»« jf every 

packet submitted by the source process is eventually delivered 

(undamaged) to the destination process. A protocol fails to 

deI Iver a packet if a packet submitted to the protocol is not 

delivered (undamaged) to the destination process. 

(2) LOSS: A protocol Lases. a packet if it reports successful 

delivery of a packet to the sending process when in fact the 

packet has not been successfully Slivered to the destination 

process. A protocol does not lose packets if it reports 

successful delivery only if the packet was in fact successfully 

delivered. 

(3) DUPLICATION: A protocol duplicates packets if a single 

packet submitted by the source process is delivered more than 

once to the destination process. A protocol does not duplicate 

packets if every packet submitted is delivered at most once. 

(If the process submits the same message twice, both copies will 

be delivered at the other end—this is not duplication.) 

(4) ORDERING: A protocol delivers packets In order if packets 

are delivered to the destination process in exactly the same 

order that they were submitted by the source process. A 

protocol delivers packets out of order if packets are delivered 

in a different order than they were submitted. 
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In this section we consider a class of simple PAR 

protocols without sequencing, fragmentation, flow control, or 

connection establishment. In particular we note that this class 

of protocols provides no mechanism for sequencing packets that 

may arrive out of order. 

First we define this class of protocols using the 

general outline of a sending discipline and a receiving 

discipline presented in section 2: 

SENDING DISCIPLINE (see figure 2): 

Each packet submitted by the source process is assigned a 
unique identifier. (Ue temporarily ignore the problems of 
an infinite ID space.) The packet is transmitted, and a 
copy is retained. 

Arriving ACK's are checked for errors, and damaged ones 
discarded. 

Uhen an ACK referencing this identifier Is received, the 
retained copy Is discarded (and the source process notified 
of success). If no ACK is received within the 
retransmission timeout period R, the copy is again 
transmitted and the cycle repeated. If the quit time has 
been exceeded, retransmission is suspended (and the sending 
process notified). a 

ACK's for discarded packets are Ignored. 

RECEIVING DISCIPLINE (see figure 3): 

Each packet received from the transmission medium Is checked 
for errors and discarded if damaged. 

If not damaged, the packet's ID is added to the list of 
rece' 'ed-packet ID's and an ACK referencing the Identifier 

- -----  — ■- — - --..—--  - -.      - _—.^-^ .    ._ _    - _ .  — - -^^^^Ml—fc^   ^     ■ - - ...  , |MI| 
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FIGURE 2   PAR PROTOCOL SENDING DISCIPLINE 
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FIGURE 3   PAR PROTOCOL RECEIVING DISCIPLINE 
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is transmitted. (Ue temporarily ignore the fact that the 
received-packet list size increases as more packets are 
received.) If the packet's identifier Is already In the 
list, the p cket is discarded as a duplicate. Otherwise the 
packet  is delivered to the process. 

TRANSMISSION MEDIUri: 

Characterized by such parameters as delay, maximum packet 
lifetime in medium, bandwidth, (non unity) loss probability, 
and (non unity) damage probabi I i ty. The complications of 
addressing, routing, and multiplexing many connections over 
a single path are ignored here—the protocol is defined for 
a single connection. 

The protocol Is i n i 11 a I i zed when both sides have empty 

received-packet lists and no packets have been sent. (How to 

re'iably accomplish this  is discussed in section 5.) 

The above protocol definition assumes that all damaged 

packets and acknowledgements will be detected. In fact it Is 

not possible to detect all transmission errors, resulting in- 

occasional acceptance of a faulty packet or ACK. However, the 

probability of an undetected error can be made extremely small 

at modest cost by use of well known coding techniques, and we 

will   continue to assume perfect error detection. 

Although the abovo protocol definition is quite 

specific, it still serves to define a class of protocols 

equivalent for purposes of reliability analysis. Different 

mechanisms for unique identifier selection, for example, or even 

additional protocol mechanisms such as negative acknowledgements 

to stimulate    retransmission    are    included    in    this    class    of 

. .--      -   ...--^.^-^ ^ ^^.-■—A.  
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protocols. These differences may have important effects on 

efficiency or cost of implementation, but do not alter the 

rel iabi Ii ty of the protocol. 

Having specified a class of simple PAR protocols, ue now 

show that this class satisfies several of the rel iabi I i tu 

performance goals defined in section 2. 

THH 1: A correctly functioning PAR protocol with infinite quit 

time never loses, duplicates, or fails to deliver packets. 

THH 1A: A correctly functioning PAR protocol uith finite quit 

time never loses or duplicates packets, and the probability of 

fai I ing to deliver a packet can be made arbitrarily smal I by the 

sender. 

PROOF: 

DUPLICATION: 

No duplicate packet generated by the sending 

discipline or transmission medium uiI I ever be delivered to 

the process, because in checking the list of received-packet 

ID*s,   the receiving discipline uill   discard them. 

LOSS AND FAILURE TO DELIVER: 

There is a nonzero probability that the transmission 

medium will successfully transmit a packet. Hence an 

infinite quit  time  implies eventual   successful   delivery with 
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probability one.     (However this may take a  long time  If    the 

transmission medium   i; highly unreliable!) 

For finite quit tines, the time may be exceeded 

before successful transmission, Houever, the process is 

notified that the packet may not have been delivered (it 

also may have been delivered if the ADC's are lost), and can 

command the protocol to reset the quit time and continue, or 

give up. The protocol never reports successful delivery 

falsely, and the process can make the probability of failure 

to deliver arbitrarily small  by  increasing  the quit   time. 

Ue now examine the consequences of protocol failures in 

either the receiving discipline or the sending discipline. This 

analysis    was    suggested  in an  informal  note by Belsnes   (1974a). 

THfl 2:   A PAR protocol   that   is    functioning    incorrectly    because 

the    received-packet     ID     list     is    lost     (receiver    crashes and 

restarts) will  either   lose packets,  generate duplicate    packets, 

or     fail     to deliver packets,   and the failure probability cannot 

'te made arbitrarily small  by  the sender. 

PROOF: Suppose the protocol was Initially functioning 

correctly.    Let  side A be sending packet X   to  side R. 

Suppose that when B fails, it loses its received-packet ID 

list, but then continues to function normally. Suppose the 

original     transmission    of    X    arrived    intact    at B and was 
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delivered, but the ACK was damaged or delayed.  Then B 

fails,   clearing  its  received-packet  ID  list. A 

retransmission of X then arrives, and is not detected as a 

duplicate, hence is delivered to ♦he process. 

Alternatively, suppose that when B receives any packet from 

A after failing, it notifies A of the failure, and rejects 

any packets until the protocol is initialized again. In 

this case A reinitializes the protocol (by some foolproof 

means beyond the scope of this analysis). But then A must 

decide what to do about X: 

If A sends X, it may be a duplicate as above. 

If A doesn't Fend X, and reports success, the packet may 

be lost (i B failed before receiving a good copy of X). 

If A notifies the process of the failure and the 

uncertain fate of X, the process has the same 

possibilities for failure: 

Continue trying to send X which may result in a 

duplicate as above. (This couldn't happen in "'"Hfl 

1.) 

Give up which may be a failure to deliver X. 

Furthermore, the sender cannot make the probability 

of failure to deliver arbitrarily small by changing 

■ ■  ,  i-t^MMfc-  ^   >  
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parameters    available    to    him,     since    this failure 

depends on  the reliability of  the receiver. 

THfl 3:  A PAR protocol   that   is    functioning    incorrectly    because 

the    sending    discipline    loses    track    of ID's used or packets 

pending  (sender crashes and restarts),  ui I I either   lose packets 

fail   to    deliver    packets,    or    force    the sending    process    to 

duplicate packets. 

PROOF: 

LOSS: If the serder loses track of ID's, and reuses an ID 

for a neu packet, the receiver ui I I ACK it but discard the 

packet as a duplicate. Houever, the sender ui I I receive the 

ACK and report successful delivery. 

FAILURE TO DELIVER: If the sending discipline loses packets 

that have been transmitted, but not yet acknou I edged, it 

ceases to retransmit them, and they are not del Ivered. 

Furthermore the process may not even be notified of the 

failure. 

DUPLICATION:  If the sending process tries to recover from 

the absence of either a success or quit notification from 

the protocol by resending a packet, the packet may have 

already been delivered before the failure. 

- —     _ - _  ... -.—^—__ — .... - ._ ... .     _ -J.^».^—*  
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Theorems 1-3 demonstrate the fundamental I imi tat innR_n£ 

PAR protocols; they successfully mask errors in the transmission 

medium, tut they cannot guarantee re Iiable transmissi on when 

part of the protocol itself is violated due to failure of one 

side or the other. The information maintained at both sides of 

the protocol is necessary for correct functioning. 

tlany protocol designers persist in trying to get  around 

this  fundamental   limitation and "invisibly"  recover  from 

fai lures by introducing more complicated control  mechanisms, 

usually  involving reinitializing the connection tnader74].  The 

issue o^ (re)initializing a connection for reliable transmission 

after a failure (cf section 5) is separable from the  issue of 

reliability within a connection.  Theorems 2 and 3 show that 

given certain types of failure,  there can be no guaranteed 

reliability with PAR type communication protocols. 

Those desiring greater reliability may implement failure 

recovery schemes at a higher (process) level (where they meet 

the same problems), or reduce the possibility of protocol 

failure with se'f checking or redundant machines, backup stores, 

checkpointing, or other means. 

— 
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4. PAR PROTOCOL UITH SEQUENCING 

The basic PAR protocol above does not concern itself 

with sequencing. Uhen the characteristics of the transmission 

medium include out-of-order delivery (frequently the case in 

packet suitching nets), the basic PAR protocol must be augmented 

uith a sequencing mechanism if correctly sequenced Interprocess 

communication is desired. This section incorporates such a 

mechanism into a PAR protocol, resulting in a Sequencing PAR or 

SPAR protocol. Delivering packets ir order is now included in 

the protocol performance requirements. 

Sequencing is normally achieved by including a sequence 

number (SN) in the control information attached to each packet 

by the sending discipline. The receiving discipline uses SN to 

determine the correct order of arriving packets. First we 

describe a SPAR protocol using both sequence number and unique 

identifier (cf section 3) fields in each packet. Ue show that 

the sequence number may also serve as a unique identifier, 

eliminating the need for a separate packet ID field. Ue then 

define a class of simplified SPAR protocols and analyze its 

reliability as in section 3. 

DEF:  A Sequencing Positive Acknowledgement. Retransmission 

(SPAR) protocol is a PAR protocol with the following additions: 
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SENDING DISCIPLINE: The sending discipline maintains a 

sequence number (SN). Each packet submitted by the process 

has SN attached (along with ID), and then SN is incremented. 

RECEIVING DISCIPLINE: The receiving discipline maintains an 

expected sequence number (ESN). After discarding damaged 

packets, the packet's ID and SN determine the action to be 

taken according to Table 1. 

Table 1 

Processing of Received Packets in SPAR Protocol 

packet SN : ESN 
lower equal higher 

ID new     XXX       ACK, deliver to    discard as 
process, INC, ENTER  out of order 

ID old  ACK, discard       XXX XXX 

ACK means transmit an ACK referencing ID; 
INC means increment ESN; 
ENTER means enter the packet's ID in the 

received-packet ID list; 
XXX means this case does not occur. 

The protocol is i n i t i a Ii zed when SN and ESN are equal to 

each other (may be different in the two directions), no packets 

have been sert, and both sides have empty received-packet ID 

I ists. 

■.-..-^.^—■^..- .  - -_- ^ .—. ..--. 
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From Table 1 we see that the sequence number and 

identifier fields in a packet maintain redundant 

information—they are both duplicate suppressors. In 

particular, the receiving discipline never needs to check the 

received-packet ID list to detect duplicates, because the ESN 

screening accomplishes this. Since it is easier to remember a 

single ESN than a potentially infinite list of ID's, the ID can 

be dropped entirely from the SPAR protocol, uith the sequence 

number performing both the dupI icate detection and sequencing 

functions.  The resulting simpler SPAR is specified as follows: 

SENDING DISCIPLINE (see figure 4): 

The sending discipline maintains a sequence number  (SN). 
Each packet submitted by the process has SN attached, and 
then SN is advanced to its successor. (1)   The packet  is 
transmitted, and a copy retained. 

Arriving ACK's are checked for errors, and d aged ones 
d i scarded. 

When an ACK referencing this packet's sequence number is 
received, the retained copy is discarded (and the sending 
process notified of success). If no ACK is received within 
the retransmission timeout period R, the copy is 
retransmitted and the cycle repeated. If tne quit time has 
been exceeded, retransmission is suspended (and the sending 
process not i f led). 

ACK's for discarded packets are ignored. 

(1) The simplest and most widely used successor function is to 
increment by one, although more complex successor relations have 
been used to support priori ty (IMP-1tlP protocol ttlcQui I Ian721) 
or fragmentation and reassembly [Cerf74b]. 

- - ■- ■-■ • -'— 
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FIGURE 4   SPAR PROTOCOL SENDING DISCIPLINE 
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FIGURE 5   SPAR PROTOCOL RECEIVING DISCIPLINE 
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RECEIVING DISCIPLINE (see figure 5): 

The receiving discipline maintains an expected sequence 
number (ESN). 

Each packet received is checked for errors, and discarded if 
damaged. 

If not damaged, the packet's sequence number (SN) Is 
compared with ESN. The -eceiving discipline operates as 
follows on the basis of this comparison: 

If less, transmit an ACK referencing the packet's SN and 
discard the packet as a duplicate. 

If equal,  transmit an ACK, deliver the packet to the 
process, and advance ESN to its successor. 

If greater, discard the packet as out of order. (1) 

The protocol is initialized when SN and ESN are equal to 

each other in both directions (see section 5) and no packets 

have been sent. 

Theorems 1-3 carry over straightforwardly to SPAR protocols. 

THH IB: A correctly functioning SPAR protocol with infinite quit 

time never loses packets, duplicates packets, fails to deliver 

packets, or delivers packets out of order. 

PROOF: The first three parts are proved as in theorem 1 with 

the sequence number acting as ID. If a packet ever arrives 

at the receiving discipline before one of its predecessors, 

(1; For greater efficiency, the receiving discipline may choose 
to keep some number of out of order packets for a time. The 
costs and benefits of such schemes will be discussed in chapter 
111* 
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the ESN check nil I cause it to be discarded. Only the next 

packet in order can be delivered to the process. 

THd 2A: A SPAR protocol that is functioning incorrectly because 

the  receiving discipline loses ESN (receiver crashes and 

restarts), will either lose packets, dupIicats packets, or fall 

to deliver packets. 

PROOF: Same as theorem 2 with ESN taking the place of ID. 

THM 2B: A malfunctioning SPAR protocol where ESN and SN become 

desynchronized may completely fail to deliver packets. 

PROOF: Desynchronization may occur if either the sending or 

receiving discipline fails to maintain SN or ESN correctly. 

If ESN winds up below or above the sequence number of al I 

outstanding packets (outside the "window" of expected 

sequence numbers described in [Cerf74b]), the "expected" 

sequence number will never appear at the receiving 

discipline, and no packet will be accepted. Recovering from 

such deadlocks requires resynchronizing the protocol as 

discussed in section 5. 

Even if SN and ESN are lost or misset, a 

malfunctioning SPAR will not deliver packets out of order as 

long as the ESN screening in the receiving discipline Is 

obeyed. (However, a series of in-order duplicates may be 

delivered as in THfl 2A.) 

-. ..^---.■^. ,-.....-..      ,.. . ..-.....■_.■        .^...^  .         .„_1^J.^.J__4^J^iL^_^i^fci^   
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Theorem IB shows that SPAR protocols provide the desired 

reliability characteristics when functioning correctly. Under 

protocol failures, however, invisible error-free recovery is 

again impossible to guarantee, and SPAR protocol failures may 

even result in total deadlocks 0* the communication path. 

Both the infinite sequence number space assumed in this 

section for SPAR protocols, and the infinite identifier space 

assumed for PAR protocols in section 3 are impossible in 

practice. For SPAR protocols, a finite sequence number space 

places constraints on the volume of traffic transmitted. If the 

maximum packet lifetime is L, no sequence number can be reused 

for time L, limiting the rate of transmission. If the size of 

the sequence number space is N, Cerf and Kahn (1974c) have shown 

that at most N/2 packets can be outstanding (transmitteo but not 

yet acknowledged) at any time. A suitable modulo N successor 

function and comparison operations are also required. 

If these constraints are violated, "old" packets with 

acceptable sequence numbers may appear at the receiving 

discipline and be accepted instead of the current packet with 

the same sequence number (cf section 5.2). These constraints 

must be included in the protocol specification in order to 

assure reliable operation. 

Similar constraints on the reuse of packet identifiers 

by the sending discipline apply to (nonsequencing) PAR 

protocols.  Haintenance of the received-packet ID list by the 

MM^MMM» 
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receiving discipline presents other difficulties. Received 

identifiers must be removed from the list after time L so tie 

next use of the ID will be accepted. This may adequately reduce 

the size of the list with low transmission rates or small L. 

Further reductions may be accomplished by assigning identifiers 

sequentially so that remembering a single ID can represent the 

fact that all previous ID's have been received. Only the 

relatively small number of noncontiguous ID's must be remembered 

individually. Sequencing also provides a simple means of 

generating unique identifiers at the sending discipline. Hence 

sequence numbers provide the cheapest way to keep track of 

packets already sent or received, even if the sequencing 

information is not used to deliver the packets in order. Pouzin 

(1974c) has described a combination bit map and sequencing 

mechanism to further reduce storage requirements. 

_ - ■ -■   ■ ■ ,_,_____,__ .  
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5.     CONNECTION ESTABi IRHMFMT 

Sections 3 and 4 have focused on the operation of a 

communication protocol after the protocol is initialized. The 

analysis considered a single conversation betueen two processes 

desiring to communicate with each other. This section examines 

the additional issues involved in beginning and ending a 

conversat ion. 

After clarifying the concept of a connect ion between 

processes for re I iable communication, we discuss the actions 

required to establish a connection and show that some simple 

mechanisms proposed for this purpose are inadequate with a 

hostile transmission medium. Ue present more robust connection 

establishment mechanisms and demonstrate their correctness under 

normal operation and the consequences of various failures. 

Appendix A develops a state diagram model for representing 

connection estabIishment procedures which is used to analyze 

both  simple and robust establishment mechanisms. 

The    need    to    consider    explicitly    starting and ending 

conversations arises  for several   reasons   [Pouzin75]: 

(1) In order to  function correctly,     the    protocol     must    be 

initialized before a conversation begins. 

(2) In reality,   many processes will  want  to communicate with 

many    other    processes.     I f   there are N processes,   there are 

  —-    ^-   -   -        
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N(N-l)/2 possible conversations (assuming no one talks to 

himself), but the nunber of conversations actually active at 

any moment Mill generally be far smaller. Without a 

mechanism for starting and ending conversations on demand, 

the state of all possible conversations must be maintained 

perpetually at an impossible cost for even a moderate number 

of processes. 

(3) In the case of certain protocol failures (Host crashes), 

the protocol  must be reinitiallazed to allou reliable 

comunication to proceed from the time of  failure (see 

theorems 2-3). 

(4) Processes may uish to make themselves available for 

communicaation at some times, and refuse conversation at 

other times. 

5.1  Connection Definition 

The notion of a conversation can be formalized as 

follaJS: A connection is a bi-directional communication 

mechanism between two processes. A connection i8 uniquely 

specified by a pair of processes. That is, once the idea of 

multiple connections between various processes is introduced, 

the communication protocol must provide a means for identifying 

processes and hence connections.  These process ID's are called 

■ - ■ 
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addresses, and a connection is specified by a pair of addresses. 

Ue denote connections by address pairs In angle brackets, 

oddress, address>. 

To start a conversation,  two  processes  OPEN  a 

connection, and to end the conversation they  CLOSE the 

connection. This leads to the specification of states of a 

connect ion: 

ESTABLISHED: uhen the protocol has been Initialized and the 
processes are free to exchange packets. 

NOT ACTIVE: uhen the protocol is not initialized and the 
processes do not intend to communicate. A minimum of state 
information about the connection is maintained. 

The communication protocol attempts to establish a 

connection upon a proctss's request to OPEN a connection, and to 

terminate the connection on the process's command to CLOSE. An 

incarnation of a connection is the time from the establishment 

to the closing of the connection. A connection <A,B> may qo 

through many incarnations as processes A and B open and close a 

communication path over time. 

Uithout fully specifying the details, ue name the neu 

class of protocol that includes a mechanism for opening and 

clrsing connections a Communication Control Protocol (CCP). A 

CCP is a SPAR protocol uith the additional mechanisms necessary 

to reliably initialize and terminate the protocol. 
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To move a connection Vom the Not Active ata.e to the 

EstabI ished state, the protocol must be initialized, and the 

connection may spend some time in an intermediate state called 

OPENING. In going from the Established state to the Not Active 

state, the protocol should terminate communication in an orderly 

fashion (perhaps wait for outstanding packets to be received or 

acknowledged), and the connection may spend some time in an 

intermediate state CLOSING.  (See figure B) 

It is important to note that the protocol disciplines on 

the two sides of the connection may think that the connection is 

in different states. The full state of a connection is 

specified by a pair of states, one for each side. Ue denote 

connection states by state pairs in angle brackets, <8tate, 

state>. 

The correct functioning of a protocol can now be 

considered in terms of the state transitions. Each of the major 

states above may have a substructure of more detailed states. 

For example, the exchange of data packets described in section 4 

occurs with both processes in the Established state. The 

analysis of possible transitions and determination of 

undesirable states is an extremely useful technique for protocol 

analysis as we shall see later in this section. But first we 

examine the means for opening and closing a connection. 

In the simplest system, connections might be opened and 

closed by some means external to the communication system.   For 

- - - 
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FIGURE 6   STATES OF A CONNECTION BETWEEN TWO PROCESSES 
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example users might call each other up, or physically move from 

one place to another and instruct the CCP to Initialize o- 

terminate a connection. Such systems Mill be called externallu 

control led. The coordination of the two sides is enforced 

externally by s.-me higher authority, subject to its own 

vaIi dat i on prob I ems. 

However, external control is frequently not possible or 

desirable. The most interesting and useful systems use the 

transmission medium itself to control connections as well as to 

communicate processes* data. To this end, CCP's exchange 

control packets. Dnlg such internallu control lad systems will 

be considered further, although the pitfalIs discussed below 

apply to externally controlled systems as well. 

5.2 Opening a Connection 

Suppose for concreteness that processes A and B wish to 

open a connection. The primary task in opening the connection 

<A,B> is is to initialize the protocol. Each CCP has SN In the 

sending discipline, and ESN in the receiving discipline ae 

described in section 4. 

IsNTAS'inTlsNmK BU8t ^ ^ t0 ^ ***     ^—i 
MLMK**
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5.2.1 Selecting ISN 

The conditions for initialization of SPAR protocols 

required that there be no packets exchanged between A and B. 

This may not be true i f A and B have been previously connected, 

and in fact packets from the previous incarnation of a 

connection may emerge, due to delays in the transmission medium 

and out-rf-order delivery, during the current incarnation. The 

sequencing mechanism defined for SPAR protocols successfully 

handles duplicates uithin a single connection, but cannot in its 

simple form reliably manage opening and closing connections. In 

particular if ISN is picked for the new incarnation so that some 

sequence numbers from an old incarnation are reused, errors may 

occur. 

THM 4: A CCP that transmits packets undi f ferent iable as to 

connection incarnation (by reusing sequence numbers) wi I I lose 

packets, duplicate packets, and deliver packets out of order. 

PROOF: (see figure 7) Suppose packet X from an old 

incarnation of connection <A,B> and packet Y from the 

current incarnation of <A,B> are assigned the same seauence 

number by A and transmitted to B. Furthermore suppose X was 

retransmitted  during  the  old  incarnation.   If  the 
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FIGURE 7   ERROR DUE TO REUSE OF SEQUENCE NUHMB8 

PROCESS A PROCESS B 
• ' 

 *       .SEQNO. 1)(ABC)  ► 

 ►       (SEQN0.2)(DEF)X 

 ►       (SEQN0.2)(DEF) 

(new incarnation) 

 ►       (SEQNO. DIQRS) 

(SEQN0.2)(DEF)X 

(SEQ NO. 2)(TUV)V 
accept 

discard, ACK 

Normal Transmission 

Delayed Transmission 

(Sequence Number) (Data) 
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(retransmitted) packet K arrives at B before V,  it may be 

accepted and acknowledged in place of Yf and packet Y wi I I 

be discarded as a duplicate. A wi I I  receive the ACK and 

think  Y  was successfully transmitted.  Hessage X  is 

duplicated and delivered out of order, while message Y  is 

lost. 

This failure occurs because: 

(1) The transmission medium can delay or store  (retransmitted) 

packets so they reach their destination out-of-order during 

a later incarnation. 

(2) Messages from old incarnations may not be distinguished from 

packets of the current incarnation. 

Accordingly, there are two types of solution to the problem: 

(1) Suppose there is a maximum time L that a packet can be 

stored in the transmission medium (see chapter I). Then if no 

connection is opened before time L after its last closing, all 

old packets will be gone, and any ISN may be used to initialize 

the connection. 

This solution requires CCP's to remember for time L that 

a connection was closed, and hence runs counter to the goal of 

minimizing state information maintained for Not Active 

connections. Furthermore, if a Host fails and forgets which 

connections were recently closed,  it must prevent opening 

miam^ttm   
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connections for ALL its procosses for time L since any of them 

might have had recently closed connections. The cost of this 

type solution is then storage of status information, and delay 

in reestablishing connections after failures. Uhen L Is large, 

these costs may be high. A recent proposal to CCITT for an 

international standard of 30 seconds for L makes this approach 

more attractive [INIJG75]. 

(2) Be sure packets from the current incarnation can be 

distinguished from old packets. Ways to achieve this second 

type of solution include: 

(a) Set ISN to the last sequence number from the previous 

connection. This also violates the absence of state 

information for inactive connections because the last 

sequence number used must be remembered for time I. on every 

connection. Once time L has passed, any value for ISN may 

be used. If a Host fails, aJJ. connections must wait time L 

as in type 1 solutions. 

(b) Set ISN from a single clock for all connections at a 

Host [Tomlinson74]. The clock value is the only state 

information that must be preserved through inactive 

connections and host crashes. This scheme requires 

resetting the sequence number (resynch) if the clock cycles 

around to uhere the sequence number is.  The time until 
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resynch is required is determined by the sequence number 

field size, clock rate, and connect ion traffic intensity 

[Dal a 174]. An additional cost of this mechanism is these 

resynch  tests. 

(c) Add more identifying information to each packet so 

otherwise identical sequence numbers can be distinguished. 

This requires keeping an "incarnation number" for each 

connection, or possibly a global single ID which is assigned 

to each new incarnation, and then incremented. If the ID 

has cycle time greater than L, no confusion is possible. 

For the single global ID, only a single number need be 

remembered for all connections as in (b). Another field on 

every packet  sent   is, required,   increasing overhead. 

In general, all solutions of type 2 may fail if the 

state information which distinguishes previous incarnations is 

lost. In this case the CCP must resort to a type 1 solutions as 

shown in theorem 5 below. To reduce the likelihood of failure, 

the state information can be reduced to a minimum and maintained 

by some specially reliable mechanism like an independent clock 

or counter. 

THM 5: A CCP with finite maximum packet lifetime L that fails by 

forgetting the state of connections must eithar inhibit all 

transmission  for  time L after  the failure,   or will   lose packets. 
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duplicate    packets,    deliver    packets    out of order,   and fail   to 

correctly   initialize connections. 

PROOF: Uhen the CCP forgets the state of a connection, it 

loses whatever state information is used to differentiate 

packets from different incarnations of the connection as 

described above. Then it may restart by resetting this 

state information to a value used earlier, introducing 

packets in the current incarnation that are undifferentiable 

from packets of a past incarnation. Then by theorem 4, 

packets may be duplicated or delivered out of order. In 

particular, the control packets causing initialization 

(discussed in the next section) may be lost or delivered out 

of order, causing incorrect initialization. To avoid these 

problems, the CCP must wait time L after a failure before 

transmitting any packets. 

Theorems 4 and 5 extend the results of theorems 2-3 to 

CCP's. Loss of state information allows new packets to be 

transmitted on a connection when it is still possible for old 

(retransmitted) packets that look the same to arrive at the 

receiving discipline and be accepted instead. In practice a 

combination of minimizing the possibiIity of state information 

loss and waiting some time after restarts may reduce the 

probability of confusion to an acceptably low level. 

Transmission media that guarantee in-order delivery avoid this 

problem. 

 _— 
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Confusing packets from different incarnations of a 

connection is not as unliKely a problem as might be supposed. 

Many protocols use zero for the initial sequence number every 

time a connection is established. In these protocols it is 

quite possible to open a connection, close it, and reopen it 

within a maximum packet lifetime L. In this event it is quite 

likely that retransmissions from a previous incarnation ui II 

emerge with correct sequence numbers to be accepted during the 

current incarnation. 

The uorst difficulties occur when the control packet(s) 

that initialize a connection get confused. Then one or both 

CCP's may think the connection is established, but SN is not 

equal to ESN and no packets can be successfully transmitted. A 

deadlock occurs which must be broken b'j further control message 

exchanges as described below, or oy some external means. 

5.2.2 Setting ESN equal to ISN 

Once ISN is selected for a new incarnation of a 

connection, ESN must be set equal to ISN in both directions. To 

accomplish this, each CCP may try to keep the sarra state 

information that the other CCP uses to select ISN. This is not 

always possible, and where it ;s possible, requires a lot of 

work to synchronize all clocks, remember incarnation numbers for 

all  Hosts,  or remember old sequence numbers  for all  old 
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connections.  And all  this inforiration must be set somehow in 

the "beginning" or after a failure. 

This suggests that  to establish a connection,  the 

sending discipline should tranäinit a sunchronizat ion ^gmtrnl 

Packet   (SYN) to the receiving discipline giving the value of ISN 

(see figure 8).  The receiving diecipline can set ESN to  this 

value without maintaining any state information about  itp 

partner CCP.  The receiving CCP returns a SYN giving  its own 

ISN,  or can reject any SYN that arrives when the protocol is in 

an inappropriate state  (the only appropriate state  is  the 

Opening state where the process has signified its readiness to 

converse,  but  the connection  is  not  yet  established.) 

Inappropriately timed arrivals are either old retransmissions, 

protocol errors, or attempts to establish a conversation with an 

unwi I ling partner. 

Unfortunately, this simple system of a credulous CCP is 

inadequate when packets may arrive out-of-order as shown by 

theorem B below. Once sequencing is initialized, sequence 

numbers serve to validate incoming packets. But while the 

connection is being initialized, there is no way for the 

receiving discipline to validate an arriving SYN since it 

maintains no state information about the other side's ISN. 

THn 6: A CCP that maintains no state information about  ISN  for 

the remote end of  the connection, but accepts ISN from an 
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FIGURE 8   SIMPLE CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT USING SYN CONTROL PACKET 

PROCESS A PROCESS B 

pick ISN = Y 

 ►        iSYNMSEQ NO. X)         ► 

wt ESN - X 

(ACK X) *«  

pick ISN ■ Y 

(SYNMSEQ NO. Y) «  

set ESN = Y 

 ► (ACK Y) 

Established Established 

 ► (SEQNO. X+1)  
(DATA) 

• • 

FIGURE y   SIMPLh CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT ERROR 

PROCESS A PROCESS B 

(SYNMSEQ NO. Z) to 

set ESN = Z 

(ACK Z) 
discard 

(SYNMSEQ NO. Y) 
pick ISN = Y 

set ESN = Y 

(ACK Y) 
Established 

pick ISN - X 
(SYNMSEQ NO. X) 

retransmit discard 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
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arriving SYN control packet, may incorrectly synchronize the 

connection and cause a deadlock. 

PROOF: (See figi.-re 9) Suppose a SYN control packet with an 

old ISN uas retransmitted and delayed in the transmission 

medium during it previous incarnation of the connection. 

This old SYN may arrive jüst uhen the new connection is in 

the opening state, and be accepted as valid. E'N will be 

set to the old ISN, and the connection state set to 

Established.  But no data will be accepted as in theorem 2C. 

"3 Uau Handshake" 

To  avoid this problem,  a more reliable means of 

transmitting the current ISN to a CCP must be used.   Tomlinson 

(1974) has presented such a scheme called the "3 way handshake." 

Instead of simply accepting an arriving SYN, the receiving CCP 

must ask the sending CCP to verify  the SYN as  current.   The 

receiving CCP returns a SYN-Verify control packet to the sending 

CCP which refers  to the ISN ^ro» the SYN (see figure 10).  If 

tiie SYN uas a current packet,  the sender returns a positive 

acknowledgement  (ACK),  and only ♦hen does the receiver accept 

th^ SVN and set ESN.  This synchronization must  occur  in both 

directions,  with  the  SYN-Ver i fy  also  carrying  ISN  of  the 

receiver in the other direction. 

If the SVN-Vorify references an oH ISN (See figure 11), 

the sender returns a negative acknowledgement  (NACK) and the 
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FIGURE 10   "3 WAY HANDSHAKE" CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT 

PROCESS A PROCESS B 

pick ISN ■ X 
(SYNHSEQ NO. X) 

remember X 
pick ISN = Y 

(SYN-VERIFY(X))(SEONO. Y) **  

set ESN = Y 
 ► (ACK Y) 

set ESN ■ X 

Established Established 

: 

FIGURE 11    REJECTION OF OLD SYN PACKET WITH "3 WAY HANDSHAKE' 

(5.YN)(SEQNO. Z) 

remember Z 

pick ISN - Y 
(SYN-VEmFY (ZmSEQ NO. Y) ■*  

invalid 

 ► (NACK Y) 
reject SYN 
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receiver  discards  the  SYN.   This  takes  care of old 

(retransmitted) SYN n SYN-Verify packets. 

Co I Ii s i on Avo i dance 

This "3 way handshake" mechanism for establishing 

connections is inherently asymetric, with one side initiating 

the attempt by sending a SYN, and the other side uaiting to 

respond to a SYN from the active side. However, some processes 

may not have agreed on an active and passive side and both sides 

may attempt to initialize the connection. Then each side wi M 

see a simple SYN rather than a SYN-Verify in response to its own 

SYN. In this case a co M i s i on is said to occur, and the 

collisior resolution mechanism used in broadcast transmission 

media [Abramson73a] may be applied. Both sides "forget" that 

they have sent or received any SYN's and wait a random amount 

of time before trying to initialize the connection again. 

Several authors have investigated the relationship 

between retry intervals, propagation time, and time until 

success in broadcast media [netcalfe73, Abramson73a]. If the 

retry time distribution is wide relative to the propagation 

delay, then very I ikely one side wi I I try again and have its SYN 

delivered while the other side is still wait'ng, avoid'ng a 

second collision. The collision avoidance mechanism simplifies 

connection establishment since it reduces simultaneous 

initiations to the more tractable one-sided attempts.  This 

. -   -   -  -    -  ■"- — _J_J—__^_—„J, —^>—.^MMJfc^^—^^..^ I    .■  ,1 HMMtM—   
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application of collision avoidance to connection establishment 

is believed to be a new technique. 

In order  to  reduce  the  frequency  of   collisions. 

Tomlinson has suggested that a CCP enter a special simultaneous 

initialization state uhen  ,t detects a collision  [private 

communication].  Dalai  (1975) has developed a Igorithms whi ch 

allow the connection to be re Iiabiy estabIished for "normal" but 

simultaneous initialization attempts.  However, if an "old"  SYN 

fromi a previous  mcarnat.on arrives dur, ng a simultaneous 

initialization attempt, the CCP must still  give up and retry 

from scratch. 

5-Z-3—Correctness of Connection EstabI ishmpnf MqChanisms 

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 have shown the shortcomings of some 

simple protocol initialization mechanisms, and suggested more 

complicated mechanisms to successfully deal with transmission 

medium characteristics. In this section we prove that a 

correctly functioning CCP using the ISN selection and 3 yay 

handshake mechanisms described above does indeea correctly 

establish connections for reliable  interprocess communication. 

THtl 7: A correctly ^unct i on ing CCP (wi th inf in i te qu i t t ime) 

using ISN selection and 3 way handshake mechanisms above, 

correctly establishes connections  espite transmission medium 
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characteristics    of     loss,     delay,    damage,      duplication,       and 

out-of-order delivery of packets. 

The proof of   theorem 7   is based on a state diagram model 

of     the    protocol  process on each side of  the connection.     These 

two processes   interact by exchanging jackets which ue assume may 

be   lost,   duplicated,   or    delivered    out-of-order    since    ue    are 

particularly   interested  in developing robust protocols  for worst 

case    situations.       Each    protocol    process     is driven by events 

including user commands,   packet arrivals,   and    internal     timers. 

The    complete state of  the system  includes both protocol 

processes'   states and  the packets   in  the transmission medium.     A 

large  reduction   in complexity   is    achieved    by    classifying     all 

packets     in     the  transmission medium as either  "current"  packets 

c-  "old"  packets   (cf  appendix A).     Only current packets must    be 

explicitly  represented as part  of   the composite state. 

Appendix A proves theorem 7 and also reproves theorem ß 

using the compos, te state formalism to show the correctness of a 

powerful protocol and the inadequacy of a simple protocol for 

connection establishment. Failure recovery techniques are also 

considered. 
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5.3    Closing a Connecti on 

The purpose of closing a connection is to return the 

connection to  the Not Active state,  freeing the resources 

associated  with  maintaining  the connection.   The  tables, 

buffens,  and other data structures used to  support   the 

connection are then available for other connections. 

The CLOSE command means that the process does not want 

to send or receive any more packets. Normally processes 

exchange data signaling the end of their conversation, and then 

request the CCP to close the connection. In this case when 

processes on both sides of the connection request termination, 

the CCP at each side can simply return all resources and place 

the connection in the Not Active state without exchanging any 

control packets. This simple scheme relies on both processes 

cooperat'ng to close the connection. 

However, some processes may not have an agreed 

termination procedure, or one process may wish to terminate the 

connection while the other attempts to continue. The simple 

unilateral termination scheme above might leave the connection 

with one side in the Not Active state, while the other side 

thinks the connection is still Established and continues to use 

transmission medium resources in useless (re)transmissions. 

Since successful communication requires cooperation by 

both sides, when either side attempts termination,  both  sides 

—-■   -        -    -    ■J.^..   . ..- ■^--.— _.    -.  .. ..-..    - --   ^-flMiflM* 
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should be closed. To accomplish this, when the CCP gets a CLOSE 

request, it creates and transmits a termination control packet 

(FIN). This control packet is easier to validate than the 

initialization control packets discussed in section 5.2 because 

the connection  is already established. 

1 

5. 3.1 FIN Hechanism (See figure 12) 

The sending side places the normal next sequence number 

in the FIN, and the receiving side uses the sequence number to 

determine whether the FIN is valid or an old duplicate just as 

for data packets. Furthermore, the sequence number determines 

exactly where in the data stream the FIN occ- s, so that the 

receiver can wait for any outstanding packets if the FIN has 

arrived out of order. The receiving discipline returns an ACK 

for the FIN just as for data packets. It then notifies the 

process that the other side has terminated the connection, and 

places the connection in the Not Active state. 

Uhen the sending discipline sees the ACK for its FIN, it 

knows that the other side has terminated the connection and it 

can finish closing the connection on its own side. In this way 

when either process closes the connection, the resources at both 

sides are freed, and the state of the connection is kept 

consistent at both sides without depending on procesj 

cooperation.   This  mechanism allows both for cooperating 

-     — — — - 
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Fir.URE 12   CONNKCTION C LOSKI) WITH UN ( ONTROI. PACKKT 

PROCESS A PROCESS B 

Established Established 

SN ■ F, ESN = G SN = G, ESN = F 

CLOSE 
 ► (FINXSEQNO. F)  ► 

(ACK F) 

Not Active Not Active 

processes to terminate the connection  in an orderly  fashion 

(after exchanging all desired data), and for one process to shut 

off   the  other uncooperative process and prevent  useless 

act i vi ty. 

To handle the case where both sides try to c'ose the 

connection and send FIN simultaneously, the mechanism used in 

the ARPA net Host-Host protocol may be adopted [Carr70] . 

Instead of acknouledging a FIN with a normal ACK, the reply to a 

FIN is another FIN. Then the initiating and replying 

termination control mesages are identical, and simultaneous 

closes look like responses to both sides (see figure 13). 

■ — —    -   - 
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FIGURE 13   CONNECTION CLOSED WITH SIMULTANEOUS FIN PACKETS 

PROCESS A PROCESS B 

Established Established 

SN = F,  ESN-G SN = G,  ESN     F 

CLOSE 
(FINHSEQNO. F) 

(FINXSEQNO. G)        ■*- 

Not Active Not Active 

5.3.Z Possibilitu of "Hung'1 Connections 

Even with a FIN mechanism, a limited type of connection 

state inconsistency is- still possible in closing a connection. 

To discuss this problem, ue use the following notation: In 

closing a connection, both sides must move from the Established 

state (E) to the Not Active state (N1 by passing through the 

Closing state(s) (C). The possible connection states are then 

<E,E>, <E,C>, <E,N>, <C,C>I <C,N>, and <N,N> counting symmetric 

states only once. 

■^ 
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Uhile the connection is in the Established or Closing 

states,  the normal retransmission/duplicate detection mechanism 

using sequence numbers masks the effect of loss, reordering, and 

delay in the transmission medium.   Once either  side  of  the 

connection reaches the Not Active state houever, essentially all 

information  about  the connection is lost and arr i v i ng packet s 

are simply discarded (except UM to start a neu    connection). 

This  is exactly what  is desired  in the <N,N> state, but 

deadlocks are possible in the <E,N> and <C,N> states. 

The unilateral dose mechanism allous the <E,N> state to 

persist withojt any failure in the transmission medium,  but 

because  the processes fail to agree on dosing the connection. 

This can be avoided by requiring the exchange of HN control 

packets as described above. 

The FIN scheme prevents the <E,N> state, but results in 

the <C,N> state if the ACK of a FIN is lost in the transmission 

medium. In this case, retransmissions of the FIN from the 

Closing side are discarded because the connection has already 

been inactivated. It is appealing to try to solve the problem 

by introducing another stage in the rontrd packet exchange 

where the respondent to the FIN returns a FIN-Reply control 

packet and does not inactivate the connection until receiving an 

ACK for the FIN-Reply. Unfortunately this only shifts the 

problem to the other side and the final ACK. 

iMMMMMMMi^ 
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THH    8:     Any    mechanism  for closing connections   in an   internally 

controlled CCP allows either <E,N>    or    <C,N>    states     to    occur 

where     the connection will  not   terminate   (enter  the <N,N>  state) 

using  the normal  dosing mechanism. 

PROOF: For urn lateral termination schemes the <E,N> state 

can persist It one of the processes does not close its side 

as discussed above. F«r schemes involving exchange of FIN 

control packets, the <C,N> state occurs when the C side has 

sent the FIN type packet, and the N side has received this 

packet and returned an ACK. If the ADC is lost or damaged, 

the C side retransmits the FIN, but the N side discards the 

retransmissions because the connection   is Not Active. 

As noted in Appendi* A, such "hung" or "half open" 

connections can also result from protocol failures where one 

side of the connection must restart in the Not Active state. T 

avoid sucn hung connections whiIe cIosing a connection, thr 

types  of   solution exist: 

o 

ee 

(1) A timeout mechanism whereby one side of the connection 

unilaterally "gives up" and goes to the Not Active state 

when it gets tired of waiting. This can be explicitly 

requested by the process (a sort of Reset command) or 

automatically performed by the CCP. This corresponas to the 

Quit time defined in section 2. 
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(2) A CCP in the No Active state returns some special 

control packet when it receives a packet for a connection it 

considers  inactive.  The Connect ion Inactive control packet 

is a kind of negative ACK and refers to the sequence number 

of the arriving normal packet so the CCP that receives the 

NACK can verify that it refers to a current packet. Of 

course error packets are not returned for error packets. 

When a CCP in the E or C state gets a NACK instead of the 

expected ACK, it can c'ose the connection. This corresponds 

to the Reject mechanism added to the protocjl for failure 

recovery in Appendix A. 

Another simila*- solution for a CCP in the N state 

that receives a FIN type control packet is to construct the 

appropriate ACK for return as if the connection uere still 

active. This avoids special processing by the sender in the 

E or C state by shifting it to the receiver in the N stato. 

This is not always possible since connection state 

information is generally discarded when the connection 

enters the N state, and the protocol may not knou hou to 

construct an appropriate ACK. 

(3) Uhen the CCP sends the final ACK before setting the 

connection Not Active, it can send n copies of  the ACK 

where n  is  la^ge enough to "guarantee" that at ieast one 

will get through.  Thisb'ute force approach  is actually 
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used in at least one protocol known to the author (an early 

version of the ether net protocol at Xerox PARC used n-10). 

5.4 Reducing Costs of a CCP 

It is apparent fro» the above discussion that 

transmission medium characteristics of delayed out-of-order 

delivery of (retransmitted) packets cause difficult problems for 

reliable communication. One seemingly attractive approach to 

this problem is to require a transmission medium that delivers 

packets I« order, or to implement a "lou level" protocol 

mechanism that orders packets on a Host-Most basis, creating a 

first level virtual transmission medium that delivers packets in 

order, and s'1 mplifies the interprocess protocol design. 

The direct cost of this approach is the cost of the 

sequencing mechanism itself with its oun initialization 

problems. Uhere several connections share the same Host-Host 

sequencing mechanism, significant savings may result. Uhen most 

connections are to different hosts, the two level mechanism, 

each level requiring independent state information and 

initialization, may result in increased delay and higher cost. 

The indirect cost of this aproach is the interference 

between different connections now sharing the same ordering 

mechanism. Uhen a packet from one connection is lost or 

delayed, subsequent packets on other connections cannot  be 
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delivered even though they uou.d be in-order on their own 

connection. If packet loss recovery mechan'sms are alto shared, 

then buffering constraints mean tha* a sluggish process that is 

slow to accept its arriving packets «ay hold up all the other 

processes sharing the same sequencing and error correct-on 

channel. 

One disadvantage of a CCP is the relatively large 

overhead in packet heaoers and control packet e.changes 

required. This cost is particularly heavy for short single 

transaction appIicat ions (Kleinrock74J. Nevertheless, we have 

shoun that given the hostile transmission medium characteristics 

described in chapter I, -jarful --ch^msrns are necessary to 

guarantee reliable communicat 1 or,. A partial solution for 

transaction traffic may be to mult pie« many transactions over a 

single longer duration cc^nection. This introduces the 

interference oetween transactions mentioned a.ove, but may be 

justified by savings in overhead ana connection set up activity. 

— 
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Chapter  III 

L INTRODUCTION 

Th.s chapter considers the efficiency of interprocess 

coe»unication protocols for computer netuorks. As uith the 

-e I iMjility performance discussed .n chapter H. quantitative 

performance delivered to processes by a communicat ion protocol 

must be based upon the performance of the transmission medium 

underlying the protocol. Transm i ss i on medi urn character i st i cs 

■Ml .«vortant to efficiency are delay, bandwidth, maximum 

packet  sire,   ond error characteristics. 

To provide efficient   interprocess communication based on 

these       transmission    med>u*    characteristics,     a    protocol     can 

attempt     to    optimize    several     internal     parameters      such       as 

-etransm.ssion     interval,    packet    s^e.     flou control   strategy, 

buffering,   and acknouIedqer-nt  scheme.     Of  course    much     of     the 

performance    seen    by a process on one side  is controlled by   the 

behav.or  of   the other process Hi* uhich     it     is    communicating. 

For     example a protocol   cannot  on  the average provide  throughput 

to a source process  tKit   is greater  than  the acceptance rate    at 

the    receiver.        In    general,     the    «a.imum performance possib I e 

under   ideal   process behavior   |fl of   interest,   as uel I   as    reduced 

performance    due    to     limiting    process    behavior on one or both 

sides. 
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This chapter develops models to analyze the efficiency 

f  successively  more  complex  protocols.  The two main 

performance measures chosen for analysis are average maximum 

throughput and mean da lau since these represent the performance 

of primary  interest  to processes using the protocol.   By 

throughput ue mean the transmission rate of useful data between 

procesfies. excluding any control information or retransmissions 

that  the protocol  requires.  By uelay we mean the time from 

starting to transmit a packet at  the senaer  to successful 

arrival  of  the entire pacKet at the receiver, or arrival of an 

acknoi lodgement at the sender in the case of roundtrip d«lay. 

Ue return to f.irther define these performance measures later in 

this section. 

Other efficiency performance measures  of  interest 

delude  retransmission  rate.  line dfficienci^  and buffer- 

requirements..  Retransmission rate indicates the number of times 

each packet mus* be transmitted and i s a useful  cost measure 

since packet communication costs typically include a per packet 

charge.  Line efficiency  is the ratio of useful   traffic 

(throughput) to total traffic generated by a protocol including 

control information and retransmissions.  It provides a measure 

of  the overall  efficiency of a protocol by indicating the 

fraction of total traffic that represents use.ul data.  Buffers 

are required at the sender to hold packets until acknowledged, 

and at the receiver to hold packets until  processed or  for 

«■■■■■MHHIMMMa^^^MM^^^M^MIftM^MMBMMMMHMMMdfl 
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sequencing  out-of-order  arrivals.  Limited buffer storage 

restrict- throughput fand delay achievable. 

Several authors have analyzed the efficiency of 

communication protocols for simple transmission media with fixed 

delay and no packet loss or reordering [Berice84a, Benice64b, 

Danthine75c, Pouzin73a, Burton72, Sa8try741. This study 

emphasizes performance analysis of protocols for interprocess 

communication over packet suitching nets (PSN) with more complex 

and hostile transmission  jracteristicp 'cf section 1-2). 

Delay includes packet transmission time, or the tim 

required to transmit all bits of a packet into the transmission 

medium (a function of the transmission wedium bandwidth), and 

propagation de'ay. or the time required for a bit to travel from 

source to destination through the transmission medium. In a 

store-and-forward PSN, the propagation delay Xöy itself have 

several  components  (cf section 1-2) which we do not consider 

further. 

Frequently it is important for the sender to receive a 

positive acknowledgement that the packel was delivered, in which 

case the roundtrip delay or time for successful delivery and 

return of response is the significant measure. A transaction 

system is an example of such a situation. Floundtrip delay 

includes delej for a packet to reach the receiver, processing 

time at the receiver, and delay for the response to reach the 

sender. 

  ■ ■ - -  -■  - --  ■ m 
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If a sending process produces packets for transmission 

at  a high rate, the protocol may be unable to transmit packets 

immediately as they are submitted.  In this case,  submitted 

packets must be queued until they can be transmitted.  The total 

delay seen by the process Ml 11 consist of the ua i t i ng t i me while 

the packet  is queued for service plus the normal delay to 

successfully transmit  the packet  through the  transmission 

medium.  During heavy demand periods, the tots I time to complete 

a requested transmission may be dominated by the waiting time. 

Under such conditions,  the throughput  is also  important  in 

determining total completion tim-j because it determines the rate 

at which the waiting queue  is emptied.  To separate these 

eftects, we explicitly exclude the above waiting time from our 

def ini t ion of delay. 

Uhile we define delay as an inherently single packet 

phenomenon, throughput concerns performance for a stream of 

packets. Uith simple protocols that transmit a single packet 

and then wait for its acknowledgement, throughput is simply the 

inverse of roundtrip delay multiplied by the useful bits per 

packet. By taking advantage of the pipeliie or multi-server 

capacity of the transmission medium, a protocol can transmit 

multiple packets while waiting for acknowledgements and achieve 

higher throughput. The extent of this multiplexing is limited 

by transmission medium capacity, flow control mechanisms, and 

other constraints discussed in thie chapter. 
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Achievable throughput is found to depend on six >3in 

factors: overhead, retransmission or error recovery, flow 

control or multiplexing, buffer allocation, receiver rate, and 

transmission medium bandwidth. These factors in turn depend on 

both protocol parameter settings and transmiRsion medium 

characteristics. 

For  a  simple  PAR  protocol  with  deterministic 

transmission delay on a single hop transmission line, Hetcalfe 

(1973) has evaluated several of these factors.  Section 3 

extends the analysis of the error factor to  include more 

realistic transmission delay functions for packet switching 

networks,  and to  include the effect of varying retransmission 

intervals.  Section 4 considers the effect of  flow control 

mechanisms on the multiplexing factor.  In section 5 we discuss 

several acknowledgement, retransmission, and buffer allocation 

strategies,  and consider the throughput degradation resulting 

from buffer limitations.  Section B examines the effects of 

requiring  sequencing at the destination  (SPAR protocols). 

Section 7 briefly discusses the impact of packet size on 

protocol performance. 

Effective  delay  depends  more  directly  on  the 

transmission  medium  characteristics,  but  packet   size, 

retransmission interval, and sequencing requirements also have 

important effects.  In general, minimum delay and maximum 

throughput are conflicting goals[Crowther75, 0pderbeck74], so 

- -   -■_■..■        - — 
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protocol  parameters must be adjusted    to    provide    the    type    of 

service desired by a particular process   (cf  section 7). 

In developing our efficiency analysis, wie define a large 

number of parameters and performance measures in this chapter. 

To aid in remembering them, table 1 provides a list of names and 

brief definitions for the more important terms along with page 

numbers  where  they are  first  defined or discusswd. 
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Table 1 

Important Names and Variables Used in Chapter III 

Name    Definition 

81 

Page 

83 

87 

83 

83 

83 

83 

83 

f(t) Transmission delay distribution 

F(t) Transmission delay cumulative distribution 

P Packet length 

B Bandwidth of transmission medium 

Tprop Propagation time 

P/B Packet transmission time 

LS Loss or damage probability 

TPmax Average maximum throughput (useful data rate)      85 

R Retransmiiision interval 

M Header length 

0 Data length in a packet 

OH Overhead 

TPoh Overhead factor in throughput 

g(t) Successful transmission de'ay distribution        87 

G(t) Successful trans, delay cumulative distribution    87 

DL flean delay until successful delivery of a packet   89 

Ntrans riean number of transmissions oq 

TPretrans Retransmission factor in throughput gn 

86 

88 

86 

86 

87 
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Table 1   (cont'd) 

Name     Definition Page 

Nwin Uindou size for flow control 109 

TI oca I Packet transmission time (Host to Packet Switch)  112 

Tnel Roundtrip time through network less Tlocal 112 

RHO Ratio of service times or ratos 112 

UT Utilization of sender 113 

Nwinmax Uindow size allowing maximum throughput 115 

Nbuf Number of buffers at receiver 123 

Pfull Probability that all buffers are full 125 

TPbuf Buffer limitation factor in throughput 127 

Tint Time between new packet transmissions ^30 

H(t) Cu.nulative delay distribution with sequencing 131 

DLseq Mean delay including sequencing 131 

Pinord Probabi'ity packet arrives in order 135 

Pdis Probability packet is discarded 136 

. . — . . ^ . ..^ *.—^J—. 
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2,    SIMPLE PROTOCOL UITHOUT ERROR CORRECTION 

Perhaps the simplest communication system consists of a 

perfect (error free) line oetueen two users uith bandwidth 

B bits/sec and nearly constant propagation delay Tprop. Uith no 

errors, overhead for headers, or flow control, users simply 

transmit data over this line, obtaining a maximum throughput 

TPmax ■ B bits/sec. The m^an delay to deliver a packet of 

length P bi ts is: 

T - P/B-fTprop - transmission tiir.e + propagation time    (1) 

The  line efficiency this  ideal  system  Is  1,  giving  a 

transmission cost of 1 bit/bit. 

To increase the generality of this model, we will 

represent the propagation time for a packet as a probabi I i bi 

densitu function. f(t). To represent a nearly constant delay 

Tprop, f (t) has a narrow, high peak at time t-Tprop (see figure 

la). 

Ue also introduce the possibility of transmission 

errors, and assume that damaged packets are detected and 

discarded as described for PAR protocols in chapter II, but as 

yet no positive or negative acknowledgements (ACKs or NACKs) are 

returned for received packets. The probabi I i tu. LS. of lost or 

damaged packets (which may depend on the packet length) can be 

included in f{t) as an impulse at t-infinity with value LS (the 

probability that a packet never arrives) (see figure lb). 

  



FIGURE 1   TRANSMISSION DELAY DENSITY FUNCTION f(t) 
»4 

(a) PROPAGATION DELAY DENSITY FUNCTION f(t) WITH NO PACKET LOSS 

I 

fit) 

TIME t 
Tprop 

CJ) PROPAGATION DELAY DENSITY FUNCTION f(t) WITH PACKET LOSS 

PRODADILITY  LS 

fit) 

LS 

TIME t 
Tprop oo 

Ic) TRANSMISSION DELAY DENSITY FUNCTION fit) INCLUDING PACKET 

TRANSMISSION TIME P/B AND PACKET LOSS PROBABILITY LS 

fit) 

Tprop + P/B 

■■   - 
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Since    ue    are    primarily     interested    in    PSN where   the 

end-to-end propagation time  is much     larger    than    the    Host     to 

Packet    Switch    transmission  time for a packet,   it   is convenient 

to also   include the transmission  time for a packet  of     length    P 

in     f(t)    which    will     now also depend on P  (see  figure lc).     Ue 

call   the end-to-end  (or roundtrip) delay distribution     including 

packet     transmission    time and packet   loss or damage probabi I ity 

the   transmission de lau density  function.   f(t). 

The source can still   transmit packets at  rale    B/P,     but 

only  the  fraction   (1-LS) arrive successfully at   the destination. 

Hence  the average maximum throughput   is given by: 

TPmax - B-(1-LS) (2) 

The mean delay is strict ly inf ini te since some packets (LS-O) 

never arrive.   The  line efficiency  is  (1-LS),  but   the 

transmission cost  is not well defined since some data is never 

del ivered. 
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3.  PAR PROTOCOL (RETRANSHISriON) 

The most important reliability performance goal 

discussed in chapter II is to del iver each packet preci sei y 

once. In a PSN environment where packet loss and duplication 

occur, reliable communication requires a PAR type protocol as 

described in section 11-3. Adding the constraint that every 

packet must be successfully delivered requires analysis of 

retransmission and control overhead necessary for reliable 

communication. This introduces the retransmission time interval 

parameter, R: if an ACK i s not received within time R after a 

packet's last transmission, the packet will be retransmitted. 

To provide error and duplicate detection with a PAR 

protocol,  each packet must carry some control information, or a 

header of length H in addition to data.  The header  typically 

includes a checksum  for error detection, and an identifier or 

sequence number for dup I icate detect ion.  It may also  include 

address  information, reverse ACKs, text length, or flow control 

information  In general the header length  is  fixed so P-H+O 

where D  is the  (variable) data length.  The fraction of each 

packet taken up by the header will be called overhead. OH - H/P, 

which varies from H/Pmax of a few percent, to H/H-l for control 

packets with no data.  The throughput obtained due to other 

considerations must be multiplied by a factor TPoh  to account 

for the portion of bandwidth consumed by overhead: 
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TPoMP.H) - 1-H/P (3) 

Retransmission introduces the first real difficulty in 

analyzing quantitative protocol performance. Now ue must find 

the probability dirtribution for the f irst successful delivery 

of possibly many (re)transmissions. To do so, ue assume that 

retransmissions take precedence over new transmissions, and 

hence when a packet's retransmission time arrives, it is 

immediately retransmitted. Preemption of a partially 

transmitted packet is not allowed, so a retransmiss;on may 

actually have to wait for completion of a transmission in 

progress, but we assume this waiting time is insignificant 

compared to the retrar.amission interval R. This is a reasonable 

assumption in a PSN where R is typically an order of magnitude 

larger than a packet transmission time, P/B. 

Ue also assume that the end-to-end delay density 

function f(t) and its associated cumulative distribution F(t) 

are identical for each (reltransmission of a packet, i.e. the 

delays for (re)transmi ssions of a packet are independent. This 

assumption is reasonable for large retransmission Intervals 

typical of PSN's where alte-nate routing and long paths minimize 

dependence [Forgie75]. 

Ue can now write the successful  transmission de lau 

distributions including retransmission. g(t) and G(t), in  terms 

of R and the basic transmission delay distributions f(t) and 

F(t) directly from basic probability considerations: 
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G(t)- Prob(at least one successful delivery by time t) 

» 1 - Problno success by time t) 

■ 1 - Prob list transmission not arrived 
and 2nd trans, not arrived ... 
... and nth trans, not arrived1 

■ 1 -  n Problith trans, not yet arrived) 
i-1 

n-1 
- 1 -•  n  [l-F(t-i.R)] 

1-0 

n- ft/Rl 

(4) 

g(t)« Probifirst successful delivery occurs at time t) 

S   Prob (trans, i arrives at time t and no other 
i-1       transmission yet arrived)      n-[t/R] 

n-1 n-1 
I (Mt-i-R) •  n [l-F(t-j.R)]) 
i-0 j-0 

H 
(5) 

Of course g(t) - d/dt GCt)  as  required  for  any 

probability distribution with the understanding that G(t) is at 

leasv pieceuise continuous (may abruptly change slope at points 

t»i«R) so that g(t) may have step discontinuities at points t»i«R. 

Using equation 5 directly, it is also possible to determine the 

probability mass function g(t) for a discrete distribution f(t). 

The mean delau including retransmission until the first 

successful delivery is given by: 

■ ■ 
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DL(R,F) -     /*   t-g(t).dt (B) 

a 
«   ;    [i-G(t)i-dt 

o 

Another      important      measure    is    the    mean    number    of 

transmi ssions until   the first  success: 

Ntrans(R,F) ■     S    I  •  Prob(first  success between 
i-1 transmission  i  and  l-fl) 

• SI*   (GCi-R) - G((i-1).R)) 

which  telescopes to 

n-1 
* I imit   tn-G(n-R) -    2   G(i-R)] 

n-Ho j «0 

Noting  that   limit G(n«R) must be 1  gives 
n-wo 

n-1 
- limit      S    Q - G(i.R)] 

n-m      i «0 

- 2      Q-GCi-R)] 
i-1 

(7) 

If F(t) represents the roundtrip delay distribution 

(time from transmitting a packet until first ACK received), then 

equation 6 gives the mean roundtrip delay for a successful 

(acknowledged) transmission as a function of the retransmission 

interval R. Equation 7 gives the mean number of transmissions 

to achieve successful transmission as a function of R. 

Typically packet communication costs are dominated by a per 

packet charge,   so Ntrans  is also a    good    cost    measure.       Since 

-- -     • ^-.^-^—^-^^-^  .,   —... i ■■I ^ n^fcsa^ii^BBMfcti         - 
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each successful transmission requires on the average Ntrans 

actual transmissions, maximum throughput attainable ul I I be 

proportional to a retransmission factor: 

TPretrans - l/.^trans (8) 

In general, a larger retransmission interval R allous 

higher throughput since no bandwidth is "wasted" retransmitting 

packets that might be long delayed and not actually lost. This 

is true because the source can continue sending new packets 

while it waits for ACKs of delayed packets (i.e. no sequencing 

of packets   is performed). 

Smaller R reduces wean de lau  for two reasons: 

1) A Loss  factor.    Packets    actually    loist    or    damaged    are 

retransmitted sooner. 

2) An    0R_ factor.     Since all   retransmissions .ire equivalent, 

the OR  function   in    accepting    retransmissions    selects     the 

minimum    transmission    time.       The    more    retransmissions   In 

progress at  once,   the smaller  the minimum  time  for one. 

The remainder of this section examines several 

representative transmission delay distributions, f(t)f to 

explore the resulting protocol performance as a function of the 

•etransmission interval R. The mean of each f(t) is fixed at 

unity to facilitate comparison, while shapes and variances of 

f(t)    are    varied.       In    each    case,     the    resulting    successful 

-   ■ ■—     ■'-- ' •lj-——'-——~~     ..-..■- -^ ..._^..J.—    ..■.___„.^. _. ... .      . ..      .        . , ,- liMM^^^^Mi     i  ■    ■- 
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transmission delay distributions, g(t) and G(t) from equation« 5 

and 4, are plottod for several values of R and packet loss 

probability, LS. Then equations 6 and 8 are used to plot delay 

and throughput as functions of R and LS. Finally, delay versus 

throughput is plotted for each f(t). 

3.1  Constant Transmission De lau 

Figures 2 and 3 show the successful transmission delay 

distributions g(t) and G(t)  resulting  from  a  constant 

transmission delay function F(t) uith constant delay D-l and 

loss probabiIi ty LS: 

(0     t < D 
F(t) - ( 1-LS  D < t < « 

( 1    t— 

For this simple F(t), analytic results are easily derived for 

the mean delay until successful transmission, DL, and number of 

transmissions,   Ntrans: 

DL(D,R) - D 4 R-LS/d-LS) 

Ntrans(D,R) - 1/(1-LS) ♦ [D/Rj 

These results includa the expected sum of a geometric 

series, 1/(1-LS), since in this case transmission is just a 

repeated series of independent trials, each with probability LS 

of   failure.    Mean delay DL  is just  the fixed delay D plus a term 

— --- 
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FIGURE 2   SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION DELAY PROBABILITY MASS FUNCHON   Bm 
FOR CONSTANT TRANSMISSION MEDIUM DELAY D -1 '"'"^ilülN' B(tK 
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proportional to the retransmission interval R. T dy the loss 

factor operates to lower delay; since F(t) is constant, there ie 

no overlap in f(t) from subsequent transmissions and the OR 

factor is zero. Figure 4 shows mean delay DL as a function of R 

for D-l. The delay for a constant F(t) gives the upper bound 

for delay resulting from other F(t) with nonzero variance where 

the OR factor does contribute to reducing DL. 

Ntrans is just the mean number of trials for a Bernoulli 

process, 1/(1-LS), plus the additional number of trials executed 

until the success becomes "known" time D later. Figure 5 shows 

the mean throughput, TPretrans, as a function of R. 

Figure ß shows delay versus throughput resulting from a 

constant F(t) with D-l. For realistic error rates (LS«1), R-D 

is clearly the optimal retransmission interval since there is no 

throughput gain by waiting longer than [j, and little delay gain 

for retransmitting before time D. A constant transmission delay 

function presents an unreal istical ly narrow delay distribution, 

but it does capture the minimum delay behavior typical of PSN'e. 

3.2 Exponential Transmission De I an 

Figures 7 and 8 show g(t) and G(t) resulting from an 

exponential  transmission delay function (with mean delay - 1): 

 -  ------   - - -   -        . _ . _^  ......  M .   ^-^MMMfc-  -■.■—. - 
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FIGURE 4 

MEAN DELAY DL vs. 
RETRANSMISSION INTERVAL 
R FOR CONSTANT 
TRANSMISSION MEDIUM 
DELAY D- 1 
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FIGURE?  SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION DELAY PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION e(t> 
FOR EXPONENTIAL TRANSMISSION MEDIUM DELAY WITH MEAN - 1 

(o) PACKET L0SS PRBBABILITY LS-0 
RETRANSMISSIBN INTERVAL R-5.2..9..J 

(b) RETRANSMISSIBN INTERVA'. R-J 
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FIGURES   SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION DELAY CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION G(t) 
FOR EXPONENTIAL TRANSMISSION MEDIUM DELAY WITH MEAN -1 
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-u-t 
F(t)- ( (i-LS)(l-e   )   0 < t < - 

(1 t - • 

Figures 7a and 8a shew the successful transmission delay 

distributions, g(t) and G(t), for several retransmission 

intervals R but no packet loss (LS-0). Smaller R moves the 

delay density toward shorter times because of the significant OR 

factor uith the wide exponential f(t). Figures 7b and 8b show 

g(t) and G(t) for several packet loss probabilities LS at a 

fixed R. Smaller LS also moves the delay density to the left. 

For LS-0, equations B and 7 readily yield analytic 

expressions for mean delay DL and number of transmissions 

Ntrans: 

CUu.R) - 1_. {1 -  Z  [  1 
u       i-1  i.(i+l) 

-i- (Ul)-R.u/2 
« ]) 

•>  -i-(i+l)-R-u/2 
Ntrans(u,R) - S e 

i-0 

For nonzero LS, numerical solution techniques become necessary. 

Figures 9 and 10 stow mean delay DL and throughput 

TPretrans for various R and LS. Results from the previous 

section are shown otted for comparison. The OR factor serves 

to lower delay for stiwil I R because the wide exponential f(t) for 

neighboring transmissions overlap significantly for small R. As 

R  increases,  mean delay approaches Mw upper bound    proportional 

 ' ■ -   .  ■ 
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to R as uith a constant f(tJ where only the Loss factor is 

contributing. Throughput rises smoothly uith R becausu of the 

uide spread of  f(t). 

The    exponential     '.ransmission delay function presents a 

uide delay distribution    but    does    not    incorporate    a    minimum 

delay,     opposite    to    a    constant    f(t).      There    is    no optimal 

operating point on the throughput    vs.    delay    curvet    shown     in 

figure 11,  but rather a smooth tradeoff of  throughput  for delay. 

3.3    Erlanqian Transmission De lau 

The    Erlangian    distribution represents a more realistic 

transmission    Ofllay,      including    a    minimum    transmission     time 

moderate    variance,     and    a    small    but   long tail.     Actually  the 

Erlangian   is a family of distributions,  uith mean determined    by 

the parameter u and variance by the "shape" parameter k: 

f(t)-   ( 

{   (1-LS) •   (k-u)  •   (k»u»t) 
( (k-D! 

k-1 -k'U^t 
0 <   ♦  < • 

( LS-lunit   impulse at  t>«) 

The mean of  the Erlangian distribution  is 1/u uhi le the variance 

with mean of unity  is just 1/k.     This family conveniently models 

a    uide    range    of delay distributions from exponential   (k-1)  to 

constant   (k-w).    Figure 12 shous the Erlangian    f(t)    with    mean-1 

and k-1,4,16. 

 "-^ '- [    -IHll     I 111 
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FIGURE 12   ERLANG1AN PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION. f(t), WITH MEAN - 1 
AND SHAPE PARAMETER k - 1, 4.16 
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Several authors have measured ARPANET mean delay times 

under various conditions [Kleinrock74a, Cole71, Naylor731 and 

more recently Forgie (1975) has obtained transmiesion delay 

distributions under a limited set of circumstances. Even under 

these limited circumstances, there is considerable variation in 

the spread of the delay distribution, but the Erlangian 

distributi.n uith k»lG provides a reasonable appro« 1 mat ion to 

real network transmission characteristics while remaining 

computationally manageable. As ue shall see below, protocol 

performance is relatively insensitive to the exact shape or 

variance of f(t) as long as the variance is not larger than one, 

so  a perfect  representation of  network  delay   is unnecessary. 

Figure 13 shows the successful transmission delay 

distribution g(t) resulting from an Erlangian f(t) with mean-1 

and k«lB. Figure 14 shows the cumulative delay distribution 

G(t) for several retransmission intervals R and loss 

probabilities LS. Again smaller R and LS move the distribution 

to the left (shorter times) although not as much as with 

exponential   f(t). 

Figure 15 shows mean delay DL as a function of R for 

several LS. Results from the previous section are shown dotted 

for comparison. The Loss factor and the OR factor both serve to 

reduce delay for small R, but the OR factor is much less 

pronounced than for exponential f(t) since the delay dens-ty is 

more concentrated about   the mean.    For   large R,   mean delay again 
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nOUM 13   SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION DELAY PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION e(t) 
KCR ERLANGIAN TRANSMISSION MEDIUM DELAY WITH MEAN - 1 AND k - I« 
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FIGURE 14   SUCCESSFUL TRANSMISSION DELAY CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION, G(t). FOR 
ERLANGIAN TRANSMISSION MEDIUM DELAY WITH MEAN - 1 AND k - 16 
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approaches    the    upper bound proportional   to R as for a constant 

f(t) where the OR factor does not contribute at all. 

Figure Iß shows mean throughput TPretrans as a function 

of R for several LS. Throughput resulting from the moderate 

variance Erlangian f(t) with k-lB is already approaching the 

step-like behavior derived for a constant f(t), with faster 

approach to the limiting throughput for R>1 than with the wider 

exponential   f(t). 

I Finally,      figure      17    shows    delay    versus    throughput 

resulting from the Erlangian f(t) with mean-1 and k-lB. For 

nonzero    packet     loss    probabilities,    a    definite "knee"  occurs 

S because delay  increases  linearly with R while throughput  quickly 

approaches   its maximum with   increasing R. 

3.4    Results 

Ue have examined PAR protocol performance resulting from 

varying the retransmission inter-al R with a wide range of 

transmission delay distributions f(t) and packet loss 

probabilities LS. flean delay DL ri3es I inear ly wi th R and LS 

for realistic values as expected in a "repeat unti I success" 

system. For R<1, DL drops somewhat more quickly due to the OR 

factor      described      above. However,       this    effect     is    only 

I* significant with high variance f(t),   and    is    accompanied    by    a 

I - large    increase  in the average number of  transmissions required, 

and hence a decrease in attainable throughput. 
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A throughput factor TPretrans equal to the inverse of 

the number of transmissions required uas defined and represents 

the maximum average throughput attainable with a given R, taking 

into account the fraction of bandwidth used in retransmission. 

TPretrans asymptotically approaches its maximum of 1/(1-LS) for 

large R. Ui th real istic f{t) this results in the "knee" or 

optimal performance area observed in delay versus throughput 

curves.  The location of this knee is determined primarily by 

the mean and variance of f(t), and not by loss probability LS. 

The knee is sharpest for small variances and occurs at a value 

of R such that R is also the knee of the F(t) curve (i.e. the 

packet has almost certainly arrived if it is going to arrive, by 

time R after transmission). 

In summary, the best strateau for choosing a 

retransmission interval R is to set R equal to the tim? uhwn 

"most" transmissions would have succeeded if there were no  lost 

2E—damaged packets.  Larger R brings minimal improvement in 

attainable throughput while increasing delay. Smaller R brings 

significant throughput degradation with minimal decrease in 

delay. However, for low total throughput requirements, mean 

delay may be reduced by using a smaller R, but with a 

substantial cost in additional retransmission. 

For realistic error rates (LS«1). mean deiat^ is guitif 

Insensi t i ve to R. so a relatively wide range of R is near 

optimal, binee network transmission delay varies with time 

 , ■- ■ - i ■■ -  -  -        - •- —   ^^-.^—^iM 
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using a somewhat larger fixed R is probably a good heuristic to 

stay in the high throughput portion of the performance curve. R 

may also be set dynamically on the basis of observed 

transmission delays. 

Ue are nou able to include the effects of retransmission 

and overhead in protocol performance. Equation ß gives the 

delay resulting from choice of R. The maximum average 

throughput attainable, TPmax, is a product of the overhead 

factor TPoh from equation 3, the retransmission factor TPretrans 

from equation 8, and the transmission medium bandwidth B: 

TPmax = TPoh • TPretrans • B (9) 
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In section 3 ue found the throughput limitation due to 

retransmission of packets by deriving the -action of available 

bandwidth consumed by retransmissions. Another throughput 

limitation results when roundtrip delay is large relati ve to 

packet transmission Hut as is frequently the case in packet 

switching networks. In this case, the sender may be idle a 

large  fraction of   the time waiting  for an acknowledgement. 

To achieve higher throughput,   the sender may be    allowed 

to transmit multiple        packets      before      receiving       any 

acknowledgements. Since each outstanding packet requires buffer 

storage and other source resources, an importatant efficiency 

question becomes how large must fhp "uindow" of allouaH 

transmissions be  in order to achieve maximum throughout? 

For several reasons it is also desirable and even 

imperative for source transmission rate to be I imited. The 

transmission medium itself may become congested due to excessive 

traffic  from all     Hosts    it    serves,     requiring    some    means     of 

congestion control       to       limit       entering    traffic.       Several 

techniques have been proposed to deal     with    network    congestion 

[<ahn72,        tlcQui I Ian72,        Davies72t        Pouzin73b,      Belsne874, 

Crowther75].     These constraints are general Iy    enforced    by     the 

transmission medium and are not under control  of a communication 

protocol   so we do not discuss  them  further. 

 - -■  ■  — ■ -      , —        -- -    —i 
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More relevant to this study, transmissicn rate between 

each source and destination process must be controlled to match 

a sender's production rate to the receiver's consumption rate, 

minimizing buffer storage and bandwidth requirements for the 

resulting throughput. This presents the main problem of 

interprocess flow control and suggests a second important 

efficiency question: How small should the windoi- of al loued 

transmissions be in order to limit source transmiaaion to a 

aiven rate?  Several authors have discussed techniques for end 

to end flow control in PSN tKahn72, Ualden72, Carr70. 

Zimmerman75, Pou2in74c, Cerf74c. Cerf75t Bel8ne874, Crowthar75, 

0pderbeck74], but quantitative results have been lacking. In 

many cases, results are complicated by sequencing or reassembly 

requirements discussed in section ß. 

Most strategies can be described in terms of a  limited 

u Indo'-' size,  Nwin,  of allowed transmissions  [Pou2ln74c, 

Cerf74c]. In general a limit of Nwin packets (and/or bits) is 

imposed such that up to Nwin packets (bits) may be transmitted 

but not yet acknowledged at any moment. Uhen the limit is 

reached, the sending discipline stops transmitting new packets 

until an ACK arrives, freeing space for new transmissi ^. If R 

is exceeded for some pending packet, the packet may ati I I be 

retransmi tted. 

Strictly speak-ng, an arriving ACK functions only to 

sign?; I  the  error  recovery mechanism that a packet has 
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successfully been received and no further retransmissions are 

required. The credit granted for nen transmission may be lees 

than, equal to, or greater than the amount acknowledged. The 

separation of credits from ACks is mo^e fully discussed in the 

next section, while in thic cection we consider only the fixed 

window size case where an ACK imp Iicitly grants permission to 

send a new packet. 

The limit of Nwin pending packets (or bits) functions as 

flow control on the source of packets,  lie want to ^JKlimJIi 

relation of Nwin to achievable throughput c» y, receivar Mp 

select Nwin to limit thrnunhout or arhi^q ^-.^ th^..^...^ 

desired.  As a crude means of flow control, the receiver could 

simply discard arriving packets in excess of the rate desired, 

but this strategy wastes transmission med.L.m capacity, degrading 

performance for other connections,  and increases costs by 

increasing the retransmission required.  Hence it  is desirable 

to select Nwin to limit the sender's transmission rate so that 

essentially all packets arriving at the receiver can  be 

accepted. 

Figure 18 shows a closed network of queues with two 

servers that adequately represents the constant window size flow 

control model. Server 1 represents a source of packets to be 

transmitted serially into the net. The infinite server system 2 

represents the (parallel) transmission of packets, processing at 

the destination, and return of ACKs through the net to server 1 

  i—i    
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FIGURE 18  QUEUING MODEL OF FLOW CONTROL 

Server 2 
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There are Nuin "customers" in the system, so whenever all Nwin 

packets are in service at server 2, server 1 is idle. Thes 

idle periods represent the time a source would be blocked from 

transmitting new packets by the flow control mechanism. (Note 

that reVansmissions of pending packets may occur during blockeu' 

times in the real protocol which are not represented in the 

queueing model—see below.) 

This model is an instance of the classic machine 

repairman problem [CoxBU with the emphasis on the transmitter 

(repairman). Ue wish to determine how the throughput 

(utilization) of server 1 depends on Nwin and the ratio of 

service times of the two servers. Ideally the transmitter 

should be busy all the time, but if Nwin is too small, 

transmission is blocked (the repairman runs out of work). 

Let TI oca I - the mean Host to packet switch transmission 

time for a packet, and Tnet « the mean roundtrip time less 

TI oca I. Let the ratio of the mean service times of the two 

servers be: 

RHO - (ST 1)/(ST 2) = Tlocal/Tnet = u2/ul 

where ul and u2 are the service rates of each server.  Focusing 

attention on server 1  (the sender), let nl be the number of 

customers queued or in service at server 1, and Pi = Prob{nl-i). 

PO is the probability that server 1 is idle (blocked from 

transmitting by the flow control mechanism). When there are i 

customers at server 1, there will be Nwin-i customers at server 

^  .-M^aaMMi-Aj.-i-^_^^>-w^^-. ^.. --^-,;_.,JJ, . . ...  ^^n^gg^^^^.^-,  .   .. , .— „.^ ...,-„,,. ,.. ■.■.^■->^^^ .. ...r~*^*i*a*tam^- . . ... ,., , _   --.. -. 
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2,     and    the    arrival    rate of new customers at  server 1  will   be 

u2.(Nwin-i).     This shows that  the closed system  in  figure    18     is 

equivalent     to an oßen single server system with  finite customer 

Dopulation Nwin.     Kleinrock   (1975) gives  the expression  for 1/PO 

in  this system: 

Nwin j 
1/PO -      E Nwin!      •  RHO 

I-0    (Nw i n-i)! 

Final I y define the uti I ization of server 1,  UT - 1-P0: 

UT(Nwin,RH0) - 1  -   1 „_. 
"N^ T 

2 Nw i n!       •   RHO 
i-0    (Nwin-i)! 

In figure 19 we plot UT versus Nwin for various values of RHO 

assuming exponentially distributed service times. Realistic 

values for RHO in packet switching nets are typically around 0.1 

since roundtrip delays are an order of magnitude  larger than 

packet transmission times. Figure 19 shows that utiIization 

(throughput) rises approximately linearly uith window size up to 

the half-way point of UT-0.5, and then more slowly approaches 

unity with  increasing window size. For sma I I er RHO, a larger 

window size is necessary to keep the sender busy 

An upper bound on UT can be found by considering the 

deterministic system with constant service times:  STZ-n-STl 

(Note n-l/RHO).  In this system a window size of exactly 
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FIGURE 19   THROUGHPUT FACTOR UT vs. FLOW CONTROL WINDOW SIZE Nw.n FOR 
VARIOUS RHO - Tlocal/Tnet 
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Nwin-n+l is required to keep the sender busy (ignoring errors) 

since then the first ACK will be returning just as the n-flst 

packet is transmitted. For Nu in < n-fl, UT«Nuin/(n+1). For 

other service distributions uith coefficients of variation Cs 

between 0 (constant) and 1 (exponential), Cox and Smith (1961) 

suggest ♦hat the value of UT may be found by linear 

interpolation uith Cs squared between constant and exponential 

values of UT: 

2 
UT - UTconst 4 Cs • (UTconst-UTexp) 

Ue are now in a position to answer the two questions 

posed above: 

1) How large a window, Nwinmax, is required to achieve maximum 

throughput? 

Nwinmax ■ n-fl « approximately Tnet/Tlocal 

This corresponds to the intu tive approach of "keeping the pipe 

full" between sender and receiver to achieve maximum throughput. 

For  roundtrip delay distributions with  larger variance,  a 

slightly larger window is necessary. 

2) How smal I a window should be used to limit throughput to a 

particular value? Throughput rises approximately linearly uith 

window size up to Nwinmax. Thus to limit the sender to 0.1 

nominal bandwidth 6, the receiver should select a window size of 

approximately 0.1•Nwinmax. 
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As reftfarked above, the queuing model of flew control 

does not explicitly consider errors, retransmission, or 

overhead. Each packet transmitted carries an overhead OH (cf 

section 3). Furthermore, each customer served by server 1 

actually consists of the original transmission followed by 

Ntrans-1 retransmissions. These retransmissions are not 

included in the utilization above, but must be included in 

determining the Iimiting performance. Assuming retransmissions 

at their assigned interval R take precedence over new 

transmissions, the total traffic generated equals UT-Ntrans which 

cannot exceed unity. Henra a smaller window size 

Nwin - Nwinmax/Ntrans will generate the maximum allowable 

traff ic. 

Uhen LIT, the rate of neu data transmission, is small 

because of window size limitations , the "extra" bandwidth is 

available for any retransmissions necessary and throughput is 

flow control limited. Uhen UT approaches one due to a large 

window size, retransmissions take precedence over new 

transmissions that might otherwise be allowed, and throughput is 

retransmission limited. Achievable throughput with both 

retransmission and flow control effects is ^he minimum allowed 

by either effect. Combining these results with equation 9, 

maximum average throughput attainable becomes: 

. _—   ■ -  - -  ■   -- -    ■ - —  , -. -  _ i -\ i—*a''^^m^m* -   ..... 
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TPmax - TPoh •  itiin(UT,   TPretrans) •  B (11) 

Another way to  interpret  the   I imi t Nwin  is as    a    source 

imposed resource  limitation.    Since each packat  transmitted must 

be    stored    at  the source until  an ACK returns,  buffer space may 

become scarce when many connections become active.       In    sharing 

its    processing    and    storage capacity among many connect ions,   a 

protocol   may   limit  the portion devoted  to    each    connection    and 

reduce     the    window    size    per    connection    below    what  might  be 

allowed    by    the    receiver.      For    example,      an      ARPANET       TIP 

[0rnstein72]     limits    each    normal     terminal  user to a window of 

G-12 characters   in order to share  its relatively    scarce    buffer 

space among a I I   users. 

An alternative interpretation of the queuing model Is to 

consider the number of type 2 servers limited to N, but 

unlimited customers, rather than limiting the total number of 

customers in the system and having infinite type 2 servers. 

This interpretation models the situation where network capacity 

is the blocking factor—once the Host has transmitted N packets, 

the network blocks further transmission until new permission to 

send is returned. This was precisely the situation in a recent 

ARPANET congestion control strategy: Source and destination 

IMPs imposed a fixed window size of four messages [McQui I Ian72] 

for traffic between each pair of Hosts. 

■    ■    ...   ^ , M 
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Flou control constraints can affect total transmission 

delau as well as throughput since a transir'ssion request may 

have to wait until window space is aval I able.  However, this 

waiting time is the type of throughput dependent delay mentioned 

in the introduction to this chapter and will not be considered 

further.  Cochi  (1973) has treated increased waiting time in 

systems of queues under similar circumstances where a server  is 

blocked  from further processing because the next service 

faciIi ty is fulI. 

- - — .... 
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The previous section considered the impact of source 

buffering constraints on protocol perrormance. In this and the 

following sections, we consider destination buffering 

requirements and the performai.ee degradation resulting from 

Iimited destination buffer space. Many authors have discussed 

storage allocation for related communication problems [Chu74] 

such as switching node buffer requirements [HcQui IIan74t 

Closä73, Fultz72, Danthine75c] and terminal data buffering 

[Gaver71, Metcalfe73]. These analyses often assume constant 

transmission delays over simple transmission lines. The 

following analysis focuses on destination buffering strategies 

for end-to-end protocols in a PSN with highly variable 

transmission characteristics as discussed in chapter I, 

Destination buffer or storage allocation policy is 

closely connected with flow control. In particular, it is often 

assumed that the window size and the buffer space allocated for 

receiving packets must be identical. In fact, under ideal 

circumstances when packets arrive uniformly spaced and in order 

double buffering is adequate to handle an arbitrarily l^rge 

window size and accompanying large throughput. Under these 

conditions, the process can consume and return one buffer while 

the other is being filled with an arriving packet. Real 

situations probably require something between the extremes of 

minimal and full buffering. 

- ■ 
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Larger storage allocation at the destination typically 

becomes necessary for two purposes: 

1) Smoothing uneven production and consumption rates. This 

frequently occurs in multiprogramming systems where process 

activity occurs in bursts. 

2) Reordering packets arriving out of order. A sequencing 

protocol must deliver packets in sequence, so early arrivals 

must be held until their predecessors arrive. Any fragments 

created between source and destination must also be 

reassembled before delivery. This is discussed in the next 

sect ion. 

Inadequate buffer space for either purpose results In 

correctly received packets being discarded because there Is no 

place to put them. Throwing this effect into the loss factor LS 

in the delay distribution F(t) confuses all the earlier results 

which depend on F(t). It is more illuminating to preserve the 

assumption of guaranteed acceptance at the destination for 

previous results, and introduce an independent throughput 

degradation factor, TPbuf, for destination buffer allocation 

effects. 
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As  observed  in  the last section,  return of an 

ACnouledger, to indicate successful receipt of a packet and 

suppress retransmission need no! be tied to return o, credit8 or 

per. i ss i on to advance the u i nciou a, I ou i ng neu trans« i s. i ons.  ,„ 

«•   si «pie   i«pleeentations   treated   in  ..ction  4 

Acknouledge^ents and credits «ust  be  returned  together' 

C^nitrvama systems typically delay returning credits until neu 

receive buffer space has actually bean Bade available bu 

■•censuring»  arrivad  packets  or  ,urni6hing  n9H   ^^ 

mm***.       This policy increases roundtrip delay (uhich 

includes destination processing time, and hence aag reduce 

throughput for a given uindou si. oun in sect ion 4.  M 

course this throughput ,imitation may be precisely uhat lhB 

receiver desires in matching .He source's production rate to hi. 

own consumption rate. 

Unfortunately.   increasing  poundtr|p   ^  ^ 

Acknouledgements also results in more retransmie.ions. highar 

cost, and less efficient , ine use for a gi tran8BiB8lon 

interval R (cf section 3,.  R  could  be  |ncrea8ed  ^ 

compensative, but this ^ creases delay uhen packet. are loet 

^ al,8rnatiVe 8,rate3ü "^ «-»N Acknouledgemente 
mediately on successful receipt of a packet> and f|ou ^^^ 

-formten at , possibly leter time.  ,n this case, the shorter 

---- 
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roundtrip delaij for Acknowledgements is used in calculating an 

appropriate R, while the longer roundtrip time for credits 

governs throughput due to flow control. Overhead may increase 

when control information is returned separately for error 

recovery (Acknowledgements) and flow control (credits) 

[Kleinrock74]. 

This immediate acknowledgement strategy may reduce 

retransmissions, freeing transmission medium capacity for other 

users, but it does not alter throughput between its own users 

which is limited by the roundtrip time for credits. 

Acknowledgements also have a somewhat di fferent meaning more 

like "received"   than  "processed"   in this scheme. 

Both of the above conservative strategies guarantee that 

an arriving packet will never have to be discarded for lack of 

luffer space since credit for a transmission is only granted 

when space actual Iy becomes available. Unfortunately, since 

storage space promised must really be available at the 

destination, smaller window size per connection may be required. 

Roundtrip time (at least for flow control credits) is also 

increased because destination processing of the data is 

included.    Both these effects may reduce throughput. 

An optimistic buffer allocation pol icy may a!low higher 

throughput by returning a window size larger than the buffer 

space actually available. As long as transmission and 

consumption precede "smoothly,"  the receiver    can    provide     less 

 i^mm  
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buffer space than the window size returned without having to 

discard packets. This essentially uses the storage space in the 

network transmission path to provide the remaining space. The 

difficulty in this scheme is that promised space may not 

actually be available when new transmissions arrive. Some 

packets must  then be discarded and subsequently retransmitted. 

5.2 Optimistic Buffer Allocation Strateau 

Evaluating the performance of the optimistic strategy 

involves determining the fraction of successfully arriving 

packets that will be discarded given the buffer space available. 

Another simple queuing model serves this purpose. Figure 20 

shows a queue size limited single server system. Let the queue 

size, Nbuf, be the buffer space available, and the mean service 

rate, u, be the consumption rate of the receiving process. The 

mean arrival rate, A, equals the transmission rate of new 

packets allowed by flow control and retransmission constraints. 

Ue wish to find Pfull, the probability that all Nbuf buffers are 

full. In the steady state, this is the probability that an 

arriving packet finds the queue fuh and hence also the fraction 

of all arriving packets that must be discarded. 

Assuming exponentially distributed interarrival and 

service times and defining RHO » A/u, Pfull Is given by 

(Kleinrock75]: 

»- -     -   -    -   
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FIGURE 20   QUEUING MODEL OF DESTINATION BUH FER SPACE LIMITATIONS 
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Pfull(Nb'jf,RHO) -    (1-RHO) • RHC 
Nbuf 

1 - RNü 
Nbuf+1 

(12) 

Figure    21    shows Pful I  versus RHO for various values of Nbuf   in 

this n/n/l  system.     Several  observations can be made: 

For RH0»lt    Pful I    approaches    (RHO-D/RHO.     indicating 

that    most    arriving packets Mill be discarded regardless of  the 

size of Nbuf.     In  this case,   the sender  is transmitting    packets 

at    a    rate   much greater than the receiver can accept  them,   and 

throughput   is receiver rate  limited.    By    acknowledging    packets 

successfully    received    (but not yet processed),   retransmissions 

can be reduced.     This reduces  line utilization but  still     leaves 

the    receiver    tilth    all    buffers full  regardless of  the size of 

Nbuf.    A better solution  involves reducing the window size    (and 

Nbuf) to  limit the sender's transmission rate. 

For RH0«1, figure 21 shows that Pful I approaches zero. 

Verq little buffering is necessarg for a faRf receiver. This 

situation is typical of a fast process serving many slower 

sources, and buffer pooling techniques may be advantageous 

[Chu741. 

For   R"0-1»    Pfull-l/(NbuM)    in the n/M/l system.    For 

more realistic distributions with smaller variances.  Pfull  drops 

— - - _a_MaMaaM.MlM>.BlM-_ - - ■" ■)  i« i ii iniaTr —*—     - ■ ■■     ■ ■■■-^' 
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more quickly*as the number of buffers increases. As remarked at 

the beginning of this section, nearly constant interarrival and 

processing times reduce Pfull to zero for small numbers of 

buffers. However, periodic scheduling in multiprogramming 

systems causes essentially bulk arrivals and processing: When 

the sender is scheduled, a burst of traffic is generated which 

accumulates at the destination until the receiver is scheduled. 

If scheduling intervals are large compared to roundtrio timas 

increased window size and buffer allocation mag be necessaru for 

high  throughput. 

5.3    Results 

The preceding analysis determines the additional 

throughput degradation TPbuf due to destination buffer 

limitations. Uith conservative strategies, no packets are 

discarded due to lack of buffer space since credits are only 

returned when space is actually available. However, flow 

control al locations are directly tied to buffer availability, 

possibly resulting in smaller window size and longer roundtrip 

times which both reduce achievable throughput   (cf section 4). 

Uith optimistic strategies, window sizes larger than the 

available buffer space are allowed, increasing achievable 

throughput or reducing buffer storage required. However, some 

arriving packets may have to be discarded  if promised    space     is 
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not    actually    available.     Throughput degradation retulting fro» 

overopt itnism aqua Is: 

TPbufCNbuf) - 1-Pfull (23) 

Pfull depends on the ratio and smoothness of production and 

processing rates as well as on the buffer space available. Uhen 

process scheduling delays are significant (compared to roundtrip 

times) as in multiprogramming systems, the conservative strategy 

with guaranteed buffer availability may be necessary to reduce 

discard rates and hence retransmission cost to an acceptable 

level. 

Combining equation 13 uith results from previous 

sections, the maximum achievable throughput for PAR protocols 

including the effects of overhead, retransmission, flow control, 

and destination buffer storage  limitations  is: 

TPmax « TPoh •   min(TPretrans,  UT) •   TPbuf  •   B (14) 

Buffering for rate smoothing purposes is an example of 

the often discussed producer-consumer problem [Dijkstra68 

Coffman731. In the distributed environment of computer network 

communication, the producer and consumer may be more loosely 

coupled than in centralized systems. Using the conservative 

strategy causes the sender (producer) to be blocked from new 

transmissions uhen the allocated space is full (the ncrmal 

situation   in tightly coupled centralized    systems).       Using    the 
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optimistic policy allows the sender to transmit neu packets 

which the receiver may have to discard if all buffers are full 

(not  normally allowed  in centralized systems). 

 „^ 
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6. SEQUENCING 

The quaMUtive performance goal of delivering packets 

in order is relatively easy to implement as described in chapter 

II by including a sequence number in the header of each packet 

(SPAR protocol). However, introducing sequencing significantly 

ccmplicates quantitative performance analysis because delay for 

neighboring transmissions can no longer be assumed independent. 

In particular, a packet may arrive successfully at  its 

destination  before  one  of  its predecessors because  the 

transmission medium does not aluays deliver packets in the order 

submitted (cf section 1-2).  Briefly, this is due to alternate 

routing and  line errors fol lowed by retransmissions wi thin a 

PSN, or to damage or complete loss of an earlier packet.  If the 

protocol allous packets to be transmitted in excess of  buffer 

space available at the destination  (cf section 5), packets 

arriving out of order may have to be discarded,  requiring 

retransmission and degrading throughput as ue show in section 

B.2.  E en when buffer space is available,  the packet  is not 

accepted  (delivered to the receiving process) or acknowledged 

until all its predecessors have successfully arrived.   This 

causes an explicit dependence among thp transmission delays for 

neighboring packets. 
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6.1  Increased Roundtrip De lau 

Ue can derive a rough estimate of increased delay when 

sequencing is required by using basic probabiIity arguments 

similar to those used in deriving equations 4 and 5. In this 

case, ue wish to find the time delay distribution for a packet 

and all its predecessors to have arrived. 

For purposes of analysis, a conceptual  change  in  the 

acknowledgement  strategy  proves  expedient.   Normally an 

Acknowledgement is returned for an arriving packet only after 

all   predecessors  have  arrived.   Instead,  suppuse  an 

Acknowledgement is returned immediately for all  successfully 

received packets,  regardless of arrival  sequence, but  the 

Acknowledgement  is   not   accepted   ("believed")   until 

Acknowledgements for all previous packets have arrived.  The 

roundtrip  time from first transmission  to  accepting  an 

Acknowledgement  is the same for both schemes.  For the second 

scheme, G(t) from equation 4 already gives the roundtrip delay 

time distribution for each Acknowledgement to return.  Only at 

the last stage in the analysis does the dependence on previous 

transmissions come into play. 

Let Tint be the (fixed) interval between transmission of 

sequential  packets (ignoring retransmissions). Let H(t) be the 

desired roundtrip delay cumulative distribution including the 

additional  delay incurred when packets arrive out of order and 

must wait for some missing predecessors to arrive. 

—  -- -      ll«l l^l I1III lit II 
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H(t) « ProblACKs for packet i and al I predecessors 
have arrived by time t) 

= ProblACK i arrives by time t) 
• ProblACK i-1 arrives by tifne t) 
• ProblACK i-2 arrives by time t) • ... 

- G(t) • G(t+Tint) • G(t+2-Tint) • ... 

11 G(t+j-Tint) 
j=0 

(15) 

Using equation b ue can  immediately write the mean de lau 

including sequencing. DLseq as: 

DLseq(R,F,Tint) = / [l-H(t)] dt (16) 

Figure 22 shows DLseq as a function of the 

retransmission interval R for several packet loss probabilities 

LS and transmission intervals Tint. Delay without sequencing is 

shown dotted for comparison. The underlying transmission medium 

delay, f(t). is the Erlangian distribution with mean-1 and 

degree k=lB from section 3.3. The spread of f(t) represents 

variation in transmission medium delay due to alternate routing 

and PSN internal error recovery. The loss factor and 

retransmission interval account for lost or damaged packets and 

end-to-end error recovery. 

—— -... _  . .   
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FIGURE 22   MEAN DELAY INCLUDING SEQUENCING, ÜLseq vs UFTRANSMISSION 
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Results; 

Small transmission intervals Tint (rapid transmission 

rates) increase delay required to resequence packets since it Is 

more likely that closely spaced packets ui I I arrive out of 

orde»-. For low packet loss probabi I i t ies (LS«1), the increase 

is small for typical fit) with lou variance. However, as 

network traffic increases, the variance of transmission time 

also increases [Naylor73], and resequencing delays may become 

more signi f icant. 

For larger LS, a significant fraction of packets are 

delayed by one or more retransmission intervuls R. When 

sequencing is required, this affects the preceding packet delays 

as well, amplifying the increase of delay with R noted in 

section 3 by a large factor depending on Tint. 

Reducing Retransmission Rate; 

Uhen a packet is damaged or lost in a sequencing 

protocol, not only the Acknowledgement for that packet, but also 

for all subsequent packets within the window size Nwin will be 

delayed by at least a retransmission time R. Hence it is likely 

that the retransmission time-outs for all the other pending 

packets in the window will also expire, and all Nwin packets 

will be retransmitted following the faulty one. Some protocols 

attempt to avoid this amplification of retransmissions by 
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suppressing retransmission of all but the first  timed-out 

packet. 

Such single packet retransmission protocols then operate 

in a bimodal fashion: In "normal" mode (no retransmission 

time-outs have occurred), they transmit with uindou size Nwin 

and throughput derived in section 4 above. In "error" mode, 

they retransmit only the single timed-out packet at intervals R 

until successful. This policy keeps transmission medium 

banduidth, retransmissions, and hence cost to a minimum (since 

Acknowledgements for the other successfully received packets can 

return before they are retransmitted). But delay is increased 

and throughput decreased since one of the other (suspended) 

packets may also have been lost or damaged. For realistic loss 

probabilities (LS«1), the savings and performance degradation 

are minimal, but the protocol implementation may be 

significantly simpler with such a single packet retransmission 

strategy. 

Returning negat've acknowledgements (NACKs) for damaged 

packets provides another way to reduce retransmission costs and 

delay. The NACK can stimulate immediate retransmission of the 

damaged packet before its normal retransmission time would 

occur. If the second transmission is successful, a positive 

acknowledgement of the missing packet and its successfully 

received successors may reach the sender before a full window of 

packets has been retransmitted. Although the protocol  cannot 

--^ ■ ■       ■ ■-'■-"—j   -- — 
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rely on NACKs for reliability (cf section II-l), NACKs may 

provide an improvement in efficiency when damage rates are 

s i gn i f i can t. 

6.2 Discard ProbabiIitu 

As shown above, protocol performance deteriorates when 

sequencing is required even if there is enough destination 

buffer space to hold all out of order arrivals. In this section 

we examine the additional degradation resulting when out of 

order arrivals must be discarded due to insufficient buffer 

space. 

Along the lines of section 5, we wish to find the 

probability that an arriving packet must be discarded, Pdir. 

This results in throughput degradation by a factor 1-Pdis 

exactly as in section 5. Pdis is most easily derived by first 

considering the probability that an arriving packet is j_n order, 

with the possible exception of its n-1 most recent predecessors: 

Pinord(n) ■ Prob(when packet i arrives, packets i-n, l-n-lf 

l-n-2, ... have already arrived) 

'0 
- /n Prob (packet i arrives at time t, and 

packets i-n, i-n-1, i-n-2, ... 

have arrived by time t) dt 
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Note that Pinord(l) is the probability that an arriving 

packet is in order (i.e. none of its predecessors is missing). 

Once      again,      let    Tint    equal     the     (fixed)     interval     between 
A A 

transmission of sequential packets. Let G(t) and g(t) be one 

wau delay time distributions including loss probability LS and 
A A 

retransmission at interval I R. (Ue estimate G(t) and g(t) by 

the roundtrip delay distributions G(2t) and g(2t).) Then 

Pinord(n) can be written: 

Pinord(n)  .    f*   g(t)  •  GU+n-Tint)  •   G(t+(n+l).Tint)  •   ...   dt 

^     A 
-    fo     g(t) 11   G(t+j-Tint) dt (17) 

j-n 

Finally note that with a buffer size of n, the 

probability that an arriving packet must be discarded is just 

l-Pinord(n), the probability that at least one of the packet's 

predecessors n or more away has not arrived yet: 

Pdis(njint) - l-Pinord(n) (18) 

Figure 23 shows Pdis as a function of n for several 

values of Tint and LS. The underlying transmission delay 

distribution is again assumed Erlangian with mean-1 and degree 

16. R is 1.5 in the optimal range determined in section 3. 

Closely spaced transmissions increase the likelihood of out of 

order arrival and the discard probabi I i ty. For small LS, only 

alternate routing and internal PSN error recovery (single hop 

-------  ■  --....   ..■■.,■. i  n. .11 ^t—^My i      ■ - — ■ 
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FIGURE 23   PROBABILITY OF DISCARDING AN ARRIVING PACKET, Pdis, I ä DESTINATION 
BUFFER SPACE FOR SEQUENCING PROTOCOL 
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retransmission) contribute to out of order arrival rates, and a 

moderate number of buffers suffices for nearly all resequencing 

needs. For higher LS, longer end-end retransmission delays 

contribute significantly to less ordered arrivals, and more 

buffering is required to avoid discarding packets. Except for 

very long transmission intervals (low throughput) or low 

variance transmission medium delay distributions with small LS, 

a significant fraction of packets are discarded with the 

"simple" sequencing protocol strategy of accepting only the next 

packet in order. 

Equation 18 and figure 23 are based on a simple analytic 

model of transmission medium delay characteristics. Although 

this model proves adequate for mean throughput and delay 

analyses in previous sections, the relative arrival sequence of 

packets discussed in this section is much more sensitive to 

small correlations in delay of neighboring packets, and the 

exact shape of the delay distributions that occur in real PSN, 

Therefor the values shown in figures 22 and 23 are more 

representative of the shape of effects to be nxpected than their 

exact values. 

In fact Pinord(n) is the sort of performance measure 

that proves exceptionally difficult to derive exactly for a 

detaileu PSN model. Even the mean interpacket arrival times 

under the assumptions of a fixed path and no reordering proved a 

formidable problem [Fultz72]. Fortunately Pinord(n)  is easily 
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"1 

obtained empirically by comparing arriving packet sequence 

numbers with the current expected sequence number (ESN), and 

tabulating a histogram of differences. Such information has not 

been recorded until recently by Forgie who derived a simpler 

global out of order percentage from his data [Forgie75]. 

     -     --  ■— " ■■^—J^—w- 
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7. PACKET SIZE 

Although discussed last, packet size selected by the 

protocol by no means has the least impact on performance. The 

primary result of varying packet size is to vary the basic 

transmission medium delay f(t). Transmission delay •n a PSN has 

a large component proportional to packet length because the 

transmission time on each hop (between suitching nodes) is equal 

to packet length divided by bandwidth [fletcal fe73]. Therefore 

shorter packets mean lower per packet delay, with ensuing 

effects on retransmission, flow control, and buffering. Large 

packets are also undesirable because they require a bigger share 

of protocol buffer space and a larger slice of available 

transmission bandwidth, raising the question of fairness -to 

other processes sharing thsse resources. 

The main counter force to sending short packets is the 

increase in overhead. Since header and control information is 

normally fixed length, a larger portion of available bandwidth 

is taken up with overhead as packet size shrinks tKleinrock74]. 

Furthermore, larger processing overhead and space for associated 

linkage and state information is required by the protocol for 

each data bit transferred. Haximum throughput attainable 

decreases with shorter packet lengths, and cost increases since 

the number of packets or total bits required to transmit a given 

amount of data increases. 

. .     --^ 
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Let a letter be an independently meaningful chunk of 

data, i.e. the amount of data necessary for the receiver to 

begin processing. This may vary from a single character for 

some text editing applications, to a large file for a compiler. 

The total delay to transmit a large letter first drops with 

decreasing packet size because of louer per packet delay, but 

then begins to rise again uith shorter packets because of 

increased overhead. Figure 24 illustrates this for a 

representative set of parameters but no packet loss (LS-0). 

The probability that transmission errors uiII occur also 

rises with packet length, giving an upper limit to achievable 

throughput and an optimal packet size for maximum throughput as 

shown in [Metcalfe73]. 

Hence there is no single optimal packet size for an 

interprocess communication protocol to select in all cases. 

Rather, opt.ma I packet size depends on the balance of user 

requirements for delay, throughput, cost, and letter length 

[0pderbeck741. Short data transmissions where each transaction 

may be independently processed can take advantage of reduced 

delay in using shorter packets, but incurring higher costs and 

lower throughput. Real-time traffic requiring moderate delay 

and good throughput for moderate letter sizes should use 

moderate packet sizes. Minimum cost or optimal throughput users 

willing to tolerate longer average delay should use longer 

parkets. As transmission medium bandwidths rise and error rates 

drop, the impact of packet size will be lessened. 

>-  
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FIGURE 24   TOTAL DELAY vs. PACKET LENGTH FOR VARIOUS LETTER SIZES 
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Packet switching networks have their own similar reasons 

for selecting packet sizes for internal transmission. The unite 

of information accepted from network users (e.g. ARPANET 

messages) may be larger or smaller than these internal packet 

sizes. The ARPANET offers a larger input limit (8 kbit 

messages), choosing to fragment large user submissions into 

smaller packets for internal transmission to reduce delay and 

switching nod€ buffer requirements [Crowther751. TYHNET, on the 

other hand, collects short user inputs into larger packets for 

internal   transmission  to reduce overhead   tTymes71]. 

Although an interprocess communication protocol in 

general has no control over such internal PSN transmission 

decisions, an awareness of transmission characteristics is 

fundamental to efficient protocol operation as we have seen. 

For example, delay is not linear uith packet (message) sizes 

above 1 kbit in the ARPANET due to the internal fragmentation of 

larger submissions mentioned above. Hence i-se of larger packet 

sizes by an interprocess communication protocol on the ARPANET 

becomes more attractive. 

. .  
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Chapter IV 

NETUORK INTERCONNECTION 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As computer networks proliferate, the performance of 

interprocess communication protocols will receive Increasing 

attention. Chapters II and III provide a basis for the design 

and analysis of protocols to meet particular reliability or 

efficiency performance goals. 

Another set of questions quickly growing In Importance 

concerns the interconneriinri of computer networks. Networks 

are already developing on the basit of geographical coverage, 

particular types of service offered, and organizational 

coverage. Users desiring access to multiple areas, services, or 

organizations will need to communicate over many of these 

networks as easily as possible. The general computing power and 

unique computing resources available on different networks can 

most efficiently be made available t^ people and computers 

attached to other retworks by interconnection of networks. 

Ue shall adopt the term Gatewau for the Interface 

between interconnected networks as used in IFIP Uorklng Group 

(1) IFIP is the International Federation for Information 
Processing. Uorklng Group G.l is the Internetwork Uorklng 
Group. 
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B.l   (1)     (INUG)   [Pouzin73,  Lloyd75a,  Cerf73].     As a first    model 

of    network     interconnection,    we    can    consider  the Gateways as 

"supernodes"   in a  "supernetwork."       Individual      local     nets    are 

j.ist       the      "lines"     that    connect    Hosts     to    supernodes,     and 

supernodes    to    each    other.       The    unusual       aspect      of       this 

supernetwork       is       that    each    line    may    require    a    different 

communication protocol,   so the    supernodes    must     implement     the 

correct     local     net    protocol   for  the nets  they   interface.     Even 

circuit  switched nets could serve as   lines   in  the    supernetwork, 

although    much of   the  following discussion applies most directly 

to packet  switching networks   (PSN's).    Uhile     this    supernetwork 

model     is by no means the only sort of   interconnection possible, 

it provides a simple   introduction    to    the     issues     involved     In 

interconnecting heterogeneous computer networks. 

Even for identical networks, such interconnection is not 

a trivial problem. As a minimum, common addressing techniques 

are needed so any user on any of the interconnected networks can 

uniquely specify any other users. Global addressing can be 

achieved by expanding the address space available on each local 

net and changing previously identical local net addresses 

(highly inconvenient to the users involved), by concatenating 

partial path addresses into a complete path specification, or by 

instituting a hierarcnical addres? space (e.g. net, local 

address) with necessary alterations to routing algorithms. 

Section 2 below considers these addressing and routing 

a I ternatives. 

- 
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In general, communication formats and protocols may 

differ between networks to be connected. Hence the primary 

function of a Gateway is to translate between formats and 

protocols used in each local net. This raises the difficult 

problem of choosing an appropriate level of interconnection, 

discussed  in section 3 below. 

As part of Ita translation process, Gateways must deal 

with varying maximum packet sizes in the local nets connected. 

Uhen a packet arrives that is too large for the next local net 

the Gateway must fragment the packet before forwarding it 

through the next local net. These fragments may be reassembled 

as they leave the next local net, or allowed to precede 

independently  to  their ultimate destination. 

Since Gateways are nooes in he supernetwork formed by 

connecting individual local networks, they must also support 

typical node-to-node communication functions. Flow control and 

buffer allocation algorithms are necessjry to limit peak loads 

and to share resources fairly. Access crntrol, accounting, and 

performance monitoring are specially inportant to Gateway nodes 

since relatively independent local networks with potentially 

sensitive political and administrative concerns are involved 

[<uo74, Kuo75]. In section 4 below we consider several of these 

additional   Gateway  functions. 

Other  typical  node functions such    as    error    detection, 

duplicate    detection,    sequencing,    and    retransmission    may    be 
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performed on a hop-by-hop (Gateway-Gateway) and/or end-end 

basis. Some of these, such as retransmission, may be desirable 

hop-by-hop (at least in high loss rate nets), while others such 

as sequencing may degrade performance if employed on each hop as 

discussed in section 3. 

An important goal of network interconnection strategies 

is to require as little alteration as possible to the individual 

networks connected. Expressed in some form by many authors, 

this goal can be summed up in the following principle: 

Local Net Independence Principle; Each local net shal I 
retain its individual address space, routing algorithms, 
packet formats, protocols, traffic controls, fees, and other 
network characteristics to the greatest extent possible. 

Some important motivations for this goal are 

(1) Local  nets  have  a  large  investment   in  existing 

implementations which can not be replaced inexpensively. 

(2) Host net traffic will continue tc be local net  traffic and 

it is unfair for all users to suffer the disruption of 

service and increased cost of a new implementa" ion that only 

serves a minority of users. 

(3) Even if technically desirable, political, economic, or 

administrative constraints may make changing to global 

standards impossible. 

(4) From a practical viewpoint, cooperation will be more likely 

and completion faster if fewer changes are required. 
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On the other hand, some global agreements are clearly 

necessary for meaningful communication, for example, standard 

addressing techniques so users can refer to each other 

unambiguously, and common formats so arriving messages can be 

correctly interpreted. The goal is to implement such standards 

on top of existing local net functions, achieving independence 

and universality at the same time. 

Reference is made throughout the remainder of this 

section to several existing or planned networks as examples of 

various points discussed. These nets include ARPANET, CYCLADES, 

EPSS, TYMNET, ALOHANET, PRNET, !JCL, and DCS. Appendix B 

provides a list of references relevant to each of these nets for 

the reader wishing background information or to further explore 

the points raised below. 

________ 
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2.     ROUTING AND ADDRESSINH 

The    question    of    addressing,     or    hou    to name al I   the 

participants     in    an     interconnected    communication    system,      is 

intimately    related    to    the question of routing,   or how  to  find 

paths from source to destination and    then    choose    among    them. 

For    example,     a    single     level  address space requires each node 

performing routing to know the correct route to    every    possible 

destination     independently,     while    a hierarchical   address  space 

allows routing nodes  to know correct routes only  to destinations 

within the  local   "area" and to other areas   (although    such    area 

routing may not be optimal)   tllcQu i I I an74]. 

A    large    body    of    literature    exists    on    routing    and 

addressing      for       individual      networks       [BaranB4, Fultz72, 

ncQuillan74, Frank71, Farber73], but only recently have the 

special problems pertaining to network interconnection been 

addressed [Graham71, Farber73, Bellcni74, HcQui I Ian74]. Many of 

these problems stem from the Local Net Independence goal, i.e. 

the desire to preserve individual address spaces and routing 

techniques within each local net. This favors restricting 

internet functions to Hosts and Gateways rather than 

implementing  them within  local  nets as we shall   see below. 

A number of   important concepts   in addressing have proved 

confusing    due  to conflicting use of  terms by different  authors. 

Hence before continuing ue    present    brief     definitions    of     the 

terms  to be used  in   the remainder of  this section. 

 -   ■ m*. 
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PSN: Network of packet switches that forward packets of 

appropriate format from a source Host to a destination Host. 

Various additional services such as sequencing, 

-etransmission, delivery confirmation, etc. may also be 

aval I able. 

Host: Source and destination of packets in a PSN. For routing 

purposes, all packets to a given Host are going to the "same 

place" as far as the PSN is concerned. Hosts may be sinalu 

connected (to a single packet switch) or multiolu connected 

(to more than one packet switch) in which case optimal 

Host-Host   routing   is more complicated. 

Communication Control  Protocol   (CCP):  As    described    in    chapter 

II,     this    represents    the    end-end    protocol   which provides 

reliable     interprocess    communication    and    multiplexes    the 

independent  communication streams  from many processes within 

a    Host.       Examples    of CCPs are TCP   [Cerf74b,  Cerf74c],  NCP 

[Carr70],       NCAM [Karp72],        and        Transport Station 

[Zimmerman731.     In  the simplest cases,   there  is a one-to-one 

correspondence    between    CCP   and    Host,     and    a CCP name  is 

synonymous with   its Host name.     (In ARPANET  the Host name  is 

emphasized,   and all  packets to a   Host    typically    go    to    a 

single NCP.) 
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In general CCP names are independent of Host names. 

There may be multiple CCPs in a single Host (CYCIADES). A 

CCP may "move" from one Host to another [Lay73] (although 

routing tables must reflect the altered CCP/Host 

correspondence). A single CCP rtiay even encompass several 

Hosts. (The multi-Host ARPANET installation at BBN 

approaches this type of application although at a higher 

protocol   level.) 

Port: The ultimate source and destination o* <:he communication 

path provided by a CCP. Each poir of source/destination 

ports represents a unique communicalion path (connection, 

association), so that a single port may have multiple 

connections  to different  remote ports. 

Process: Processes represent the active computing tasks (jobs, 

devices, users) in Host computer systems. Processes in 

different Hosts (or the same Host) wishing to communicate 

with each other must first acquire ports from their local 

CCPs. Association of processes and ports in each CCP is 

completely a local matter, but a number o : "well-known" 

ports associated with particular services at each CCP are 

useful. 

Gateway:     The    interface    betueen     local      networks. Although 

discussed more fully   in  the next  section,   it   is   important   to 
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note that a Gateway may "look like" a packet switch (follow 

PS-PS protocol with local nets), or a Host (follow Host-PS 

protocol with local nets). 

2.1 Local Net Participation in Internetworking 

Having defined these important terms, we return to our 

initial "supernetwork" model of network interconnection to 

examine local net functions required to support internet 

communication. Ue assume that CCP and Host names are synonymous 

(one CCP, fixed, per Hoot) and that Hosts are singly connected. 

This encompasses a large percentage of practical situations. 

Subsequent I y we shall consider complications resulting .--ihen 

these constraints are relaxed. 

A source CCP (Host) creates an internet packet 

containing data and a header with necessary control informat;on 

for efficient and reliable communication (cf chapter II). The 

header includes a two level internet destination address of ths 

form (net,local address). This internet packet must be 

delivered through the CCP's local net to a Gateway for 

forwarding to the destination net. 

Unfortunately, an internet packet may not be suitable 

for direct transmission by local net protocols. Instead, the 

entire internet packet must be presented as data to the local 

net protocol, and wrapped in the appropriate  local  net header 
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(and perhaps trailer) with the local net address of the Gateway 

(see figure 1). This concept of embedding has appeared 

frequently in work by members of INUG [Cerf74a, Cerf74c, 

Pouzin73, Pou2in74a]. At a Gateway, the local net "envelope" is 

removed and the internee packet extracted. The internet 

destination address can then be used to route the packet to 

another Gateway, or to the final local Host, and the internet 

packet is re-embedde-J for transmission through the next local 

net. 

This embedding strategy complies fully with the Local 

Net Independence principle since no changes at all are required 

in local net addressing or routing. In fact local nets are 

completely unaware that   they are carrying  internet   traffic. 

The disadvantage of such strict adherence to local net 

independence is that source Hosts must generate the local net 

address of the first Gateway. Then each Gateway must not only 

choose the next net, but also the specific next Gateway and 

specify its local net address. This local address (and the rest 

of the local net header) must travel with the internet packet 

through each local net, increasing overhead. To eliminate these 

disadvantages, it is possible to alter local net operation to 

-nterpret the internet header and address directly, avoiding the 

need to embed internet packets. To this end, part of the 

internet header may be reserved for local net functions. while 

the    remainder     is    used    by     the    CCP    and Gateway  for   internet 
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FIGURE 1   FMIDMSGINreiU^T PACKET IN LOCAL PACKET 
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functions. Such an overlapping packet format has been proposed 

in recent INUG documents [Cerf75, INUG74, INUG75al. (see figure 

2) 

Direct internet packet interpretation would require a 

substantial change in established nets and is probably 

unacceptable. To minimize changes to Host software, only an 

escape or type field may be added to the existing formats and 

protocols, so that local and internet packets can be 

differentiated and treated appropriately. Of course new 

networks may be designed to understand a hierarchical address 

format, or to implement multiple packet types from the start. 

Even if local nets do understand the internet address, 

requiring them to route internet packets based on ^he interne* 

destination represents a significant additional burden. Uhen 

only one Gateway exists, routing in the local not is trivial. 

The "central office" interconnection model [McQuiIIan74] where 

all internet traffic is routed to a local central office, then 

between central offices of different nets (by special trunk 

lines), and finally to a local destination, also presents simple 

local net routing of internet *raffic. 

For reasons of reliability as well as efficiency, 

multiple Gateways (or central offices) connecting networks are 

desirab'e in supernetworks of nontrivial size [Ueber64J. As 

soon as multiple Gateways, exist, local net routing and internet 

routing lose their independence.  The local net cannot choose 
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the "best" local Gateway (bj whatever criterion) unless it knows 

the cost of the remainder of the possible routes from Gateways 

to final destination. This represents another significant 

breach of local net independence since local nets require global 

routing information, and argues strongly that next Gateway 

selection be performed in the source Host and in Gateways, 

rather than in each local net. 

In loop and broadcast networks, each packet transmitted 

is available to every node on the network, but the Gateway 

selection problem still arises. Either the source must specify 

the oarticular local Gateway to accept the packet in addition to 

the final destination address, or the local net must allow 

Gateway nodes to capture packets on the basis of global 

destination addresses. The latter alternative again involves 

local nets in internet routing decisions. 

Pierce  (197Z) has proposed 0 mul t i-level hierarchical 

loop  system ghere routing of  internet packets by  network 

interface nodes  (Pierce's "C bo^es") is particularIy simple. 

Each interface node connects exactly two loop net?, normally at 

adjacent levels in the hierarchy.  If a packet in a local net is 

destined for a different local net, the interface passes it to 

the higher level "regional" net.  I f a packet  in the regional 

net is destined for thö attached local net, the interface passes 

it  down to the local nei.  The same match.ng test is performed 

at interfaces between regional nets and the "national"  net  at 
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the top of the hierarchy. Packets foilou an essentially fixed 

path up and then down the hierarchy of n-As, although Pierce has 

suggested alternate routes for failure recovery and diroct 

connections between local nets exchanging high volumes of 

traff ic. 

Graham and Pollack (1971> have presented another  system 

for  simplifying  internet routing in a more generally connected 

(non-hierarchical) system of  loop nets.   In  their proposal, 

addresses  of all networks are carefully constructed so that the 

Hamming distance (II between addresses corresponds to the path 

length between the corresponding nets.  Uhen a packet enters  a 

network   interconnection  node,  its destination address  is 

compared to the addresses of the two nets connected,  and  tho 

packet  .s routed to the mH     giving the smallest Hamming 

di stance. 

The drawbacks of this scheme are the length of addresses 

-eqw-ed to provide a successful distance comparison, and the 

sensitivity of door esses to topology. Address length is 

proportion;.; to the number of nets m the system, n, rather than 

'og n as with norma; aadressmg. Any change or addition lo 

network topology -equ -es a new address construct;an, often 

-esulting   in  changes   to  «any  e«isting  addresses. 

(1)   The  Hamming  distance    between      'wo     Cnnary     numbers      is      the 
number   of   bit  positions   m uhich   th«y differ. 
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Both of these loop interconnection schemes are aimed at 

shortest path routing and are not readily adaptable to provide 

routing on other criteria such as bandwidth, delay, or cost (cf 

section 2.2), Routing is essentially fixed rather than adapting 

to varying network performance, although some recovery from 

total connection failures has been provided. 

The need for Gateways to perform a routing function is 

not surprising, while the need for source Hosts to do so is. 

This need is a direct consequence of the multiplicity of 

Gateways in a local net. Remembering the analogy between a 

supernet and a local net, a supernetwork with multiple Gateways 

parallels a local net with multiply connected Hosts (Hosts 

connectad to more than one packet switch). Hence we will call 

such networks multiply connected networks and note that every 

Host in a multiply connected network is thereby (locally) 

connected to multiple Gateways. 

Currently,  multiply  connected Hosts are a rarity 

(impossible on the ARPANET) vo   it is unusual to think of Hosls 

(CCPs) making routing decisions and exchanging routing data. 

For Hosts (or local nets) engaged in internetwork communication, 

two lovels of routing are required as observed  in  [Belloni74] 

(see figure 3).  Internet packets and addresses are generated by 

the internet CCP for each connection-  Then the internet routing 

level  selects a Gateway based on the internet destination, and 

attaches the local net address of the Gateway.  Finally,  the 

_-i^Hb* „MHhMiteaHUftMtkMMUtaBiM 
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local net routing level selects a packet switch based on the 

attached local net address. The packet is then ready for 

transmission over the appropriate line using the Host-PS 

protocol. Either routing level may be a single fixed choice if 

either the network or the Host is singly connected. In the most 

general case, a single Host (CCP) may be connected to multiple 

networks, in which case the internet routing level selects among 

the several local net routing levels. 

Uhen multiple CCPs reside in a Host, they may share  the 

routing  levels  (see figure 3).  A CCP generating only local 

traffic requires only the local routing level, while an internet 

CCP requires both levels. 

2.2    Routing Data Structures and Control Strategies 

Having established the general outline of internet 

routing, we now take a closer look at the data structures and 

information exchanges necessary to support various routinq 

systems. Routing data structures maintain the information on 

possible paths and their relative costs that is needed to make 

routing decisions. Routing control strategies define how this 

information is obtained, updated, and used to make routing 

dec isions. 
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Data Structures 

The  basic data structure of a routing system  is 

typically called a routing table (RT).  RT contains a row  for 

each possible destination, and a column for each route leaving 

the node.  The entries of RT are the "costs" of reaching the 

given destination by the g.ven route, including special entries 

meaning the destination is  local  (directly connected by  the 

route)'  or  ^reachable by a given route.  Normal I y a rout i ng 

algorithm selects the route m th minimum cost  for a given 

destination, or gives up (and possibly returns an error message) 

11 the destination .5 unreachable by any route. 

Such routmg tables can model a large dass of routing 

algonthms if the cost  is suitably defined  [Belloni74].   In 

general, there may be several routing objectives (minimum delay, 

ma.imum banduidth. shortest path, minimum charge, avoid certain 

nets. etc.). each with its own cost function and RT.  Presumably 

arriving packets indicate in some way by what criterion  they 

w i sh to be routed. 

Figure 4 presents an example of interconnected networks, 

and shows a routing 'able for Gateway Gl between nets A and B. 

The five routes from Gl include local routes to packet switches 

in nets A and B, and forwarding routes to other Gateways G2 and 

G3. In this example, the cost measure is path length, resulting 

in shortest path routing. 

 -  —— —  - ■  ■ 1.          - -J.^**—fc. 
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Dividing the rous and columns of RT on the basis of 

"local" or "ratnote" produces four regions as shown in figure 4. 

Each region has a characteristic structure, simplifying the 

implementation of RT. The local routes to each net are normally 

the best routes to all the local Hosts on that net, giving 

region I of RT the simple structure shown in figure 4. Region 

II routes are not normally used, having a much higher cost than 

local routes to the local Hosts, but if a local Host becomes 

unreachable through its local net, it may be reachable through a 

longer internet route. A loca1 route can never be a route to a 

remote destination (Hosts do not forward traffic), so region III 

consists of "unreachable" entries. Region IV represents the 

most significant portion of RT for internet routing since the 

hpct path to remote Hosts may go through various Gateways. 

An important argument in favor of a hierarchical 

internet address space concerns the size of routing tables. In 

a hierarchical system, each Gateway (or internet Host) is 

constrained to know only about routing to Hosts in its local 

nets, or to other nets. All Hosts on a remote net are 

equivalent for routing purposes. Hence RT may be divided into 

internet and local routing levels, with the total number of rows 

reduced to the number of nets (internet level) plus the number 

of local Hosts (local level) (see figure 5). 

Routing with a hierarchical  address space is optimal 

from source to destination net Gateway, and from destination net 

ki*i^«MMHklM*^aMM 
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Gateuay to destination Host, but may not be fully optimal since 

RT cannot distinguish routes on the basis of the destination 

Hosts's location within the destination net. For example, in 

routing packets to Host C3 of figure 4, Gateway Gl thinks routes 

through GZ and G3 are equally good because Gl does not know the 

'nternal structure of net C. 

With a single level address space, every Host requi»- is a 

row m RT. The total number of rows is equal to the total 

number of Hosts in all nets which ^s probably unacceptable for 

even moderate sized supei-nets. Furthermore, each Gateway 

requires information aoout routing within remote networks, 

violating the loca1 net independence principle and requiring 

more information tc be exchanged by adaptive routing algorithms 

(see below). The main advantage of a single level address space 

is that routing may be optimal since full information is 

potentially available. 

Another consequence of h ierarc'i i cal addressing concerns 

the determination of unreachab i I i ty for remote destinations. 

Since RT contains a single row for each net, it is impossible to 

determine the reachability of a particular remote Host so long 

as its net is still reachable [HcQui I Ian74]. If the remote net 

has become partitioned, or the remote Host has died, only the 

final Gateway will have this information and be able to discard 

a packet destined for the unreachable destination (and possibly 

return an error message). 

- — -• „^^ ^ ^ ^. _^ ^.—^ .—^   
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Control Strategies 

Another important aspect of the routing system is the 

means by which cost entries are computed and updated. HcQui I Ian 

(1974) has described four general control strategies. In 

non-adaptive or deterministic routing, costs are computed once 

and never changed (or at least very rarely, only in response to 

major system failures). The other three classes are adaptive 

routing strategies, isolated, distributed, and centralized. In 

isolated routing, RT entries are periodical'y updated only on 

the basis of traffic behavior observed at the node. No routing 

information is exchanged with other nodes in either isolated or 

deterministic rout'ng. 

Centralized '-outing  involves one  (or  more)  routing 

centers uhich collect traffic information from all  nodes,  and 

generate RT updates for all  nodes  (TYMNET  is an example). 

Finally, distributed routing is based on the regular exchange of 

routing data betueen adjacent nodes (as in ARPANET). 

Any of these routing strategies could conceivably be 

used for internetuork routing. flcQuillan presents an extensive 

discussion of each class primarily in a single network context. 

Below, we discuss the «plication of these results to network 

interconnect ion. 

Deterministic routing provides the simplest 

implementation, but is overly sensitive to failures (fixed 

routing), or very  inefficient since  it doe-? not adapt  to 

      -  ..—-- .-■■  -.. -.-^. ..■--. 
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changing  traffic  loads  and otier conditions.  A particularly 

unfortunate situation can occur  uith  fi«ed  routing ghen  a 

failure occurs which partitions a local net, or «hen a Gateway 

fails.  The fi«ed routing algorithm declares some destinations 

unreachable because the (fixed) path is broken at some point, 

while m reality the destinjtons may still be reachable through 

another Gateway (see figure S). With fi.ed routing,  overhead 

for extended connections may be reduced by assigning a short 

name at  the  begmn.ng  of  each  connection,  and  setting  up 

connect, on—tables at each  intermediate node on the (fixed) 

route.  These tab'es associate the correct outgoing route with 

the short name in each arnvmg packet (TYHNET TYHSAT [Tymes71] 

or Bell ESS [Ewin70J).  Packets carry only the short connection 

name or  logical  ime ID rather  than  the  ful I dest inat ion 

address. 

Isolated adaptive Ptutlng is also very inefficient since 

it must keep "probing" alternate routes to detect changes in net 

behavior and adapt accordingly (Baran64]. If the probing is 

slow, then bad paths will persist for a long time, and if the 

probing is fast, a large portion of traffic is purposely routed 

on non-optimal paths which may lead to network congestion 

problems. 

Centralized routing algorithms concentrate the RT update 

calculations at a single center uith potentially full 

information to compute optimal  routes.  TYMNET and PRNET use 

 .. L_ 
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centralized routing with some distributed failure recovery 

procedures       in      PRNET. Unfortunately,       centralization        is 

accompanied by increased sensitivity to failure, high processing 

requirements that typically rise ui th the third pouer of the 

number of nodes [PIcQui I I an74] , and higher loading of 

communication lines near the routing center with incoming data 

^nd outgoing updates. Political       and       administrative 

considerat'o-.s also    make    a    central     internet     routing    center 

unat'.ract i ve, (Uho  Mill   own  Hn equipment,   pay   for  operations, 

determine control parameters? Do the individual nets want to 

trust   a  central   authority?) 

Distributed       routing      algorithms       provide       the    best 

reliability   (adaptation  to    failed    components)    and    efficiency 

[Ba-3n64,     F>J;tz7Z,     tlcQui I Ian74).      Dore recent ly,   Agnew   (1974) 

has   shown   that     distributed    routing    algorithms     can     determine 

optimal     routes,     and    Nay I or     (1975) has presented an algorithm 

that   is  guaranteed   to be   loop-free.     One    caveat     here     is     that 

when     the  routing algorithm   itself   fails   (routes   incorrectly,   or 

e»changes   incorrect   routing   information),      the     effects     on     the 

rest       of        the    network     can    be    disastrous.        Very     stringent 

precautions  have been   taken  to prevent   such     errors     in     ARPANET 

IHPs [ricQui I Ian74],       but      Gateways      and       internet       Hosts 

participating     in     internetwork    routing    may    not    be    so    well 

safeguarded. Deterministic      and    isolated    routing    tend     to 

localize  the effect  of  routing fai'ures since no routing data   is 

  . 
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exchanged. Centralized syst))as uould presunably be an order of 

magnitude More reliable than the individual node« in a 

distributed system. Hence catastrophic global routing failure 

If most  to be feared m a distribjted internet routing system. 

Source Routing 

Another routing strategy that does not conveniently fit 

under any of the above c1asses is scu^ce -out I no uhere the 

source of internet packets specifies the complete internet 

route. Uhen the entire route accompa" es each nternet packet, 

no routing decisions cr tables are --equ-red at Gateways, but the 

packet format is complicated ana overhead 'ncreases. In 

particular, the packet mus: carry a varying number of 

intermed ate add-esses äependmg on the pat^ and dest;nation 

[Farber73]. This overhead may be ^educed by setting up a f i»ed 

route with connection tables (see above) uhen a connection is 

es tab' i shed. 

The primary advantage of source routing is the 

eliminatior of complex routing responsibilities from 

intermediate nodes. Instead, responsibility for routing falls 

on the source nodes wh: ch must be able  to construct  complete 

outes to any desired destination. Source routing also 

eliminates the need for global agreement on network names, since 

the name of each destination becomes equivalent to a path 

specification for reaching the destination node. 

r 
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Th« conr.tction of na^s ana oat- spec« f «cat ions s 

oarticularly apparent m an address-ng sch«Me out'med by 

Crock«- «personal coMwn-cat .on). If Crocker's proposal, local 

•etworks are r^rese^ted Dy a s«ngie su-tch connecting all loca" 

Hosts «see ♦-^re ft, \n adci • pi, so»e liflM ♦ro« the switch 

■%        9^        to        Wtom 5-   rcnes (nets),        prcvdmg        network 

interconnection.     The path  to any das t  nato^    s   the    seres    of 

sw'tch  aod-esses   ('   n«s>  tra.e-sed to reach  that  destination.     A 

oca'    path    it    one    address    long,  whi le paths  to rowote Hosts 

-equ -e ar add t  ona'   adcyess eie^nt   for each switch  traversed. 

F   gcre ji g.ves se<.e'a    e<a«p es of path spec   f  cat ions. 

If each  local  net   (switch) has a global'y    agreed    ^amet 

then     mdividjal    Hosts    aay    be specfedby  their  net  ^a^e and 

local  Host nuebe-,    ni^MMlVil  of   the rnth(si avaiiap'e   lo reach 

the«.     However,   such giooa    acwess agreements are not  necessary 

II   sourCe routing    s  -iseo.   s'nce any Host   *ay  st'M   be addressed 

by specifying a path  to   -t.     Th.g    siep    MM    addton    of     new 

networks,     or  reptac^went  of  a single Host  by a ^eX^ork,   because 

♦►>« new nodes may    o«    aod-essed    by    aod ng    one    «ore    address 

element     to    e»ist>ng    path specifications.     For  e.amp|et    jf   the 

-»etwo-k   containing  Host   E    il   attached  as   shown   m   f-gure   7,    then 

a path  ♦rom Host A  to Most E   it  IF.5,4,:). 

UitK    a    hierarchical     address    space    and    routing by 

Gateways,   addition of  a new netuork  requires global   agreement on 

the  network   name,   and   insertion  of   a new  row   for   »hat   network in 



FIGURE? CROCKEK'S ADDRESSING AND ROUIING SCHEME 

Path from Host A 

to Host B is (7) 
to HostC is (8, 1) 
to Host D is (8,5, 1) 
to Host E is (8, 5, 4, 2) 
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ail Gateway routing tables. With source addressing, only 

sources a--^Fsing a new net (switch) need to know the neu 

topoIogy. 

A disadvantage of specifying destinations by their path 

names is that the "name" of a destination depends on the 

location of the source. Two different Hosts talking to the same 

third party may have different paths to and hence different 

names for the same destination. This situation is similar to 

dialing a special prefi» .mm an "irc^e1' phone line, or the 

regular 3-digit prefi« from an "outside" phone line to reach the 

same phone. 

Crocker's single switch network model  applies most 

clearly  to  loop networks and other  fully connected nets 

(broadcast  transmission).  Färber and Vittal   (1973)  have 

proposed a similar source routing approach for interconnection 

of multiple DCS type loop networks.  In addition to specifying 

its destination,  each packet  normally identifies its source. 

Crocker and  Färber  have  described  similar  means   fo: 

progressively converting the destination path specification into 

a return path to the source as the packet traverses successive 

path elements.  Each time the packet leaves a node or  switch, 

the return address of  the node is appended to the end of the 

path specification. Uhenever the packet reaches an intermediate 

destination, the corresponding address is removed from the head 

of  the path specification. For example, figure 7 shows seven 

 * AU&   
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points on the path betueen Hosts A and  D.   The  path 

specification at each point is 

(i) (8.5,1) Start 
Clll (8,5,1,6) Return address added 
(iii) (5,1,B) First destination reached 
(iv) (5 1,6,6) Return address added 
(v) (1,6,6) Second destination reached 
(vi) (1,6,6,5) Return address added 
(vii) (6,6,5) Final destination reached 

Uhen the packet reaches its final destination, the resulting ng 

path specification is the path back to the source in reverse 

order. If the line betueen suitches has the same address (name) 

in both su itches, then the tuo address transformations described 

above become a simple cyclic shift (e.g. point iv to point vi). 

If an error occurs at some intermediate point, the prrtially 

transformed path specification may still be reversed to 

correctly return an error message to the source. 

Source routing simplifies routing at intermediate points 

by placing all responsibility for route selection at the source. 

Uhen the source corresponds to a human user (perhaps accessing 

remote computing services from a terminal), the user establishes 

the initial route using whatever criteria he desires, and may 

upcate the route in response to observed performance. 

Unfortunately, sources communicating ui+h many destinations may 

need to know the topology and performance of much of the 

internetwork system in order to construct successful routes. 

Typically less information is available to evaluate alternative 

routes, and changes must be infrequent (particularly for short 

■ ■ -- ■■ 
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addressing with its essentially fixed route),  so non-opt i rna! 

routes uill  result.  Although shortest path routing ."nay be 

reasonably amenable to source specification, other routing 

criteria such as bandwidth, delay, or cost may be highly dynamic 

and more difficult to project from the source. 

Z.3 Conclusions 

As a minimum for viable network interconnection, at 

least  the  following standards must be  accepted  by  all 

part i cipants: 

(1) A global name space.  In a hierarchical addressing system, 

local  names within each network may remain unchanged.  With 

source routing, globally agreed names are convenient but not 

necessary. 

(Z) Common internet routing.  For all techniques  this requires 

common address formats in internet packets and specification 

of  routing criteria  (if more than one  is available). 

Di stributed routing also  involves standard routing data 

exchanges and routing decision algorithms. 

In addition to these necessary conditions, we make the 

following recommendations on routing and addressing 

a Iterndt ives: 

-  -  - - fctffcA«MtaM«*Mi*iM 
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(1) To preserve local net independence, embedding internet 

packets *or transmission through local nets Mlth internet 

routing by Gateways is preferable to dlroct local net 

interpretation of internet packets. 

(2) Hierarchical or area addressing is preferable to a single 

level global name space. The shorter routing tables, 

routing data exchanges, and local net independence gained 

outweigh the potential loss in routing optimality. 

(3) Internet Hosts as well as Gateways must participate in 

internet routing (but see section 3.3 below on internet 

service si tes). 

(4) Fixed internet routing is too unresponsive to failures to be 

acceptable unless special failure detection and recovery 

mechanisms are added. Distributed routing is more robust 

and efficient but • «quires a standard universal 

implementation. However, distributed routing strategies are 

subject to catastrophic global fai lures when an Individual 

node's routing process malfunctions. 

(5) Source routing is most appropriate where greater source 

participation in route selection and non-optimal routing are 

acceptable in order to simplify routing at intermediate 

nodes or to allow more general addressing. 
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3. LEVEL OF INTERCONNECTION 

Another basic question of netuork interconnection 

concerns the level at uh i ch netuorks are to be connected. A 

great deal of confusion is apparent in past discussions of this 

issue because different authors mean different things by the 

commonly presented alternatives, "Host" or "packet sw'tch" 

level. This section attempts to clarify the concept of 

interconnection level by identifying three distinct issues often 

confused in discussions of netuork interconnection. Alternative 

approaches to each of the three i sssues are explored in the 

following subsections uith conclusions at the end of each 

subsectI on. 

Ule maintain that at least the folloumg three concepts 

represent distinct and important considerations in a coherent 

discussion of network interconnection level (see figure 8). 

Local Net Interface Level 

Here we consider that a Gateway can interface to local 

nets either as a packet switch (employs PS-PS protocol to 

communicate with local net) or as a Host (employs Host-PS 

protocol to communicate with local net). This is the most 

common meaning of interconnection level. In the packet switch 

case, a Gateway must behave like a norr.a! switching and 

forwarding node in the local net, while in the Host case,  a 

■ - -  - 
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FIGURK8 UmKOONNBCmONLEVELISSUFS 

LOCAL NET INTERFACE LEVEL: 

• Packet Switch 

• Host 

LOCAL NET SERVICE LEVEL: 

• Datagram 

• Virtual Call 

• Bulk Data Transfer 

• Interactive Terminal 

IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH: 

* Endpomt 

• Hop - by - Hop 

- 
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Gateway behaves like a source/destination of local net packets 

(see definitions in previous section). Ule argue that the first 

alternative is neither desinble or in general even possible. 

Local Net Service Level 

If a Host le'. el local net interface is chosen, a Gateway 

'.an Tiake use of various local net service levels for 

transmitting packets throunh a local net. Levels include a 

simple "datagram" or best effort service, or a more reliable 

"virtual call" se-vice. Other special service levels such as 

bulk data transfer or interactive terminal handling may also be 

available (see sett ion 3.2 beiou for definition of service 

I eve I s). 

Endpoint vs. Hop-bu-Hop Protocol Implementation 

A desired end-end service may be implemented two ways. 

The Endpoint approach consists of implementing suit ab I«» control 

algorithms at each end of the communication path, while 

employing various service levels on each hop. (For e.ample an 

end-end virtual call service can be provided with a SPAR (cf 

section II-4) type protocol at each end while using datagram 

services in each local net.) The Hop-bu-Hop approach provides 

the desired end-end service without additional end-end protocol 

by requiring the desired service level on each hop (each local 

net),  and joining the hops together with  any  necessary 

- ^_-^^^ 
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translation performed in the Gateways. (For example, the same 

end-end virtual call service may be implemented by joining the 

SPAR type protocols available on each local net to each other at 

intermediate Gateways.) The main trade-off here is end-end 

controls vs. hop-by-hop controls. As we shall see below, 

Hop-by-Hop sacrifices some flexibility but partially avoids the 

need for a common internet protocol. 

Treating each of these three concepts, a coherent 

analysis of network interconnection trade-offs becomes possible. 

Table 1 summarizes the classification schemes used by other 

authors in terms of these three issues so their results can be 

more easily compared. 

3.1 Local Net Interface Level 

Interconnecting networks through a packet switch level 

interface (PSLI) may appear to be the simplest strategy since 

the resulting "Catenet" [Pouzin73] appears to be one large 

network without any complicating hierarchical structure. In 

fact, PSLI is fraught with difficulties and has not yet been 

demonstrated to be feasible. 

PSLI requires local nets to route internet traffic to 

appropriate local net Gateway/packet switches. Because each 

Gateway looks like a packet switch of the local net, there is no 



Table 1 

Network Interconnection Alternatives of Other 
Authors in Terms of Our Classification Schere 

Local Net  Local Net  Ini^ lemontation 
Interface   Service     Approach 

Level      Level 

Pouzn | Touzin? }] 

"Catonet" PS 
Most Level J] 
"Super-notwerk" H 

VC 
? 

ill! 
-> 

Davies   [L)avies73l 

"packet" 
"host" 

PS 
I VC 

E 
HH 

UCL (Lloyd75al 

"Switching node" PS   

"Parallel Host" 1! D 
'Scries Host" I VC 

E 

BBN (Binder75] 

"packet" 
"host" 

PS 
H 

Cerf [Cerf74b] 

"host" H 

li = Host,  PS=Packet switch,  D^Datacram, 
VC=Virtual call,  E-Endpoint,  HH=Hop-by-Hop, 
--=does not apply,  ?=unknown 
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uay for a source Host or Gateway to specify the address of the 

next Gateway as a destination. Furthermore, local packet 

formats must be expanded to allou for internet addressing 

capability. Both of these requirements represent a serious 

breach of local net independence as discussed in section 2 

above. 

The main difficulty of PSLI stems from uidely varying 

PS-PS protocols in different nets. A Gateway must somehou make 

the rest of the Catenet look like an extension of the local net 

it serves. The problem of mapping adjacent net PS-PS protocols 

can be considered in two parts since a PS-PS protocol involves 

some functions everu node performs, and other functions only 

performed by source and dest mat ion nodes. 

Universal node functions include error detection, 

retransmission, duplicate removal, and routing. It is 

reasonable to assume that a Gateway/packet switch can 

appropriately check and generate checksums for error detection 

and retransmission, and sequence numbers for duplicate removal. 

However, some nets may not perform node-node duplicate 

filtering, while others may rely on i t to avoid delivering 

duplicates to end users. In nets that exchange routing data 

with adjacent nodes or a central authority, the Gateway/pack et 

switch will have to generate appropriate routing data for the 

rest of the Catenet, or actually translate routing data between 

local nets (highly improbable given the variety of routing 
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practices in use). Worse problems arise with specialized node 

functions such as packet tracing, remote debugging, statistics 

gathering, call charging, etc. Gateuay/packet switches Hill 

have to isolate requests for and responses from these special 

services to indM/idu?1 nets. 

Even if difficulties with universal node functions could 

be overcome, many local nets provide extensive additional 

functions at source and destination packet switch nodes. EPSS 

requires a complicated call set-up, buffer allocation, flow 

control, and end-end acknowledgement scheme to be enforced by 

end nodes. A call between EPSS and another net would require 

all the appropriate fields and responses to be generated at the 

final destination, or at the EPSS Gateway (in which case the 

Gateway is behaving like an endpoint of the communication path, 

or a Host, not a simple packet switch). Similarly, ARPANET 

nodes perform storage reservation, RFNfl generation, message 

reassembly, and message sequencing, all of which would have to 

be performed compatibly in the remote net. Hany nets also 

perform accounting functions in end nodes so fees can be 

collected. Complying with any one local network's version of 

these additional functions is a formidable problem, while 

attempting to provide all of them in every net is clearly 

absurd. 

Pouzin (1973, 1974a, 1974b) and Davies (1973) have been 

the main proponents of PSLI, citing the following advantages: 
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(1) Local nets will provide a simple packet transmission 

service without additional end node functions, making 

translation easier. 

(2) The translation required in a Host level Gateway using 

Hop-by-Hop approach may be more difficult than a PS-PS 

protocol mapping (see section 3.3 belou). 

(3) The  "super-network"  alternative  requires   global 

agreements that will be difficult and time consuming to 

reach 
■ 

Point 1 appears to be the weakest since many current 

networks employ quite complex end-end functions (the new ARPANET 

type 3 messsages [Ualden74] do provide a simpler transmission 

service). Pouzin deals with this by suggesting that extra 

services can be "masked out" at the Gateway/packr'. switch so 

only basic packet forwarding is maintained across the Catenet. 

However, this is precisely the case whe.-e a Gateway performs end 

node functions to cauterize local net idiosyncracles and hence 

is act ing  I ike a Host. 

Point 2 correctly notes some of the difficulties of a 

Hop-by-Hop approach, but these may be reduced in an Endpolnt 

implementation (see section 3.3). Point 3 applies primarily to 

providing more powerful end-end services such as virtual calls» 

in which case common protocols are also required with PSLI. 

  — ~ ---   I—III ^Mili^^Mfci i .-...-..■■-. 
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Interfacing a Gateway to a local  net as a Host,    on    the 

other hand,   has  the following advantages: 

(1) The Host-PS interface is typically simpler than the 

PS-P3   interface  in  local  nets. 

(2) Local net independence is maintained because local nets 

do not need to know other net protocols as required with 

PSLI. Each local net protocol "stops" at the Gateway. 

All internet functions are implemented in Hosts and 

Gateways    on top of  the  local  net   transmission services. 

(3) Local nets have greater control over traffic entering 

from other nets since internet traffic enters from a 

Host. 

(4) Host-PS protocol implementations typically exist for a 

wide range of machines, providing a headstart and a wide 

choice for Gateway implementation, while packet switch 

imp'ementations typically exist only for a single 

special   purpose machine. 

Ue conclude that fro*", both practical and theoretical 

viewpoints, heterogeneous network interconnection using a Host 

level interface is preferable to a packet switch level 

interface. The following sections explore other network 

interconnection questions assuming that Gateways use a Host 

level   interface to   local  nets. 

- —■ ••■ -- -'-•--    — -'*'  -. —..—^. _ 
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3.2    Local  Net Servicf Level 

Given that Gateways are interfaced tc local nets as 

Hosts, several levels of service are typically available for 

transmitting internet packets through «acn local net, including 

datagram, virtual call, bulk data transfer, and interactive 

terminal services. These services may be provided by the PSN 

itself, or by additional protocols implemented in the Host 

computers. More powerful services require more complex 

protocols in the Host (or PSN), and more control fields in each 

packet transmitted (although reduced addressing may be available 

on fixed route connections). A brief description of each major 

service   level   follows with references for further details. 

Datagram; [Ualden74, Cashin74, Canada75, nacPherson75] Fixed 

maximum length messages are transmitted fairly reliably to the 

specified destination. Some messages may be lost or duplicated. 

Messages may also be delivered out of order. Delivery 

con f i-mat ion (ACK) may be available. In general no error 

messages are returned for lost messages or inaccessible 

dest inat ions. 

Virtual CalI; [Carr70, Zimmerman75, Cerf74c, Ca8hin74, Canada75, 

f1acPherson75, Pouzin75] This corresponds to the service level 

provided by Communication Control Protocols discussed in chapter 

II.      Arbitrarily    long    (or at  least much  longer than datagram) 

-   -------- — -   ■-      -    . ■■■^--     .  -.. .    .        .—_—^ja^a^am^mL^.         ^ J._^J^_.. 
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ietters are reliably transmitted to the specified destination. 

Letters are never lost, damaged, duplicated, or delivered out of 

sequence  (as  long as the protocol is functioning correctly). 

Flow control may also be provided. Error messages are returned 

for inaccessible destinations. 

Letter«: may be relatively long such as pages of a fil 

and require fragmentation by the source CCP into smaller 

segments for transmission through the Iocs! net, or may be quit 

short as with interactive use. The important features of 

virtual calls are the guaranteed reliability, sequencing, and 

flow control. 

e 

e 

Bulk Data Transfer; [Crocker72, EPSS75, Lloyd75a] This service 

is specially designed to facilitate exchange of large amounts of 

data (files) between end users. The virtual call service 

probably provides the basic transmission facility, while special 

file access modules are added at each end to provide for 

convenient manipulation of files, to chop files into records 

(letters) for transmission, and to reassemble records at the 

destination. Overhead is minimized by using long records 

(although limits must be imposed to avoid monopolization of net 

services). 

Interactive Terminal Servir.a: tCrocker72, EPSS75af Tymes71] A 

large proportion of computer network traffic has been and will 

likely continue to be terminal access to remote service systems. 

-      - ■■.-^-J .      ■      .-   --    I ^M^M^^^Bl I       I !■■!■■■ 
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Virtual call service again provides the basis for terminal 

service, but because typical transmissions are short, it may 

prove advantageous to multiplex several sets of terminal traffic 

into a single physical transmission. Some coda conversion and 

echoing control or other features may be added to the basic 

virtual call service [ARPANET Telnet]. 

Other special services such as graphics, remote job 

entry, or work load sharing may well prove useful and become 

more prevalent in the future. The concept of service levels may 

be . 'ctured as a tree, uith datagram (addressing and error 

detect'on) at the root, growing up through retransmission, 

duplicate detection, sequencing, and flow control into the 

virtual call level, and then branching into various special 

purpose services. 

i 

3.3    Endpoint vs.   Hop-bu-Hop Protocol   Implementation 

Section 3.2 has described several service levels 

typically available for interprocess communication on local 

networks. To provide convenient communication between processes 

on Hosts in different networks, a similar spectrum of end-end 

service levels is desirable. Since datagram service is likely 

to be even less reliable across multiple networks, and since 

special    purpose    services    :re    likely to be built upon virtual 

■ "■ -■- ~         ._ - ■■-— ■■  - •"— -- — - -_J_J..,.-.-..,^.—^^i^- ....-L-._--^- 
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call service, the foI lowing discussion focuses on al*ernatives 

for providing end-end virtual call level service. 

The  basic choice for implementing various end-end 

services  is between Endpoint and Hop-by-Hop  or  stepwise 

[Pouzin75] approaches: 

The EndEoint. approach-build the necessary control 

mechanisms to provide the desired service level at each end, 

requiring a minimum of service from the local nets in 

between, or 

The Hop-by^HoE approach-use existing protocols on each hop 

(local net) to provide the service level desired, and 

connect the hops. Success depends on the transitivity of 

service: i f hop A and hop B provide the service, then their 

connection hop AB does also. Achieving this transitivity 

may require a nontrivial translation between protocols* 

To make these alternatives more concrete, we consider 

the details of providing an end-end virtual call service using 

both approaches. Such a Hop-by-Hop implementation current'y 

exists between ALOHANET, ARPANET, and UCL, while the following 

Endpoint implementation example connecting ARPANET, CYCLADES 

and PRNET is still under development. 

■iMrtMiMi^a*^«»»!  i i ■ —J
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Endpoint Implementation 

In  the Endpoint approach,  all Hosts must implement a 

standard internet CCP (or use local net protocols to access an 

internet service facility as described below).  The internet CCP 

may be implemented in addition to an existing local net CCP (see 

figure 9).  The interntt CCPs produce internet packets which are 

embedded  in  local packets for transmission through a local net 

to a Gateway.  A choice of local net service levels is possible 

for  this purpose.   In  the ARPANET,  Hosts and Gateways may 

communicate using the Host-Host protocol, a virtual  call  level 

connection.   Alternatively,  Hosts and Gateways  may converse 

using the Host-PS protocol directly (in parallel with the NCP). 

Using "regular messages"  this constitutes a iieak virtual call 

type facility since the subnet performs sequencing and error- 

correct ion.  Using "type 3 messages"  [Ualden74]  provides a 

datagram service. 

Uhich local net service level provides the most 

effective total system when combined with the Endpoint CCP 

control nechanisms? Sequencing is undesirable in local nets 

since it will be performed at the dest inat ion, and increases 

delay in each hop (cf section II-B) as well as requiring a 

single exit Gateway from the local net for all packets of a 

connection. Hop-by-Hop error correction is more efficient than 

Endpoint [fletcal fe73], but for low local net error rates, the 

difference is small while the saving in protocol complexity from 

- - —  •  
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eliminating retransmission on each hop may be substantial. If 

Hop-by-Hop retransmission is employed, Gateways must store 

packets until acknowledged by the next Gateway, requiring more 

buffer space thar simply forwarding packets. Finally, some form 

of flow control between Gateways may be necessary, although 

network capacity may adequately limit traffic levels in some 

local nets. 

The ARPANET is an extremely low loss raxe net, so there 

is little to be gained by local net retransmission  (a service 

not offered by the Host-Host protocol in any caje). Kleinrock, 

Nay I or, and Gpderbeck (1974) have also shown that overhead can 

be significantly reduced in the ARPANET by using a suitable 

Endpoint protocol with datagram network service rather than the 

network's virtual  call  (Host-Host) protocol. Hence the best 

choice in ARPANET is to use the datagram local net service, 

relying on the end-end internet CCP to provide additional 

services.  The situation is similar in CYCLADES where both 

datagram and virtual call services are avai lable.  In PRNET 

where internal packet loss rates are expected to be high,  local 

retransmission appears desirable. 

Having selected a local net service level to carry 

internet packets, the internet packets next arrive at a Gateway. 

The Gateway receives internet packets via the relatively simple 

local net datagram protocol in most cases, and extracts the 

internet packets (see figure 9). The Gateway is free to send 

 ..—^-„.^^^-     —    -.—-^.^..^      - -■■■■■■■■i   ■■■HUM—     i  ■ . . ^ . -— -  -■- ^ - ^ma^^m^^^mt*- ..^ 
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different packets from a single connection over different 

internet routes since the Endpoint CCP will sequence them. 

Packets arriving at a Gateway need not be sequenced before 

foruarding. If a local route fails during the course of a 

connection, alternate routes may be used without causing end-end 

errors. 

Let us call the portion of a Gateway associated with 

each local net a Gateway "half (see figure 10). A Gateway half 

contains a local net interface (implements the necessary local 

net protocols) and other modules to perform internet routing, 

fragmentation, and any Gateway-Gateway functions (such as 

retransmission or flow control). The local net interface side 

of each Gateway half is unique to each local net, while internet 

packets and routing functions at the other side of each half are 

global. Hence a Gateway need not be a single physical device, 

but may consist of seperate Gateway halves for each local net, 

with their internet sides tied together by a simple 

communication line (see figure 9). Each local net could 

implement its Gateway half on a fully owned and controlled 

machine, or even as addition?I code on an existing Host, with 

different nets* Gateway halves connected by an arbitrary line 

control procedure for exchange of internet packets and routing 

data. Broadcast satellite links are particularly attractive for 

this purpose since they offer full connectivity and high 

bandwidth. 
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Each Gateway half conta'ns a routing table (RT) to 

perform internet and local routinr/ as described in section 2 

above. Now however, each Gateway half only maintains routes to 

its local net, other Gatewrys on its local net, and other 

Gateway halves (nets) to which it is connected. Routes to 

different Gateways in an adjacent net may be merged into a 

single route to the adjacent net because a Gateway half need not 

know the internal structure of other nets, ror example, figure 

11 shows the routing tables for the local net A half of Gateway 

Gl in the supernet of figure 4. G3 is another Gateway in local 

net A, and hence still appears as a route in the internet 

routing table. Gateway G2 is in adjacent net B, and hence is 

included in the route to net B rather than having a separate 

entry in the routing table. Internet routing now occurs in tuo 

steps: an internet packet arriving from the local net is first 

passed to the best adjacent net (Gateway half), and then the 

best Gateway in that net is selected by the receiving Gateway 

half. 

Another advantage of implementing Gateways as 

independant halves concerns software development costs for 

internet Hosts. Noting that internet Hosts must perform routing 

functions identical to those in Gateways, Binder (1975) has 

suggested that a "logical" Gateway exists between each Host 

engaged in internetworking and the local net. Internet HostB 

must cooperate in other Gateway-Gateway functions such as flow 

 — 
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control and retransmission when used, just as Gateways. Hence 

Gateway halves and internet Hosts on a local net can use the 

same modules to perform these common functions. In the Gateway, 

internet packets arrive from other local nets, while in internet 

Hosts they are generated by an internet CCP with its additional 

end-end protocol   functions   (see  figure 12). 

Hop-by-Hojj  Implementation 

Next we consider the Hop-by-Hop approach to implementing 

an end-end virtual call service over several networks. In this 

case, no intorr.et CCP is required at source and destination 

Hosts. Instead each local net must provide a virtual cai I level 

service, with Gateways translating between each local net 

service (see figure 13). To facilitate this translation, a 

number of universal virtual call protocol functions can be 

ident i f ied: 

(a) Set up call: the willingness of both parties to 

communicate is established, and various parameters such as 

letter length, window size, buffer allocation, byte size, 

echo mode,   and abbreviated addressing are agreed on. 

(b) Terminate call: the connection is 'jroken either 

immediately or after any letters in progress have been 

de Ii vered. 

(c) Send a  letter. 

(d) Receive a letter. 
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(e) Signal  an  interrupt,  reset, or attention. 

(f) Obtain status  information on    letters    pending    or    call 

parameter values. 

Consideration of this list indicates that translation 

maybe difficult. In some cases similar but incompatible 

services are provided by different local net protocols, such as 

letter based, byte based, or line based flou control. The 

difficulties of interfacing di fferent flow control mechanisms 

are    frequently    not    appreciated    [UKP074,    Stoke875]. Other- 

services such as status, echo control, or interrupt may not be 

provided at all by some local nets. In this case the Gateway 

must simulate compliance local ly mthout being able to obtain 

the service at the ultimate destination. In general thi. 

reduces internet services to the subset of services offered by 

all local nets, or requires the end user to be aware of what 

services he is ^eally" getting depending on the part leu I ar 

local  nets traversed. 

An alternative to "masking- services without 

counterparts in subsequent local nets as above, is to add the 

missing services with extra modules outside the local net 

protocol. This may be suitable between Gateways of a local net, 

but internet Hosts must also add the modules to existing 

protocols, resulting in a modified interface for internet 

communication    after all.    Al though the addition wlI I  be smaller 

_     ^  —       —.^    ■■ ^ ■-       —-^- .—^ :.._M_jM^^Mfc— 
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than a full Endpoint CCP, there is a quantum jump in 

inconvenience when any change to the user interface is 

necessary. 

To provide a concrete example of Hop-by-Hop 

implementation, consider interconnecting ALOHANET, ARPANET, and 

UCL where this approach has been used [Binder74, Higgin8on75]. 

A major difference of these implementations from the Endpoint 

approach is that a user is required to explicitly set up the 

call on each hop. For example, an ALOHANET user may first 

connect to his local Gateway using ALOHANET protocol, then 

connect to UCL using ARPANET Telnet protocol, and then command 

the UCL Gateway to connect him to the IBMSBO. Once the 

connection is established, data is forwarded automatically by 

each Gateway. 

Both ALOHANET and UCL Gateways have developed a simi lar 

set of commands/functions to those listed above, to facilitate 

interconnection of the several nets or computers connected to 

each Gateway. Some special functions (e.g. Interrupt) are 

automatically translated by both Gateways. Other functions are 

only implemented in some nets (e.g. echo control in ARPANET) or 

some Gateways (e.g. Status and Operator functions at UCL) and 

cannot be translated or automatically forwarded. These 

functions must be explicitly requested by using "escape" 

characters Interpreted by one of the Gateways (rather than 

passed on as data). As noted above, the end user also sets up 
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each  hop of the connection by using command packets to 

communicate with each Gateway in turn. 

It may be possible to automats connection establishment 

by having Gateways forward a standard call set-up packet, but It 

will still be necessary for a user to specify an entire path or 

at least the final internet destination in some nonstandard (to 

the local protocol) fashion. Unfortunately, many special Telnet 

services have no direct counterpart in ALOHANET or IJCL nets, so 

automatic translation of such services is problematic. Similar 

difficulties must be expected with the implementation of other 

special purpose protocols such as bulk data transfer where local 

net differences are likely to be greater (for example see 

[Stokes75]). 

Another difference in the Hop-by-Hop approach (for 

virtual call service) is that a single internet path (of 

Gateways) must be used between sourcs and destination. Uhen one 

hop fails or malfunctions, end-end service Is affected since 

there are no corrective end-end control mechanisms. 

As a final difference, each nsw Gateway or network added 

with the Hop-by-Hop approach presents a unique translation 

problem between the protocols involvsd. Acceptance of virtual 

call protocol standards may simplify this problem somewhat. On 

the plus side, only bilateral agreement between connecting 

networks is required for translation of local protocols. 

i^—^^        I ■ ■   - -—     .— -.^ , -—^^^-L^^-^- 
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Comparison of Approaches 

Ue can now make a number of comparisons between Endpoint 

and Hop-by-Hop interconnection strategies described above. UCL 

has been the primary advocate of a Hop-by-Hop approach, citing 

the following advantages [Lloyd75af Lloyd75b, Higgin8on75]: 

(1) Only bilateral agreement Is required, allowing immediate 

development and implementation, while Endpoint requires 

difficult and lime-consuming multilateral agreements. 

(2) Existing local net protocols are employed to full advantage 

and no new internet CCP is required, reducing software 

development and user accomodation to a minimum. 

Point 1 is well taken and argues strongly in favor of 

Hop-by-Hop as a quickly available interim implementation.  Point 

2 requires closer scrutiny considering both internet Hosts and 

Gateways. For Gateways, point 2 seems to be incorrect.  As 

shown above (for end-end virtual call service), the Hop-by-Hop 

Gateway requires a local net virtual call protocol, plus a 

unique (to each network pair) translation between local net 

protocols, or mapping into some set of universal call functions. 

The Endpoint Gateway requires smaller, simpler,  local  net 

datagram protocol  (with possible additions of some locally 

desirable extra functions), and no translation.   Endpolnt 

Gateway "halves" for a given local net are al I Identical, 
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avoiding the unique translation effort required In the 

Hop-by-Hop approach. Both types of Gateuay require internet 

routing, fragmentation, accounting, and other auxiliary 

functions discussed In the next section. The tndpoint Gateuay 

does not contain "a complete internet Host for each attached 

network" as stated in [Uoyd751, but only the internbt routing 

and related functions common to Gateways and internet Hosts. In 

particular, there is no end-end internet CCP In the Endpoint 

Gateuay (unless the Gateuay is also an internet Host). In 

summary, Endpoint Gateways appoar to require less total 

software, and less new software development than Hop-by-Hop 

Gateways. 

Uithin Hosts, point 2 appears more justified since the 

Hop-by-Hop approach does maintain existing local net protocols. 

However, significant user intervention has been necessary to 

complement local protocols for purposes of internetworking as 

discussed above. 

Several considerations reduce the difficulty of Endpoint 

intern*,i tost implementations requiring an internet CCP. In new 

networks, internet standards can be implemented from the start. 

In existing networks, the development of high level language 

implementations of standard Gateway functions may reduce local 

net development efforts to local net interface portions (which 

already exist for local Hosts). The internet routing and 

fragmentation portion of Gateuay functions are identical in all 

i^B<aMriSHflBb.^M>>^tfMai 
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Gateways and  internet Hosts,  and may be transportable from other 

implementations. 

From the user's point of view, an internet CCP may 

provide an interface that is similar to existing local net 

protocols so changeover should be facilitated. Uhere adoption 

of internet CCP at a particular Host site is not possible 

(inadequate facilities, fixed system, effort not justified by 

expected use), connection through existing local protocols to an 

internet service site may be used (see figure 14). The internet 

server might provide all CCP and Gateway functions, with the 

local net serving essentially as an access line between 

processes and (remote) CCP. The local net access line mry 

degrade performance of the CCP which is no longer fully end-end. 

This strategy shares some of the disadvantages of a Hop-by-Hop 

approach, but allows Hosts with limited facilities (intelligent 

terminals, packet radio units) to make use of internetwork 

faci Ii ties. 

As a more robust compromise, individual Hosts may 

provide an internet CCP but not the additional Gateway functions 

(primarily internet routing). In this case the Hosts transmit 

locally generated internet packets to a simpler internet vervice 

facility which provides Gateway functions (a kind of central 

office for routing and supernet control, or perhaps a normal 

Gateway). Some sacrifice in routing optimal ity and robustness 

compared to a complete internet Host may result. 

-    ■    ■- ^^^MMMMAAMMMM* i ■ 
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Another  technique  for  reducing  the  burden  of 

internetwork communication facilities on Host resources Is to 

place the CCP in a front-end processor.  This moves most 

communication functions to the front end,  leaving the Host 

primarily uith a distribution  function  (of  packets  to 

processes).  A Host-front end protocol must also be defined and 

supported in the Host [Padl ipsky?«, but this is typically much 

simpler than a complete CCP since Host and front end are closely 

coupled.  The internet service site described above may be 

considered a type of front end that is less closely coupled to a 

Host. Front ending may also provide advantages In Implementing 

local net protocols [Newport72, Feinroth73t Benolt74],  but 

further discussion of front ending is beyond the scope of this 

uork. 

Cerf et ai have been the main proponents of Endpoint 

interconnection strategies [Cerf73, Cerf74a, Cerf74b, Cerf74c]. 

Davies (1973) has also argued the advantages of an Endpoint 

approach although he discussed them in conjunction with a packet 

switch level Gateway. Advantages of the Endpoint implementation 

(for an end-end virtual call service) include: 

(1) Greater flexibility and reliability since alternate internet 

paths may be used and path fa! ures are recovered by end-end 

controls. 

(2) Smaller, simpler Gateways. 

■ '  -■■■'■ ■■■■ 
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(3) A single Gateway function module may be used at all Gateways 

and internet Hosts on a local net. 

(4) Addition of new nets or supernet topology changes are easy 

because the interface between Gateway "halves" is universal. 

The internet side of Gateway halves for any local nets can 

be connected without special modifications. 

(5) Fragmentation is simpler and more flexible (see next 

section). 

(6) Acknowledgements and control  functions are truly end-end. 

(7) The internet CCP provides a uniform user interface that 

"really" provides specified virtual call services. 

Hop-by-Hop must mask (fake) some services, augment existing 

user interfaces, or require exp'icit user intervention at 

individual  hops. 

(8) The same Gateway implementation and local net services can 

be used to provide different end-end internet services by 

providing different protocols at the ends in the internet 

CCP. For example bulk data transfer or a different virtual 

call service could be implemented in internet Hosts with no 

change to Gateways. In the Hop-by-Hop approach, different 

local net protocols and a new translation between them In 

the Gateway would be required for each end-end service. 

In    conclusion,    Endpoint and Hop-by-Hop Interconnection 

strategies appear best suited for   different    situations.      Both 
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merit  further experimentation to verify projected advantages and 

difficulties. (Such      experimental      plans    are    outlined     in 

[Qmder751t [Lloyd75a], and [Cerf74b].) A Hop-by-Hop approach 

appears most suitable for backward compatabiIity (see 

[Burchfiel75]), minimum effort, or immediate need applications, 

uihile an Endpoint approach offers greater robustness and 

generality but requires substantial standards and neu software 

development. Development costs should be reduced by the 

universal applicability of internetworking modules in the 

Endpoint approach. 

■    ■ - ■-- - - -        -■ ..^-*m^. 
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4. AEXIITIONAL GATEUAY FUNCTIONS 

The central questions of internet routing, addressing, 

and Gateway implementation alternatives have been discussed in 

the previous two sections. This section considers a number of 

additional Gateway functions Important to network 

Interconnection. 

Fraamertation 

A great deal of discussion has surrounded the issue of 

fragmentation. One way to avoid the difficulties of differing 

local net packet size limits is to establish a standard minimum 

maximum packet size for all nets, and never use packets larger 

than the standard for internetwork communication. 

Such a standard appears ill-advised for several reasons. 

Since network performance depends heavily on packet size, 

networks designed for different purposes will have good reasons 

for different local packet sizes, and agreement on a standard 

length will be difficult. Too small a standard results In high 

overhead for internetwork packets with typically long headers 

(lengths over 250 bits have been proposed), while a long 

standard will be difficult for some nets. Nets wi th smaller 

limits might be able to fragment packets at entry and reassemble 

them at exit to comply with the standard. However, this 

sacrifices the flexibility of alternate routing which becomes 
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impossible when all fragments must exit tnrough the same Gateway 

in order to be reassembled. Finally, rapidly changing 

technology including high bandwidth digital circuits and 

broadcast transmission will certainly dictate revision of 

optimal packet sizes. 

In general, a source CCP is obliged to fragment large 

letters for transmission into its local net. Uith Hop-by-Hop 

network interconnection, a Gateway must translate between 

fragmentation schemes in each local net, possibly further 

fragmenting oversize fragments or letters. Uhere such 

translation is impossible, the Gateway may have to reassemble 

each letter and refragment it compatibly with the next local net 

protocol. 

Endpoint network  interconnection allows a simpler aid 

more flexible fragmentation strategy.  Individual nets may use 

arbitrary  packet  sizes, while Gateways fragment oversize 

internet packets at entrance +0 a local net, and reassembly of 

fragments occurs at  the destination CCP.  The internet header 

includes fields to control  reassembly of  letters at   the 

destination CCP.  It is quite straightforward to allow a Gateway 

to  (further) fragment internet packets by using the same fields 

as the source CCP.  The entire internet header  is copied for 

each fragment created, with alterations only to indicate the new 

text  length and order or each new fragment. Fragments can then 

be forwarded independently tj the destination where they are 

reassembled exactly as if generated by the source CCP. 
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Cerf (1973, 1974c) has proposed a fragmentation control 

scheme based on byte sequencing of data on a connection, while 

McKenzie (1974) has proposed a similar scheme based on larger 

units of data. Smaller units allow smaller fragments of a 

letter to be transmitted and finer grained flow control» but 

require longer packet identifier and acknowledgement fields 

[Day75a]. Longer fields are required to ensure reliability 

because sequence numbers must not be reused for a maximum packet 

lifetime (cf section II-4), and small units consume sequence 

numbers at a faster rate for a given throughput. LeMoli (1975) 

has suggested a hierarchical fragment notation which would be 

carried in a separate field of the internet header. This 

fragmentation scheme would operate independently of other 

aspects of the end-end protocol in contrast to the Cerf proposal 

where the sequence number field serves both reliability (cf 

section 11-4) and fragmentation purposes. Any of these schemes 

appear suitable for Endpoint Interconnection strategies where 

the Gateways and internet Hosts all share a uniform 

fragmentation mechanism. 

Although adoption of such a scheme allows arbitrary 

local net packet sizes, it complicates selection of optimal 

packet sizes for internet communication. Presumably small 

packets (from interactive traffic) will traverse all nets on a 

one-to-one basis with no complications. High throughput 

applications, on the other hand, tend to use large packet el zee 

  -■ ■ .-.-.-.  .          ii—> i  -Ii ■rimuMJiili n   i 
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to reduce overhead, in this case, passing through even a single 

"small packet" net may cause degradation, since once packets are 

fragmented in the small oacket net, they are not reassembled. 

All the fragments must be carried through subsequent nets which 

might have accepted the original packets more efficiently, or at 

lower cost. In such cases a user may wish to forego the added 

robustness of independent fragment propagation in favor of local 

net fragmentation/reassembly. 

Cost minimization may prove a very slippery problem as 

shown by the following example. Fees in a PSN may be charged 

per packet (regardless of length), or per bi t. Ignoring other 

factors such as distance or service level, cost may be measured 

as packets per bit (of data) or total bits per bit (of data). 

Assume a user in net A uishes to send a large amount of data to 

another net A user. Suppose net A allows 4000 bit packets' while 

net B allows only 1000. The internet packet header is 200 bits 

long. Strategy 1 minimizing both cost measures in net A is to 

send maximum length packets with 3800 bits of data. 

Now suppose a n-^t A user wants to communicate with a net 

B user. Strategy 2 attempts to optimize transmission of 

fragments through net B by sending 3200 bits of data in each net 

A packet, allowing fragmentation into four full packets In net 

B. Table 2 shows the packet and bit costs resulting from the 

two net A packet sizes, assuming charges are the same in both 

nets. Strategy 2 reduces the packet cost as expected, but 
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increases the bit cost  (the overhead reduction in net B is 

offset by the increase in net A). 

In general, neither the route followed nor the fragment 

sizes generated on a communication path are constant or even 

known. Hence such attempts at cost or performance optimization 

become quite difficult. Fortunately, cost differences are small 

if a reasonably large maximum packet size is available in all 

nets (a packet size ten times the internet header size has an 

overhead of 0.11 for full packets). 

Accounting 

As indicated above, local net fees may be based on 

several factors including number of packets, number of bits, 

distance, connect time, and service level (reliability, 

bandwidth, delay). Presumably each local net has effective 

techniques for recording charges and collecting fees from local 

Hosts. Uith network interconnection, the Gateways present a new 

source of traffic that must be charged. Packet switch level 

Gateway interfacing presents great difficulties here since local 

nets do not normally charge traffic from adjacent packet 

switches. 

Local nets are normally equipped to charge traffic from 

Hosts, making Host level Gateway interfacing preferable for 

accounting purposes. Nevertheless, a local net  is likely to 

- ■  ... ^^t^*^^^^ — .  . . 
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charge on the basis of total traffic from the Gateway Host 

without distingtishing the sources of such traffic. Hencn it is 

up to the Gateway "half" for each local net to monitor traffic 

levels from each source of interest. For outgoing (from the 

local net) traffic, the Gateway may wish to separately account 

for traffic from each local Host (including other Gateways). 

For incoming traffic (from other nets), discrimination on the 

basis of net may be adequate. Outgoing traffic from one net's 

Gateway half becomes incoming traffic to the Gateway halves of 

connected networks, so each local net authority will be in a 

position to verify charges from adjacent nets. 

In establishing internetwork charges, other existing 

internetwork communication systems (Post Office, telephone, 

telegraph) provide well developed examples. Presumably each 

local net authority will collect both local and internet fees 

from local users, exchanging accumulated internet charges with 

othe^ nets periodically. If charges depend on the internet 

route (number or identity of nets traversed), users may desire 

the option to control routing, or at least to specify "minimum 

cost" routing. This may significantly complicate the routing 

a I gori thms. 
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Status rioni taring and Reporting 

In secton 2 on routing,  the "reachabi I i ty" of local 

Hosts uas mentioned as an important part of the routing data 

base.   Each Gateway half is responsible for knowing the 

reachability of the Hosts (CCPs) on its local net.  This is 

particularly  desirable  for  virtual call protocols which 

retransmit to achieve reliable communication.  A "destination 

inaccessible" error message must be returned to the source CCP 

in order to quench useless retransmissions,  and even more 

importantly,  as information for the user. Useful subtypes of 

such a message might specify the level of failure (Net, Gateway, 

Host, CCP, Process, Port), and the reason (nonexistent, dead, 

busy) [Cerf74b]. 

Local nets often maintain Host access ibi li ty data as 

part of their local routing procedures.  In local  nets where 

internet packets are embedded, the local net may generate an 

error message and return it to the Gateway which was the local 

net source of the packet in error. The local net cannot signal 

the internet source directly since the local net Is not aware of 

the internet header and internet signalling conventions. On the 

basis of a local net error message, the Gateway can mark a local 

Host as inaccessible, and return Internet error messages for 

subsequent packets destined for the inaccessible destination. 

Such remote signalling is more difficult with Hop-by-Hop network 

Interconnection where control signals must be translated between 
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local net protocols as discussed in section 3. The Gateway may 

also determine Host accessibility on its own by periodically 

exchanging status packets with local Hosts or moritoring 

internet traffic to local Hosts. 

Other status information such as loads, traffic levels, 

expected delays, charges, availability schedules, current users, 

current line conditions, etc. may be maintained by local nets. 

Hosts, or Gateways, and made available by Internet status 

inquiries. Some local net status information is directly usable 

at the internet level (for example accessiility data as above), 

while other local net data may not be useful (for example 

transmission error messages when no Hop-by-Hop retransmission is 

etr ployed). Special services such as tracing, echoing, or 

discard may at so be defined at Gateways and internet Hosts. 
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Appendix A 

CONNECTION FSTABLISHHFMT PPnpcc 

In this appendix we present a proof that the protocol 

initialization mechanisms discussed in chapter II correctly 

establish a connection for reliable communication between the 

processes served by the protocol. The proof extends the methods 

of Gilbert and Chandler (1972) to distributed systems with "thin 

wire" interprocess communication [fle^cal fe72].  Gilbert and 

Chandler defined the "composite state" of a system as the state 

of each process In the system plus the value of shared variables 

In a common memory. Since communication protocols interact by 

exchanging messages rather than shared variables, this model  Is 

not directly applicable. 

We define a simi lar composite state of a Comm^icät loh 

Control Protocol (CCP) as the state of the protocol process on 

each side of the connection, plus any "relevant" packets In the 

transmission medium between them. The two protocol processes 

are  modeled  as  (identical)  state  machines  operating 

independently except for the explicit exchange of packets. 

Synchronization of the two pre.esser is achieved when one CCP 

waits for a particular type of packet from the other CCP. 

Transitions from one composite state to another are derived from 

the state transitions of the individual protocol machines 

(Gilbert and Chandler's "partial rules"). 
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Another major difficulty in applying state models to 

communication protocols is the large number of states that must 

be considered for a protocol of even modest complexity (cf 

section 1.2 of chapter II). Ue overcome this problem by 

severely limiting the number of packets which must be considered 

part of the composite state. In a straightforward approach, 

every packet from the time the composite system was "created" 

would have to be represented. By considering the protocol's use 

of sequence numbers and control packets, all packets in the 

transmission medium can be classified as either "current" or 

"old" packets. Since we are primarMy interested in worst case 

analysis, we assume that arm old packet may be delivered to a 

protocol machine at any time (limited by MR}M packet 

lifetime). Hence only current packets must be explicitly 

represented as part of the composite stats. 

Ou. composite stste model helps answer several 

interesting questions about the reliability of connection 

establishment, such as: 

(1) Forbidden states or state sequences: Does the protocol 

ever reach undesirable states (e.g. accepting old duplicate 

data)? 

(2) Deadlock: Does the protocol reach a state where each 

side Is waiting for the other and neither can proceed? 

— —    *Ml»ifcM 
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(3) Halting:  Does the protocol eventually ettablioh a 

connection once it sets out to do so? 

(4) Pal lure consequences: Uhen one side of the protocol 

fails (for example due to a Host crash), does the protocol 

deadlock, or recover? 

To proceed uith the analysis, ue first provide a 

detailed description of the protocol for connection 

establishment in the form of a state machine with contoxt. This 

mach.ine is based on the mechanisms described in section 5.2 of 

chapter II. Next ue present the composite state diagram 

resulting from this protocol machine, and demonstrate Its 

reliability. Pinally wc analy7a one of the simpler connection 

establishment procedures presented in sectiion 5.2 to show Its 

weaknesses. 
.'■ . 

A.l    Protocol Machine Model 

Ue describe the main functions of the CCP procaee on 

each side of a connection with a state machine (see figure A-l). 

A state machine model includes states (represented as cI re lee In 

figure A-l), transitions from one state to another (represented 

as directed arcs), events which cause the transitions (written 

above horizontal bars in the figure), and actions associated 

uith each transition  (written below events). 
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Four major states are necessary to model the 3 way 

handshake connection establishment mechanism (cf eect'on 

II-5.2): 

Not Active (NA); The protocol is not Initialized and a 
minimum of information about the connection Is maintained 

SYN Received (SR): A SYN control packet has been received, 
and a SYN-Verify returned to the remote protocol, but the 
final ACK (third part of the 3 way handshake) has not been 
rece i ved 

SYN Sent (SS): In response to an OPEN command from a 
process, a SYN control packst has been sent to the remote 
protocol machine, but no SYN-Verify response (second part of 
the 3 way handshake) has been received 

Es tab I ished (ES): The 3 way handshake is complete and the 
protocol is initialized for reliable data communication 

In addition to the major state, each CCP maintains a 

context of additional information about a connection, including 

sequence numbers and pending packets as described in section 

II-4, parameter values such as flow control window size, quit 

time, or retransmission timeout, and internal timers. Use of 

this context infoimatlon In the protocol machine model reduces 

the number of states required to represent protocol operation 

and further simplifies the composite state analysis. 

Events activating the protocol machine Include packets 

arriving from the transmission medium, commands from the local 

process, and internal timeouts. The events relevant to 

connection establishment are: 

MMMH 
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Packet Arrivals (without error) 

SYN: a SYN control packet 

SYN-Ver: a SYN-Verify control packet 

Data: a Data packet 

ACK: an Acknowledgement packet 

NADC: a negative acknowledgement (of a SYN or SYN-Verify) 

Reject: a Reject control packet 

Process Commands 

OPEN: open a connection 

Internal Timeouts 

Retrans: a pending packet requires retransmission 

Quit: the Quit time for a pending packet has expired 

Retry: the collision retry timeout has expi-ed 

All of these events have been described in sections 4 and 5 of 

chapter II except the Reject control packet which has been added 

to allow a process to refuse attempts to establish a connection. 

The operation of the protocol is represented by the 

transitions and their associated actions. The current state, 

the event occurring, and the context together determine the 

action to be taken and the next state. Figure A-l shows the 

transitions normally occurring during connection establishment. 

For completeness, the occurrence of all events in each state 

must be considered.  Since this would result in an overly 
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complex drawing, tables A-l to A-4 provide a complete 

description of the transitions from each of the four states. 

Each transition is named for later reference with the two letter 

code of the current state followed by an integer. Then the 

event causing the transition is given, fol lowed by the next 

state, the act'on taken, and any relevant context testa. Events 

causing the jane action and next state are grouped under a 

single transition name. 

The set of operations (detect event, take appropriate 

action, move to neu state! are assumed to be ctomic or 

uninterruptable so that no confusion can result from nearly 

simultaneous events. In a real implementation, this may require 

some sort of lock facility to defer later events while the 

operations triggered by an aarlier event are conpleted. 

The transitions are based on the description of 

connection establishment mechanisms in section 11-5 

Partie larly the 3 «ay handshake. The simple colllaion recovery 

technique is used because it allows a simpler model. 

Retransmission and Quit times apply to control packets (SYN and 

SYN-Verify) as described for data pack«^s in section 11-4. 

Reject packets are returned in response to a SYN 

(transition NA2) when the receiver is unwilling to establish a 

connection. When the Reject reaches the initiating CCP. the CCP 

can cease retransmitting SYN and notify its local process of the 

reason for rejection (transition SS7).  The transmissior medium 

 -^M 
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Table A-i 

3-Uay-Hand8hake Protocol State Transitions 
from Not Active State 

Next 
Name  Event State   Action and Context 

NA1  SYN     SR  Send SYN-Verify referencing SYN. 
Remember seq. no. of SYN. 

NA2  SYN     slf Send Reject referencing SYN if busy. 

NA3  SYN-Ver slf Discard, send NACK referencing SYN-Veri fy. 

NA4  Data.   si* Discard as old. 
ADC, 
NACK. 
Rej ect 

NA5  OPEN.   SS  Pick ISN and send SYN. 
Retry 

NAG  Quit.   slf Does not occur since no packets pending. 
Retrans 

slf - self,   3R - SYN Received.   SS - SYN Sent 

  ■ - - iMÜMfcil  , ^^MMUMMMMK 
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Table A-2 

3-Uay-Hand8hake Protocol State Trans It ions 
from SYN Received State 

Next 
Name  Event State   Action and Context 

SRI SYN slf Send ACK if SYN is for current incarnation. 

SR2 SYN slf Send NACK if SYN is not for current incarnation. 

SR3 SYN-Ver slf Send NACK referencing SYN-Verify. 

SR4 Data slf Discard as out-of-order (or hold). 

SR5  ACK    ES  If ACK refers to pending SYN-Ver if y. 
Third part of 3 uay handshake. 

SRB  NACK    NA  If NACK refers to pending SYN-Ver I fy. 
SYN previously received uae an old duplicate. 

SR7  Ä?^    8lf Ignore if do" not refeir to pending SYN-VerIfu. 
NACK, 
Reject 

SR8  OPEN slf Ignore since already In progress. 

SR9  Retrans slf Retransmit pending SYN-VerIfy. 

BRIO Quit slf Notify local process. 

SRU Retry slf Ignore since other side has already started. 

slf - self,   ES - Established,   NA - Not Active 
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Table A-3 

3-Uay-Hand8hake Protocol State Transitions 
fro« SYN Sent State 

Next 
Name  Event State   Action and Context 

551 SYN    NA  Set collision retry timer. 

552 SVN-V. ES  Sen^C. „^ J-JJ^p^ SyN. 

553 SVN-V8P ,„ S^C.,;svN-V d0„ not r.f.P t0 

554 Data   slf Discard as out-of-order (or hold). 

555 ACK    slf Ignore old ACK. 

556 NACK   slf ^^^an^retry. Other side has received 

557 Reject  NA  Notify local process if Reject refers to 
pending SYN. 

558 Reject  slf Ignore if Reject does not refer to 
pending SYN. 

559 ftetry   8lf l9noPe since already ^ progress. 

5510 Retrans slf Retransmit pending SYN packet. 

5511 Quit   slf Notify local process. 

slf - self,   NA - Not Active,   ES - Establ shed 

  ■ ■ 
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Table A-4 

3-Uay-Handshake Protocol State Transitions 
from Established State 

Name Event 
Next 
State i   Action and Context 

ESI SYN slf Send NACK referencing SYN. 

ES2 SYN-Ver slf Send ACK if for current incarnation. 

ES3 SYN-Ver slf Send NACK if for previous incarnation. 

ES4 Data, 
ADC, 
Quit, 
Retrans 

slf Handle data communication as described 
in section II-4 for SPAR protocol. 

ES5 NACK, 
Reject 

slf Ignore old duplicates. 

ES6 Open, 
Retry 

slf Ignore s1 nee accomp1i shed. 

slf - self 

-_ ...___ ..    .„.—.-. 
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may also return Reject packets if a destination is unreachable 

for various reasons (see chapter IV). Both of these 

applications are conveniences that provide processes «ith more 

information than simply timing out on their quit time. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this appendix, ue  are 

particularly interested in analyzing protocols under worst case 

conditions.  Therefore ue assume that dupIicate packets from 

previous incarnations of a connection may be held in the 

transmission medium and emerge during or after establishment of 

the current incarnation. This means that all padc.f ^•.^. 

events can occur in evenj state, even though some packet types 

uould not appear If the transmission medium delivered packets In 

order. This assumption precludes analysis techniques uhlch 

depend on in-order packet transmission (cf section 11-1.2). 

Sequence numbers are used throughout the protocol to 

uniquely identify packets. Section II-4 and II-5 have presented 

constraints for assigning sequence numbers to packets,  and 

demonstrated the serious errors that can occur when these 

constraints are violated. As a basis for the correctness proof 

in this appendix, ue assume that uindou size, transmission rate, 

and initial sequence number selection constraints are obeyed. 

This guarantees that on anu cOnn«rfi0n w« «vi.^ at ^ _ 

(different) packet uith , p^n...!^ mmm  , „ 

____^^ 
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A.2 Composite State Model 

Construction of a compos!le state diagram from the 

protocol machine in section A.l is primarily a mechanical 

process. Each protocol machine transition applicable to either 

of the processes in the composite state becomes a composite 

state transition. Any packets generated as part of the action 

of the transition are added to the current packets in the 

composite state. Packets are removed from the composite state 

when they are no longer "current." A packet Is current If 

elther: 

(1) The packet is pending (waiting for retransmission) at 

the sender. Normally this condition holds until the sender 

receives some form of acknouledgement. For packets which 

are not retransmitted (ACK, NACK, Reject) it does not hold. 

(2) The packet refers to a current packet traveling in the 

opposite direction (e.g. ACK, NACK, or Reject of another 

packet).  Uhen the opposite packet is no longer current, 

both packets are removed from the composite state. 

Limiting packets explicitly considered part of the 

composite state to these current packets is possible because we 

assume that aoy "old" packet (including those removed from the 

composite state) may arrive at any time.  If the protocol 

performs correctly under this worst case assumption,  it will 
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also perform correctly under conditions uhere only a subset of 

all possible old packets nay arrive late and out-of-order. 

Once a packet is generated by a protocol transition, It 

remains in the composite state until it is no longer current, 

despite the assumption that the transmission medium can lose or 

damage packets. Since every current packet is either being 

retransmitted, or is a response to a packet being retransmitted, 

we can assume that current packets are always available to cause 

transitions. There are no time limits on transitions occurring 

in the model. In reality, packets may temporarily "disappear" 

from the composite state if lost or damaged, but Mill always 

reappear due to retransmissions. 

Figure A-2 shous the composite state diagram for the 

connection establishment protocol defined in section A.l. 

Symmetric states (Identical except for pviitching process 

identities and packet directions) have been eliminated to 

simplify the figure. Transmissions to the same state such as 

retransmissions are not shown. Composite transitions resulting 

from simultaneous transitions of both protocol machines are 

perfectly legal, but are shown as sequential individual 

transitions to reduce the number of arrows. 

Each composite state Is represented by a pair of process 

states and a list of current packets. Some context is 

represented along with the basic state of each process. This 

consists of the sequence number for outgoing packets in the SYN 

IMMfcil         ^M 
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Sent, SYN Received, and Established states, and also the 

sequence number for incoming packets in the Established state. 

This allows us to determine whether the protocol has correctly 

Initialized sequence numbsrs when the Established state is 

reached. 

Current packets are represented by their event names, 

with a subscript giving their own sequence number If relevant, 

followed by the sequence number of another packet they may refer 

to (in parentheses). An arrow above the packet shows Its 

direction of travel. Thus 

SYN^VMx) 

represents a SYN-Verify packet with sequence number y, referring 

to another packet with sequence number x, and traveling from 

left to right. 

A.3 Correctness Under Normal Doeration 

Figure A-2 presents all composite states reachable if 

both protocol machines start in the Not Active state and 

function according to their definition (no failures).  Several 

important results emerge. 

There are no terminal states with one process 

Establ shed and the other not established. The only terminal 

states have both processes Not Active (if a connection was 

rejected) or both processes Established. Furthermore, when both 

  ^-—'-'- ■ - ^..-^ > -   ■---    ..-.--    . .-. 
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processes are Established, sequence numbers for both directions 

are properly initialized as described in section 11-5.2. There 

is no deadlock in either connection esatbl Ishment or subsequent 

exchange of data. 

All paths leading back to the Not Active state (except 

the reject path) for either process involve collisions which 

will cause a later retry to establish the connection. Assuming 

that perpetual collisions can be avoided, and that the 

transmission medium provides a nonzero probability of delivering 

any packet, the protocol will eventually succeed In establishing 

a connection (unless the attempt Is rejected). 

These results show the sufficiency of the connect I on 

establishment mechanisms embodied in the protocol machine of 

section A.l. Their necessitu is demonstrated by theorems 4-6 !n 

section 11-5. Ue reprove theorem 6 in section A.5 below using 

the composite state formalism to show that simpler connection 

establishment mechanisms fail under our assumptions of worst 

case transmission medium behavior. 

A.4 Consequences of Protocol Failures 

Section A.3 has analyzed connection establishment under 

normal operating conditions where both protocol machines start 

In the Not Active state. In this section we discuss the 

consequence  of  protocol  failures  and  the problem of 

-   -  ' -  ■       - -   --    -^—^^^^^^ ^ . 
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reestablishing a connection after a failure. Ue describe one 

mechanism to facilitate recovery from a common type of protocol 

failure. The general question of failure recovery and 

self-stabilizing systems [Dijkstra74] requires further research. 

A common protocol failure occurs when the machine at one 

side of a connection "crashes," losing state information about 

the connection. As discussed in section 11-3, it is impossible 

to guarantee the recovery of data in transit at the time of the 

failure, but it is desirable that the protocol should quickly 

detect the failure and reinitialize the connection for reliable 

communication after the failure. 

After a protocol failure, ue assume that all connections 

are placed in the Not Active state.  The other side of a 

previously active connection may still be in the Established 

state. The composite state of the system ui 11 then be (NAHES) 

with some current packets possibly still being transmitted from 

right to left.  There is no such composite state in figure A-2, 

indicating that this "half open" connection state can not occur 

in the normal protocol operation.  Uith the current protocol 

specification in tables A-l to A-4, this state also has no exit: 

once reached due to a faiiura,  it is permanent.  If the 

Established side sends data to the Not Active side,  it  is 

discarded as out-of-order (transition NA4).  If the Not Active 

side attempts to reestablish the connection by sending a SYN 

packet, the Established side returns a negative acknowledgement, 

thinking the SYN is an old duplicate (transition ESI). 
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To break this stalemate, ue introduce two additional 

protocol machine transitions: 

FF1: In the Not Active state, if a data packet arrives, discard 
it, but return a Reject packet referencing the data packet's 
sequence number. 

FF2: In the Establ ished (or SYN Received) state, if a Reject 
packet arrives and it references a pending packet, go to the 
Not Active state and notify the local process that the 
connection is being restarted (after possible loss of 
pending data). Then reestablish the connection. 

FIGURE A - 3 ADDITIONAL COMPOSITE STATE TRANSITIONS 
FOR FAILURE RECOVERY 

(NAMES MD«t»x)- 
«- x 

(NAKES MDsts.. Rqect (x)) (NA)(NA) 

— x 

Figure A-3 shows the additions to the composite state 

diagram resulting from these two transitions. Without these 

added transitions, the Established side would eventually exceed 

its Quit time without knowing why. Uith these transitions, th« 

protocol will restart itself (with possible loss of pending 

data) as long as the Established side trios to send some data 

after the failure. However, if the Establ ished side Is Passiva 
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(waiting to receive data), the stalemate persists.  In tCerf74b] 

(TCP),  a Reset control packet is suggested to force return to 

the Not Active state in half open connections, but  the  later 

duplicate arrival of a Reset may prove dangerous. 

A.5 Inadequacu of Simple Protocol 

Section II-5 informally demonstrated the inadequacy of 

simple connection establishment mechanisms in a hostile 

transmission environment. Here uv use composite state analysis 

to reprove theorem B. 

The state diagram for a simple connection sstabl i shment 

protocol is shoun in figure A-4. Arriving SYN packets are 

simply accepted and acknowledged if the protocol is ready to 

establifh a connection, (i.e. in the Not Active or SYN Sent 

states), or discarded as duplicates if a SYN has already been 

accepted (i.e. SYN Received or Established states). The 

protocol does not check to be sure that an arriving SYN packet 

is current. Collisions no longer occur since simultaneously 

transmitted SYN packets serve as responses to each other. 

Events are a subset of those in the 3 way handshake 

protocol since no SYN-Verify or NACK packets exist. The Reject 

facility has also been removed to simplify the analysis. Table 

A-5 defines the complete set of transitions and actions for this 

simple protocol machine. 
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FIGURE A - 4   SIMPLE CONNECTION ESTABLISHMENT PROTOCOL MACHINE 

ACK 
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Table A-5 

Stats Transitions for Siaols Protoccl Machlns 

Current Next 
State  Event State   Action and Context 

NA   SYN    SR  Accept SYN. Pick ISN and send S'N 
packet ulth ACK of received SYN. 

OPEN    SS  Pick ISN and send SYN packst. 

ACK,    elf Ignors sines no pscksts osnding. 
Quit, 
Data, 
Retrane 

SS   SYN SR  Accept SYN packet. 
Seid ACK referencing received SYN. 

OPEN elf Ignors sines already in progress. 

Retrane elf Retrace it pending SYN packet. 

Quit elf Notify local process. 

ACK, elf Olecard g'  packets. 
Data 

SR   SYN elf Ignore SYN packet. 

ACK ES If ACK refers to pending SYN. 

ACK slf If ACK does not refer to pending SYN. 

Oata elf Olscard as out-of-ordsr (or hold). 

OPEN elf Ignore since in progress. 

Retrane elf Rstransait pending SYN packet. 

Quit elf Notify local process. 

ES   S"N slf Ignors SYN packst. 

ACK, elf Handle data coaaunication as described 
D»ta. . in eection II-« (SPAR protocol). 
Quit, 
Retrane 

OPEN elf Innore eince already in progreee. 

240 

NA-Not Active,    SS-SYN Sent,    SR-SYN Received.    ES-Establishsd 
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Figure A-5 shows the resulting composite state diagram 

using the same notation as section A.3. Assuming the protocol 

starts with both processes Not Active, three terminal states are 

possible. Correct connection establishment (state labeled "a") 

occurs if no old SYN packets emerge from the transmission medium 

while initialization is in progress. However, if one process 

receives an old SYN packet at an inopportune moment during 

connection establishment (see figure 9 in chapter II), that side 

of the connection will be established with incorrectly 

initialized sequence numbers (state labeleJ "b"). Old duplicate 

data following the old SYN may be accepted in this state. The 

other side of the connection will remain in the SYN Sent state 

because the Established side discards arriving SYN packets. If 

both processes receive old SYN packets during connection 

establishment, both processes may be trapped in the SYN Sent 

state and communication will be blocked in both directions 

(state labeled Hc"). 

This duplicates the results obtained informally in 

theorem 6 that such a "credulous" connection establishment 

protocol is inadequate for use with hostile transmission media. 

Our analysis has found both an illegal state (state b allows old 

data to be delivered again) and a deadlock (state c is a 

terminal state with each process requiring a response from the 

other that is not forthcoming). 

■■ . 
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Appendix B 

REFERENCES FOR EXAflPLE NETUORKS 

ARPANET: Heart70, ncQuillan72, Frank70, Orn8teln72, Rober8t72f 

Carr70, Crocker72, Crowther75, Kl einrock74a 

CVCLADES: Pouzin73bf Z i friiierinan75 

EPSS: Beeforth72, Bright74t Bright75 

TYMNET: Beere71, Comb873, Tyines71 

ALOHANET: Abrain8on70f Abram8on73, Kuo73 

PRNET:   Burchfiel75t Kahn75t and papers from PRNET session  In 

Proc. National Compuler Conf.. 1975, AFIPS Press. 

UCL:     Higgin8on75t Lloyd75bt Stoke875 

XS:     Farber72, Farber72a, Farber73, Farber73a,  Ro»je73f 

RoMe75 
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